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ANNEX A--THE ANTI-INFILTRATION BARRIER

General

(TS) Based on the studies conducted by COMUSMAACV during the
latter half of 1966 and early 1967, SECDEF directed the developrrment,
preparation, and implementation of an anti- infiltration systern fur
SEA. The primary purpose of this system was to impede the fluh of
vehicles and personnel from NVN into RVN, and the target date fur
Initial Operational Capability (IOC) %as set at I November 1967.

(TS) In order to control this mammoth undertaking SECDEF
established a JTF under Director, Defense Communications Planning
Group (DCPG) with the responsibility of developing, procuring, and
providing to COMUSMACV the necessary elements of the system. The
resources and depl6yrnent programs evolved from a series of. plans
which, by the end of 1967, called for an anti-infiltration system knowl,
as DYE MARKER/MUSCLE SHOALS. This system consisted of four
subsysterm's which had reached varying degrees of completion by the
end of the year.

(TS) The two DYE MARKER subsystems on the east were de-
signed as ground supported systems, whereas the two subsystems
on the west were to be air supported.

(TS) The easternmost subsystem was a ground barrier desig-
nated Strong Point Obstacle System (SPOS). It was to be constructed
westward from the coast through Con Thien to the foothills to the
west, and consist of five strong points, four support bases, 23 km
of cleared obstacle line and personnel sensors. This subsystem
was still under construction at the end of the year with IOC estimated
to be I July 1968. The second subsystem, the Defile System (DFS)
was to be a westward extension to fill the gap between the SPOS and
the Laotian border, and to cover the natural avenues of approach
from the DMZ into RVN. At year's end it was still in a conceptual
stage.
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C,

"4i•, two MUSCLE SHOALS air supported subsystems were

to. t4,ýý.dacross the VN borde.r into the middle of Laos. DUMP

TRUCK, the anti-personnel subsystem included portions of Laos,

southwestern NVN, and northwest RVN around the DMZ. It was

comprised of mines and sensors laid and monitored by aircraft.

DUMP TRUCK did not meet the planned IOC date, but was ex-

pected to reach that state of completion in January. MUD RIVER,

the anti-vehicular subsystem was deployed in central Laos, in

conjunction with other measures which were in being or planned,

to block vehicular infiltration in areas where it was not practical

to conduct conventional ground operations. It was comprised of

mines and sensors laid and monitored by aircraft. MUD RIVER

did meet the revised IOC date of I December 1967. Both of the

air supported subsystems were to utilize aircraft as the strike
weapon.

(TS) Although three of the subsystems had achieved various
degrees of operational capability, this initial capability had cer-

tain limitations. It was too early to evaluate the effectiveness of
the program and there were problems with munitions, sensors,

and related surveillance, as well as with delivery equipment and

procedures. As a result, a follow-on program was developed to

improve equipment and procedures.

(TS) The requirements of a program for 1968 for improved
infiltration interdiction were clear: completion of pl]anned instal-

lations; improvement in sensor effectiveness and s,-vivability,

special munitions, accuracy in locating sensors and delivering
special munitions, and data processing; and reduction of air-

craft vulner•bility.

Backg round

(S) Infiltration of enemy troops and supplies into RVN from

NVN (occurring largely through Laos and across the DMZ) had

increased steadily from an average of about two battalion-

equivalents per month in late 1964 to approximately fifteen

battalion-equivalents per month in early 1966. Concerned by
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this rapid rise in the infiltration rates, and aware that the NVA was
capable of increasing the rate, COMUSMACV had given careful at-
tention to possible methods of limiting Communist infiltration into
RVN. In 1966 considerable time and effort were spent ir, analyzing
plans, providing raw data to other agencies, and particularly in
assessing the possible impact of such plans on the overall strategy
of the 1966 and 1967 Joint Campaign Plans. I

(S) Deputy Ambassador Porter had proposed in April 1966 that
an extensive barrier be constructed extending from Saigon west
through Hau Nghia Province to the nearest point (the "Eagle's
Beak") on the Cambodian border. COMUSMACV studied the pro-
posal, and in May informed the Deputy Ambassador that inasmuch
as north-south commercial traffic would have to continue, the
effectiveness of the barrier would depend entirely on the effective-
ness of RVNAF control of personnel and carro movement across
the barrier. COMUSMACV considered that any diversion of mili-
tary forces to man and secure the barrier would not compensate
for the loss of their effective employment in offensive maneuvers.
Additionally, construction of the barrier would divert engineer
effort, equipment, and materials from'other critically-needed
operational facilities. Z

(TS) In March JCS requested CINCPAC's views on a plan for
an anti-infiltration barrier across northern RVN and Laos from the
South China Sea to Thailand. CINCPAC studied the plan and pointed
out a number of problems, including the large number of combat
forces required before, during, and after construction of the bar-
rier; the magnitude of initial and follow-on logistical support;
the large engineer construction effort required; and the length of
time needed to complete the project. CINCPAC considered that
the existing logistic posture in SEA, particularly the available
ports and land LOCs, would make the construction of such a bar-
rier impracticable. CINCPAC also pointed out that reliance on
such a barrier would shift the US and FWMA forces into strategy
which would enhance the freedom of action of the enemy while
denying the advantages of flexibility to friendly forces. 3

(TS) Another barrier study, completed under DOD contract by

the Institute for Defense Anaiv-s, was published in August. This
study considered an air supported anti-infiltration barrier extending
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arcss RVN, near the DMIZ, into .a .s. The plan proposed a con-
• .i.t•onal linear barrier of barbe' re and. mines exteading fromth- S~uth China Sea westward for .ppro.cimately 30 km. Continued
wrstward into Laos, this barrier would consist of an air supported
anti-ilfilt ration system, including anti-vehicular and anti- personnel
portions to be seeded with acoustical sensors and area-denial muni-
tions 4

(TS) In Scptembe r JCS notified CINCPAC and COMUSMACV
Mrat they were considering a proposal which accepted, in principle, the
stility of an air supported barrier system across infiltration

ru,',tes in rIVN and Laos. The barrier would consist of two parts:
une designed against foot traffic and the other against vehicles.
The barriers would be achieved through use of large numbers of
g r,,vel mines, button bomblets, and acoustic detectors, supported
by patrol, photo, and stril'e aircraft and supplemented by ground
pi.rFnnel to set detectors and plant mines. JCS indicated that its
response to the proposal would probably take the form of supporting
the principle of barrier potential, while recommending a broad
study assessing all sensors, materiel adequacy, indicated R&D
develipments, and trade-offs between barrier efforts and com-
peting demands on money, manpower and materiel. JCS asked
CINCPAC ard COMUSMACV for comments on the proposal, as
well as information on any other barrier plans, proposals or
studies in existence. In reply, COMUSMACV indicated that a MACV
study had examined the logisticai -ind operational effort required to
seed and maintain a continuous bar-,er, and had concluded that
except for trip-wiremines, such a oa-rier would be extremely
ditticult and costly to support logistically and operationally.

COMUSMACV considered that a non-continuous barrier would be
more easily supportable, and would be within limitations set by
schedules, costs, and air-sortie resources. This reply indicated
further interest in continued study of an air supported barrier
system, and stated that it would have the full support of MACV.
CINCPAC pointed out that although the establishment of an air
supported barrier system astride infiltration routes in RVN and
Laos might be technically feasible, its practicability should be
considered further, as he doubted that such a barrier would
impede infiltration-- even initially. It was CINCPAC's opinion that
maintenanc- of an air supported barrier might result in a dynamic
"battle of the barrier, ' and that the introduction of new components
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into the barrier system would depend not ottly on R&D and product C.,r

capability, but would also depend on the capability to place the conl-
ponents in the right place at the right time. CINCPAC concluded
that even if the US were to invest a great deal of time, effort, and
resources into a barrier project, it was doubtful that such a bar-
rier woulk improve appeciably the US position in RVN. 5

(TS) On 15 September SECDEF appointed LTG Alfred D. Star-
bird, USA, Director of the Defense Communications Agency (1JCA.).
to chair the Defenst' Communications Planning Group (DCPC) and
to form Joint Task Force 728. The mission of the Task Force w,.ild
be to "provide an infiltration interdiction system, to stop 'or at a
minimum to substantially reduce) the flow of men and supplies from
North to'South Vietnam. It is to be designed, produced and put in
place in RVN and Laos as a matter of highest priority. . . . You

LTG Starbird] are he-eby named Director of JTF 7Z8 to achieve
the objective of having the system installed and in operation b-,,
September 15, 1967." This directive formally establish,, '..h-at
was to become known as Project PRACTICE NINE. 6

(TS) During-the visit of SECDEF to RVN in October 1q66,

COMUSMACV sut,gcsted, as an alternate to previous recom.me-
dations, that a conventional barrier be constructed all the way
across RVN and be augmented by selective use of air delivered
munitions and sensors in Laos. At tl- request of SECDEF, this
concept was refined into a Requirements Plan which was based on
the premise that additional forces, ov, , and above other MACV
force requirements, would be provideý for barrier construction
and manning. In November, however, JCS informed CINCPAC
and COMUSMACV that additional forces could not be made avail-
able to meet the requirements of the barrier plan, nd that ,'MACt?
should plan to meet all PRACTICE NINE requirements fromwvithin
approved in- country strengths. In consideration of this message,
which effectively invalidated MACV's Requirements Plan, COM-
TJSMACV prepared a message to CINCPAC on Zl November 1966
,o make his position completely clear:

For some time I have been considering the
installation of a barrier, depending on the avail-
ability of resources, competitive requirement.
for these resources, the enemy situý..ion and
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other factors. In discussions with SECDEF on 10
October, a proposal for a multinational force was
discussed with the idea of establishing a barrier at
a later date. Such barrier implementation should

not be geared to a rigid time ýrame as outlined in
the proposed plans. Further, I have never sup-
ported the prescribed plan air barrier concept in
Laos, but rather the selective use of special muni-
tions, as they become available, to augment existing
interdiction programs in Laos. However, in my
memorandum of 5 November to GEN Starbird, I did
concur in proceeding until I April 1967 on the basis
of readying the means set fortl in the prescribed
plan, notng decision could be made then as to the

basis on which further preparations would go for-
ward.

MACV prepared a plan to identify requirements
necessary to construct and man a barrier system
.vithin an attainable time frame' (Nov 67 for the ground

barrier, and Apr 68 for the intensified interdiction
operations in Laos), using additive forces. . . . Thie
plan outlined a basic assumption that additive forces
would be required; if this assumption is invalid, the
plan is invalid for the time frame involved.

It is not my intention, nor has it ever been, to
displace in-country forces of the magnitude required
to meet total barrier requirements. Rather, I con-
sider it essential that the commander in the field
maintain complete flexibility and utilize resources
provided him for the benefit of the overall mission.
This philosophy is projected throughout the Com-
bined Campaign Plan for 1967 recently signed by
General Vien, Chief, RVNAF J'S, and myself.
This plan directs increased emphasis by both ARVN

and US/FW forces to provide military support to
Revolutionary Development (RD). The primary func-
tion of the military in support of RD is to attain and
maintain the requisite level of security so that RD
programs can be accomplished by GVN civil elements.
To withdraw military forces of the magnitude required
for the barrier would not only reduce RD planned for
1967, but could well result in the collapse of programs
already underway in areas from which forces are withdrawn.
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It is necessary to point out that I strongly oppose
omrnitrnent to create and man a barrier of an in-
"ible time schedule. Any further actions toward

establishing a barrier must be based on current intel-
ligence and the enemy's action throughout SVN.
Current developments indicate that establishment of
a physical barrier can be delayed. At present, only
about 57 of total enemy infiltration from NVN passes
through the DMZ. Further, friendly forces now in
positions south of the DMZ have prevented major
enemy gains. I shall wish to weigh any further
actions vis-a-vis the barrier against the overall
situation in the country. By the same token, we
should not redeploy major forces within SVN for a
barrier unless enemy pressure demands it. It is
conceivable that in the future this could well happen
due to the success of our blocking actions in Laos.

In summary, I am unable to concur in meeting
all PRACTICE NINE requirements from approved
in-country assets alone. I consider it essential that
an inflexible time schedule be avoided, that a real-
istic approach be taken toward construction of a
physical barrier consistent with the )verall MACV
mission, and that freedom of action b the commander
in the field be preserved. Finally, I must under-
score the fact that I have on no occasion recommended
n(r concurred in a barrier undertaking governed by the
parameters cited in Meg (TS), JCS to CINCPAC, 180059Z
Nov 66, Subj: JTF 7Z8 Project Definition Plan. 7

(TS) CINCPAC on 23 November relayed COMUSMACV's views to
JCS, agreeing in general with the former's position:

Strongly concur in COMUSMACV's views on the
barrier as expressed. . . . Most particulary, a
realistic approach must be taken with respect to the
construction of a barrier that is in consonance with I
the overall COMUSMACV mission. The barrier
would have to be established in such a manner as to
preserve the commander's freedom of action to meet %
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military contingencies and to avoid jeopardizing
other essential operational and logistic under-
takings. The proposed 1 April 1967 review of
infiltration patterns that will have occurred during
the winter Laotian dry season is considered es-
sential to provide a basis on which further prep-
arations could go forward. 8

(TS) On 19 December SECDEF directed JTF 728 to prepare a plan
which would provide for procurement of materials for the linear section
of the barrier so as to be in-country by July 1967, but without commit-
ment .s to when they might later be used. For the air supported capa-
bility JTF 728 wau to develop and prepare the aircraft elements and
other resources unique to the air supported capability, on a schedule
to pprmit operational availability in-country by 1 November 1967.
Readying for this date was not to constitute a decision as to deploy-
ment. The plan was prepared as a memorandum for SECDEF from
Director JTF 728, dated 2'. December 1966, and indicated the approach
and time schedule to be followed, funding and personnel ceiling require
ments, and actions requiring immediate decisions by SECDEF. 9

(TS) By the end of the year 1966, COMUSMACV and CINCPA.C
were preparing a two-part plan for JCS to present to SECDEF in
accordance with the 22 December JTF 728 plan. The first part,
providing for interdiction of infiltration through the area contem-
plated for the conventional linear barrier, was due in February 1967.
The second part, covering the air supported interdiction capability,
was to be completed by April 1967. At the same time, JTF .728 was
concerned with its responsibilities for developing the air supported
capability, and for supervision of research, development, testing,
evaluation, production, and delivery of barrier system components.

Concept Development During 1967

(TS) The considerable and ongoing effort which already had been
committed to improving anti-infiltration measures continued and began
to take shape in early 1967 when, on 13 Tanuary, President Johnson
approved assigning the PRACTICE NID, Program the highest national
priority category. On 26 January, after detailed study, COMUSMACV
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completed the MACV PRACTICE NINE Requirements Plan which JCS
planned to submit to SECDEF in February. The plan provided con-
cepts and estimated requirements to support an anti-infiltration sys-
tem to be installed in northern Quang Tri Province. The concept
envisioned a series of strong points and fortified base areas which
could be constructed near the DMZ by tactical troops assisted and
supervised by organic engineer units. Forward of the strong points
a series of barbed wire and minefield obstacles would be laid to deny
the enemy likely avenues of approach and to canalize his movements.
Sensor/detector devices, night observation devices (NOD), infrared
intrusion detectors (IID), Xenon sear .hlights, and radars were to
be employed to detect enemy presence. The strong points and base
areas would occupy key terrain features and serve both as patrol
and fire support bases. Extensive air andt ground patrolling was
considered essential to detect signs of intrusion as well as to main-
tain contact with the populace in the surrounding areas. On-call,
pre-planned artillery concentrations would cover the area, and
tactical air as well asnaval guns within range would be available on
short notice to strike known or suspected targets. Helicopters and
other available means would lift mobile reserves and strike forces
from rear areas to bloc~k enemy penetrations or destroy intruders.
All civilians would be relocated from the area in the vicinity of the
obstacles, strong points, and fo.rward base areas. Maintaining his
earlier reservations regarding the concept, COMUSMACV noted in
the plan that the term 'barrier" should not be employed since it
gave the connotation of an impregnable defense against infiltration
which he felt impossible to attain without massive deployment of
troops. His plan called for minimum additional forces of one
division and one armored cavalry regiment and reiterated the use
of an international task force for this purpose. He suggested the
name "Tu Do" for this task force since, in Vietnamese, this means
"freedom." Another innovation espoused by COMUSMACV in this
plan was th. developmexat of Route 9 into an international highway
running from the South China Sea across Laos to Thailand. For
this he suggested the name "Pan Sea Pike." In the letter for-

warding the MACV Requirements Plan, COMUSMACV stated:

...... The enclosed plan would meet the require-
ments by 1 Nov 67. However, I do not consider the

end result to be the final solution to stopping infil-
tration. An obstacle or barrier system must be
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regarded as only one of many anti-.infilt ration
programs. A proper balance of all these pro-
grams must be preserved to prevent undue
reliance on any single system. 10

(TS) As refinement of the strong point/obstacle system planning
gained momentum, COMUSMACV prepared a second plan .requested by
JCSforpresentationtoSECDEF. The MACV PRACTICE NINE Air
Supported Anti-Infiltration Plan was published on I I March. This
plan provided for establishing and maintaining an air supported
anti-infiltration system primarily in Laos, to the west of the
ground emplaced strong point/obstacle system, but capable of
being extended into western Quang Tri Province in RVN.

(TS) Interdiction operations had been underway in Laos for
some time and were successful in limiting the flow of vehicular
traffic; however, infiltration of enemy forces on foot continued at
a high rate primarily because of the concealment provided by the
jungle, the multitude of routes, and the lack of friendly ground
forces to block these routes. Since friendly ground forces did not
operate in sizable numbers in Laos, the interdiction of men and
supplies would have to be accomplished by air. The plan envi-
sioned expanding the interdiction of vehicular traffic by employing
newly designed air emplaced sensor and monitoring devices on all
potential vehicular routes within the area. Air delivered mines
would be used on a selective basis to delay, damage, and fix in
place the traffic at points where it could be most effectively at-
tacked. More specifically, the elements of this interdiction system
would include: point interdiction to cut the lines of communications
by use of heavy air delivered weapons, anti-vehicular mining opera-
tions, and vehicular sensors. Where significant personnel infil-
tration had occurred or could logically be expected to occur, and
where conventional ground operations were impractical, an air
supported personnel interdiction system was to be installed and
operated. Elements of this system would include anti-personnel
minefields and personnel sensors, both seismic and acoustic,
which would be air delivered and air monitored.

(TS) In forwarding this plan, COMUSMACV stipulated: "Several

immeasurable and intangible factors dictate requirement for a flexible
plan which can be modified readily without sacrificing the overall
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objective. These factors include: unknown effectiveness of munitions
and sensors (most of which are still in the research and development
stage); the unknown reaction of the enemy; and the reaction of the
governments of RVN, Thailand, and Laos whose willing cooperation
is necessary to the success of the plan. " Additionally, COMUSMACV
emphasized that such a program should include a detailed plan for-heli-
copter and ground team emplacement of special munitions and
sensors, that it be oriented toward augmentation of cuxrent and
projected anti- infiltration operations, and most certainly consider
necessary changes to current rules of engagement to improve ef-
fectiveness. .

(TS) CINCPAC's comments, recommendations, and identification
of possible problem areas relative to MACV's air supported anti-
infiltration plan were recoided on 3 April; it was apparent that some
of his observations were due to a planned implementation date of 1
November 1967. CINCPAC pointed out, as had COMUSMACV, that
present programs were based on valid concepts, were accomplishing
the interdiction of enemy infiltration, and that implementation of the
new concept should be considered as complementing and reihforcing.
The focal point of the new program depended on an intensification of
effort in current programs combined with the orderly and judicious
integration of the new concept. Of primary concern were four points:
(1) since sensing devices under development could not distinguish
between friend and foe or civilian and military, substantial modi-
fication to rules of engagement, particularly in Laos, would be
necessary due to the possibility of inadvertent strikes on friendly
and civilian targets by employing air in reaction to sensing device
information; (Z) in reference to Thailand, "The spectre of infil-
tration penetrating Thailaid" in an attempt to outflank the system
may pose serious political and military problems; (3) the possi-
bility of a gap developing between the air supported plan and the
strong point/obs tacle portion of the anti-infiltration system; and
(4) preliminary studies indicated that the aircraft attrition associ-
ated with the plan could present a problem of serious magnitude.
CINCPAC recognized the fact that the anti-personnel portion of
the air supported plan could be installed initially as an in-country
operational test and subsequently, "if the effectiveness of special
devices and munitions are demonstra.ed, the full operational capa-
bility can be exploited and extended into northwest Quang Tri Prov-
ince as required."I-
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(TS) Foil/ling CINCPAC's drawing attention to a possible gap
developing between the air supported plan and the strong point/ob-
stacle plan, requests flowed from JCS thru CINCPAC to COMUS-
MACV to supply an answer to such a contingency. In defense of
the two plans submitted earlier in the year by his headquarters,
COMJUSMACV noted:

Careful consideration was given to concepts
for intensified anti-infiltration operations in
western Quang Tri Province. Constraints im-
posed by the selected operational capability
date of I Nov 67 narrowed the courses of action
available for consideration. The principal con-
straint was the logistics and construction sup-
port necessary in the very limited time frame...
Priority of effort prior to 1 Nov would be placed
on eastern Quang Tri Province, where there
exists the threat of invasion by large enemy
units. Current operations in western Quang
Trn Province, such as long range patrolling,
CIDG camp operations, and H&I artillery pro-
grams will be continued and intensified as the
priority of operations and forces available in I
CTZ permit... .MACV favors the use of strong
points as patrol and fire support bases, use of
complementing obstacles and sensor devices,
and use of mobile forces as a more effective
means of impeding infiltration and detecting
invasion of this area. 13

(TS) SECDEF had directed the development of an infiltration

interdiction system for SEA to impede the flow of vehicles and per-
sonnel oerland from North Vietnam to South Vietnam and further
that certain preparations for the system go foiward immediately.
These preparations consisted initially of designing, testing, and
developing equipment for a linear array of strong points and ob-
stacles; acquiring and readying the resources for an air supported
interdiction capability to be usable against personnel or vehicles'
or both; and devel',pir.g plans for their use. In order to carry out
these preparatory missions and provide for a smooth transition into

the deploymer- czn! use of the capability as well as to provide a
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common understanding of operational concepts, JTF 728 published
the PRACTICE NINE Technical Design and Development Plan on
30 April 1967. Included in the plan was a delineation of the re-
sponsibilities of JTF 728, CINCPAC/MACV, and the Military
Departments:

JTF 728 is responsible for: (1) preparing
and providing to CINCPAC/MACV Practice
Nine resources which are approved by SECDEF...,
(2) accomplishing the overall system planning and
engineering.... To the greatest degree. practica.l.
the JTF will task the Military Departments to ac-
complish detailed engineering, design and test of
the systems elements; (3) tasking Military Depart-
ments and agencies outside of DOD as necessary
to accomplish the work of developing system re-
sources; (4) overall program review and reporting
to SECDEF.

CINCPAC/MACV will'plan and employ the Prac-
tice Nine resources in such manner as to best ac-
corrplish their infiltration interdiction mission.
They will review'all resources, readying plans
of the JTF and advise the JTF, JCS or SECDEF,
as appropriate, of changes required.

The Military Departments are responsible
for conducting research, development and testing
to find ways to improve the Practice Nine capa-
bility. They will accomplish specific research,

development, procurement, and deployment tasks
assigned by JTF 728. 14

The Technical Design and Development Plan was the most complete
single source of information pertaining to PRACTICE NINE. While
holding the plan in high regard as an excellent source of reference
for all facets of the project, CINCPAC and COMUSMACV felt that
there were several points requiring modification and made the fol-
lowing comments: (1) the concept and dimensions of the anti-
personnel zone should not be as defined in the plan since the zone
would be in actuality based on the tactical situation existing at the
time of emplacement; (2) aircraft basing requirements spelled
out in the plan had not yet been firmed; (3) the requirement for a
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new reporting system appeared to be unnecessary considering that an
adequate system for control of shipments, priority handling, muni-
tions expenditures, etc., were already operational within CINCPAC;
and (4) it was further noted that much of the information in the plan
was perishable and of the "quick change" variety; therefore, some
difficulty may be experienced in keeping the plan current.

(S) In June a partial compromise of the classified meaning of the
nickname PRACTICE NINE occurred. As a result, on 13 June, DCPG
directed that the use of this nickname be discontinued in any unclas-
sified context, and the nickname ILLINOIS CITY was assigned to be
effective until 2400H 14 July 1967 when the nickname DYE MARKER
was to become effective. To insure clarity, due to the transitory
nature of the nickname, "ILLINOIS CITY" will not be used herein.

(S) In October 1966 GFN Starbird had expressed a desire to
establish liaison offices at MACV and CINCPAC, and both offices
were operation.l by the end of the year. As concept development
of the air supported anti-infiltration system progressed, the po-
litical, logistical, and tactical implications pointed up a need for
an additional liaison office, and,, in July 1967, a third liaisdn
office in MACTHAI was established to coordinate DCPG matters
in Thailand. Although no formal charter agreement for the liai-
son office in USMACV was ever developed, it was understood that
its mission was to provide direct liaison for the Dir DCPG with
COMtTSMACV and, when required, with III MAF, 7AF, and US-
NAVFORV. It was to consist of a chief (AF officer), three action
officers, and one enlisted man. The Chief DCPG Liaison Office
was responsible for representing the Dir DCPG at meetings, brief-
ings, and conferences as requested by MACV; providing to MACV
information on DCPG planning; coordinating with MACV on matters
of command support of the DCPG mission; providing assistance to
MACV staff in interpreting the DCPG mission, plans, and direc-
tives; and monitoring certain aspects of the DCPG plans when
requested by MACV, e.g., maintaining statistics on unit and
logistical items arrivals.

(S) In February 1967, during a visit to Vietnam, Dir DCPG
was informed of COMUSMACV's concern about how~to "bridge the

gap" between requireni-nt3 planning and operationai planning for
the employment of PRACTICE NINE air supported resources.
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COMUSMACV stated that he would like to integrate some DCPG per-

sonnel into the MACV staff, and Dir DCPG agreed. It was felt that
some work being done in part in DCPG could better be initiated by
MACV Headquarters and components. Personnel from DCPG could
provide important assistance. The tasks involved included deter-
mining possible locations for employment, establishing flight and
ground patterns, determining intelligence information to be fur-
nished the Infiltration Surveillance Center (ISC), integrating the
ISC within TACC, developing delivery tactics and techniques,
evaluating effectiveness, and developing logistic plans. To pro-
vide continuity of planning, Dir DCPG proposed transfer of 19
selected'officers and spaces from DCPG to MACV. The proposal
was approved by SECDEF and by the end of July the officers had
arrived in-country.

(TS) In briefing SECDEF on 7 and 8 July COMUSMACV de-
scribed his concept of integrating PRACTICE NINE into the exis-
ting command structure. CO III MAF would have operational
control of the strong point/obstacle system in I CTZ, and Cmdr
7AF would have operational control of the air supported anti-
vehicular and anti-personnel subsystems as an extension of the
existing STEEL TIGER Task Force. It was COMUSMACV's
opinion that this was consistent with the natural growth of the
TIGER HOUND tasks of the MVACV air component command. COM-
USMACV continued that areas of mutual interest between III MAF
and 7AF would be closely coordinated through direct communica-
tions channels. A special task group was organized at Nakhon
Phanon, Thailand to provide an on-the-scene agency responsible
for coordinating all forces operating in the STEEL TIGER area
including PRACTICE NINE. The Special Task Group would,
using the specialized capability of the ISC, gather intelligence,
determine and coordinate mission requirements, and recommend
delivery of strike, sensor, or specialized munitions to 7AF.
Requests for diversion of aircraft for immediate strikes were to
be passed to an Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center
by the Special Task Group. To insure an integrated effort, pro-
visions were made for joint staffing of the Task Grcup, which
was to be headed by an Air Force brigadier general.

(S) In August COMUSMACV appointed a project manager for
DYE MARKER. The Office of the Project Manager was designated
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Special Operations (J33) and assumed the DYE MARKER respon-
sibilities of the Special Projects and Analysis Branch. (J344).

(S) On 21 August CJCS sent a memorandum to Dir DCPG
spelling out the responsibilities of the Cmdr 7AFTF, as defined
by GEN Westmoreland, and further defining the responsibilities
of DCPG in overall direction:

As Commander of the 7th Air Force Task
Force, General McBride will be the operating
mranager of the air supported DYE MARKER
system. In this capacity, he will manage the
entire interdiction effort for the 7th Air Force
in the air supported area of interest, TIGER
HOUND area of Laos, and possible small
portions of NVN and SVN near the demili-
tarized zone. He will have full authority for
directing all infiltration surveillance activ-
ities :onducted in his area by the 7th Air

Force and all other MACV forces and will act
as 7th Air Force coordinating authority for
surveillance forces employed under other
commands. He will direct the employment
of surveillance/ reconnaissance aircraft
(includuig FAC's) and surveillance teams.
Based on the intelligence information gath-
ered at the Surveillance Center, which is
part of the task force, he will select the
targets and recommend the employment of
strike forces allocated for strikes in his
area by the 7th Air Force Tactical Air Con-
trol Center (TACC). He will also specify
the employment of ground action ter.ms
available to his area from MACV resources.

I have discussed General McBride's
proposed duties, as outlined above, with the
Secretary of Defense. I also outlined to Mr.
McNamara General Westmoreland's plans
to appoint a brigadier general from within
country to be a focal point on the MACV staff
for all actions concerning the DYE MARKER
program. In both cases, he is in full agreement.
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However, the Secretary of Defense emphasized
his desire that you continue to exercise over-
all direction of the continuing support effort which
will be requisite to the success of the DYE MARKER
program. Your responsibilities would include con-
cept i:_, planning; research, development, and test
of improved concepts and hardware; timely procure-
ment of resources to be made available to the the-
ater commander; and other similar actions which
do not infringe upon established command arrange-
ments. Along these lines, I assume that you will
continue to maintain liaison groups within the the-
ater to assist you in these matters. 17

(TS) At the Southeast Asia Coordinating Committee (SEACOORD)
meeting on 1 August attended by Ambassadors Bunker, Martin, and
Sullivan, as well as ADM Sharp and GEN Westmoreland, considerable
concern was expressed about the apparent absence of field coordina-
tion in the development of DYE MARKER operations. Although it
was intended that a good portion of the system was to be deployed
in Laos and staged through Thailand, both- AM EMB Vietiane and
AMEMB Bangkok representatives learned of several elements of
the proposed operation for the first time during the meeting. As a
result COMUSMdACV took immediate steps to create a working group

in Saigon and urged the Ambassadors to Thailand, Laos, and the RVN
to provide full time representatives. On 6 August COMUSMACV
recommended to CINCPAC that an executive directive be issued to
all involved government agencies establishitg guidelines for approach-
ing the governments of Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam and fixing respon-
sibility on the US Missions to these countries to insure that specific
parts of the DYE MARKER program would be carried out. In stressing
the importance of this step and to further clarify possible misunder-
standings, COMUSMACV stated his belief that, from a military point
of view, DYE MARKER could not supplant or substitute for ROLLING
THUNDER and other bombing/air interdiction programs. He pointed
out that the locations of the anti-vehicular and anti-personnel sub-
system were not yet firmly established, but that locations would be
dictated by timely intelligence and availability of munitions and sensors.
COMUSMACV cautioned that if Thai cooperation were withdrawn, the
effect would be indefinite postponement of the planned initial operational
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capability (IOC) date and complete reevaluation of the DYE MARKER
system. 18

(U) On 7 September, as a result of speculation in recent news
stories on anti- infiltration systems around the DMZ, SECDEF made
a public release:

As you all know, we have for two years or more
been examining into the possibilities of using ground
obstacles and other devices to help impede the flow
of men and supplies into South Vietnam. Many per-
sons, some inside the Department of Defense and
some in research organizations outside the depart-
ment, have recommended different proposals.

Some of these proposals have been examined in
detail and discarded. Others appear to have more
promise. You are all aware that work has begun on
clearing the jungle sc-ith of the DMZ for a stretch of
roughly 15 miles. We are preparing to initiate late
this year or early next year the operation of a system
to make infiltration mot~e difficult.. The system's
objective~s will be consistent with those of our air
campaign against the lines of communication. We
know, of course, that no obstacle syrstem can stop
the infiltration of personnel or supplies.

Equipmen' to be installed will range from
barbed wire to highly sophisticated devices. The
more the enemy knows about our plans, the more
ready he could be to defeat the system when it is
installed. Therefore, I am directing that no ad-
ditional information be made public by anyone in
the Department of Defense on this program.

(S) As a result of this public release and the expected focus of
attention by the press on the strong point/obstacle area, and because
the nickname DYE MARKER was in wide use in the III MAF area to-L
identify offices, telephones, etc. , DCPG felt that the meaning of DYE

quent compromise of the entire anti- infiltration system, instructions

were issued that the nickname DYE MARKER would pertain only to
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the strong point/obstacle system. The remaining two subsystems,
now requiring new nicknames, became DUMP TRUCK for the air
supported anti-personnel and MUD RIVER for the air supported
anti-vehicular subsystems; collectively, these two subsystems were
nicknamed MUSCLE SHOALS. 19

Strong Point Obstacle System

Developing the Plan

(TS) The MACV PRACTICE NINE Requirements Plan was pre-
sented to SECDEF in February 1967 and, on 6 March, he directed
STF 728, to procure for delivery on schedules acceptable to COM-
USMACV, materials for strong points and base camps and sensors
and surveillance devices for a 10 kmn section; take necessary steps
to insure that Route I and Hue Port were unobstructed; arrange for
the State Department to secure GVN sup.pwrt for land acquisition
and civilian relocation; and, in conjunction with State Department,
to ascertain the feasibility and desirability of integrating the Tu Do
Task Force and Pan Sea Pike concepts with PRACTICE NINE. He
further directed that other measures be taken to preserve a I Novem-
ber 1967 operational capability. 20

(TS) Now having a plan that he considered practical, COMUS-
MACV took two preparatory steps prior to proceeding with actual
construction: he directed CG III MAF to prepare a detailed plan
to proceed and he personally made initial overtures to GVN.

(S) On 26 March COMUSMACV, desiring that a start be made
as soon as possible on a Strong Point Obstacle System (SPOS),
defined that system as one running along the southern edge of the
DMZ extending from the sea to a point about one-third of the dis-
tance to the Laotian border. He also directed CG III MAF, in
coordination with CG I CTZ, to prepare a plan "as a matter of
urgency" to locate, construct, crganize, and occupy a strong point
obstacle line. This plan was to include recommended task organi-
zation with US and ARVN units for both construction and occupation
of tr- system. The plan was to address the subject of displacement
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ýi prsons occasioned by construction of the system, and to include
relýation areas as well as land clearing requirements for resettle-
ninnt and cultivation for the displaced persons. 21

(TS) On 16 March General Loan, the Director General of the
National Police, met with GEN Westmoreland and stated his concern
for the safety of his police in the DMZ because of the VC/NVA capa-
bitity to harass the police. The police were without mortars or other
heavy weapons with which to defend themselves and, even worse, did
not have radios to call for air strikes or artillery when under attack.
In reply, COMUSMACV revealed the possibility of constructing an
obstacle system in that area, to which General Loan was most enthu-
siastic.

(TS) On 17 March at In MAF Headquarters, COMUSMACV
wrih Generals Thieu, Phong, Lam, and Loan to-explain his plan.
The plan was enthusiastically received, and General Loan stated
that construction should begin right away taking advantage of the
dry season. COMUSMACV expressed his advocation for use of an
international force but felt that for political reasons General Loan
should bring up the idea with General Ky. It was the opinion bf the
GVN representatives that implementation of such a plan posed no

problems, political or otherwise. COMUSMACV also suggested that
although MACV would assist, clearance of land which might be used
for cultivation to ease the problems of civilian relocation from the
area and the use of mass labor for improving LOCs should be a GVN
program, When contacted, Premier Ky stated that he would confer
on the matter with President Johnson at their meeting on Guam.
However, since the subject did not come up during the conference
on Guam, SECSTATE informed the AMEMB Saigon that resolution
should be achieved by COMUSMACV and AMEMB Saigon through the
Mission Council. SECSTATE also felt that "mention to GVN of the
overall planned interdiction system including the air- laid capability
and extension into Laos should be avoided. . . you may, however,
say that we are studying the problem of extension westward to the

V s border. "22-

(TS) Two significant coinci'-ntial actions occurred on 15 April
when Premier Ky, during a p&,,. conference at Bien Hoa Air Base,
stated that a defense perimeter south of the DMZ would be constructed
and that new Allied and Vietnamese forces would be necessary for the
DMZ. At the same time SECSTATE wired AMEMB Saigon that SECDEF
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was anxious to move ahead as rapidly as possible on first stages
of preparation and would like an estimate of when GVN approval
might be obtained. Following these simultaneous actions, Am-
bassador Lodge and COMUSM.ACV, on 17 April, discussed con-
struction of such a military system of obstacles and strong points
with Premier Ky. They informed the Premier that, if he agreed
to such a project, the US was prepared to furnish the mines and
other materials for the system and would commit military person-
nel to man part of the system. The Ambassador added that tbe USi
favored an international composition of forces and suggested that
an appeal to certain countries for additional troops might be ap-
propriate. The Premier approved the overall concept and dig-
patched proposals to the heads of governments of troop cortrib-
uting countries that they provide additional troops to help man
a SPOS in Quang Tri Province along the DMZ.

(TS) The same month, TCS requested CINCPAC comments
regarding the proposition for a multinational force. CINCPAC
considered- the idea worth pursuing but stated there were some
questions regarding.the capabilities and willingness of troop
contributing countries to provide the additional forces for the'
purpose stated. He believed that the force should be strorg

enough to deploy and fight as an independent unit and should not

be dependent upon other ground forces except when forced by
superior numbers. Considering that placing an international force
of inadequate strength in a position of jeopardy might prove embar-
rassing to the US, he felt it would be desirable that the overall force
be no less than a division-sized unit with aerial support for recon-
naissance. CINCPAC considered that a ROK contribution would
be most hopeful, a Thailand contribution might be possible, and
additional force contributions for Australia, New Zealand, and
the Philippines would be doubtful though desirable. CINCPAC

in turn solicited COMUSMACV's '-mments, to which COMUSMACV

replied:

There are a number of advantages, primarily
political and psychologi,.al, to forming and position-
ing a multinational force south of the DMZ; however,
these advantages do not . . . ou'weigh the disadvan-
tages if the use of forces presently in-country is
required. The diversion of forces from currentTHIS PAGE REGRADED uNCLASSIrIr
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operational areas, the loss in flexibility in
employment of these forces, and the lack of
any assurance that the multinational force

could prevent enemy buildup in SVN militate
against the forming and positioning of the
force. The proposed letter from Premier

Ky to heads of governments of troop contrib-
uting countries requests additional troop com-
mitment to SVN. Should sufficient additive
forces become available as a result of this
letter, it would be advantageous to form and
position the additive multinational force south
of the DMZ. Z3

Program Takes Shape

(TS) By the end of April CINCPAC summarized the activities to
date as inc'luding the preparation and acceptance of the 26 January
MACV plan, commitments to Premier Ky, GVN indorsement of the
plan, III MAF planning responsibilities, and, the fact that some
clearing had actually begun, employing US Marine and ARVN units.
It appeared to CINCPAC that the work in progress was taking place
considerably to the south of the intended area and would require
relocation of thousands of civilians. The question then perplexing
CINCPAC, which was posed to COMUSMACV was: "What relation-
ship, if any, does present activity south of the DMZ have with

respect to MACV plan of 26 January 1967?" COMUSMACV replied
that:

The present activity south of the DMZ is
divorced officially from PRACTICE NINE... The
present undertaking is a modest effort to clear

fields of fire and to install a limited obstacle
system. However, as time, security conditions,
forces, and materials permit, the system could be

improved to conform to the PRACTICE NINE concept.
The planned locations fonform to the PRACTICE
NINE Plans. 24

(TS) In development if the SPOS the'concept was, in those areas where
the terrain and tactical situation would permit, to construct an installation
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consisting of conventional equipment such as barbed wire, mines,
and flares. In addition, a series of newly developed sensors and sur-
veillance devices would be installed. For the primary sensor, a
Balanced Pressure System (BPS) was planned. It consists of paral-
lel liquid-filled hoses buried in the g round and connected to flexible
disc transducers which respond to pressures on the surface of the
earth. The alarm would be transmitted to observation posts by wire
or radio. Unattended Seismic Detectors (USD) consist of five buried
sensors (geophones), a buried electronic component, and a remotely
located annunciator. The geophones are connected tothe electronic
component by buried field wire, and the electronic component con-
nected to the annunciator by buried cable. Ground vibrations caused
by surface motion are sensed by the geophones which transmit
alarm signals to the annunciator. Alarm displays at the annunciator
can be either visual, aural, or both. The Infrared Intrusion Detector
(lID) is a line-of-sight device consisting of an IR source which illumi-
nates an IR receiver from a given distance. The IR source would be
aligned so that its beam will focus on the IR receiver, which may be
up to 400 feet away. A break in the beam would result in the wire
transmission of a signal to the annunciator which would contain
audio and visual alarm indicators and a counter. All equipment
would be powered by self-contained batteries, small in size, and
buried in the ground. lID was particularly well suited to river,
canal, and stream crossings, but line-of-sight and heavy fog
limited the range. AN/PPS-5 and AN/PPS-6 combat surveillance
radars were planned to be used to detect.intruders. The AN/PPS-5
is a pulse doppler radar mounted on a tripod and equipped for either
on-location or remote operation. The radar was capable of area
surveillance with a personnel detection range of 5, 000 meters and
a vehicle detection range of 10, 000 meters. Both audio and cathode
ray tube displays are used. The AN/PPS-6 is a lighter pulse doppler
radar used by patrols, and having a maximum personnel detection

range of 1, 500 meters and vehicle detection range of 3,000 meters. U
Night Observation Device, Medium Range (NOD MR) is a tripod-
mounted telescope which operates passively with reflected light
from stars, moon, and night sky glow in the visible and near infra- t_
red regions. NOD would be used at surveillance outposts supporting
the system. The viewing range of the NOD is at least 1, 200 meters
in moonlight and 1,000 meters in starlight. The jeep-mounted Xenon
Searchlight provides a capability for either visual or infrared sur-
veillance around sir Roints and alon t e o cte•fs~~~ ,MýVle• c~s trace.
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The approximate viewing range in the visible and infrared mode is
1,500 meters and 1,000 meters, respectively. 25

(S) In mid-April the DCPG Bill of Materials (BOM) was received;
it included delivery schedules and breakout of materials to be pro-
cured by Service components. The list was essentially as stated in
the MACV BOM in the Requirements Plan; however, some differences
were identified and action was taken in coordination with III MAF to
resolve them. Some of the materials required in the SPOS were
available in-country and were transferred to NAVSUPPACT Da
Nang. Other materials were funded by DCP'! and shipments to
RVN initiated during the 4th Otr of FY67. Shipping schedules es-
tablished to support the planned installation called for shipments
between April and September and, although actual shipment of some
items slipped their schedules by up to 60 days, all phases of con-
struction were permitted to oegin using some items already available
or substitute materials from in-country assets.

(TS) The MACV PRACTICE NINE. Requirements Plan of 26
January 1967 enumerated additional troop requirements to man an
effective obstacle.system spanning Vietnam. Ah additional division
(reinforced with certain in-cbuntry elements) would be required to
occupy the system and an additional armored cavalry regiment would
be required for a highly mobile reserve and route security force. It
was considered in the plan that an obstacle system was likely to be
completed from the South China Sea to Dong Ha Mountain in northern
Quang Tri Province, a distance of 30 kin, by 1 November 1967, and
that, to man this portion of the system, a three battalion brigade
(constituting the first increment of the division) would be required
by 1 August 1967. Besides the brigade, an additional armored
cavalry troop, engineer company, support battalion, 105mm towed
howitzer battalion, and an aviation company also would be required,
for a total additional force of 4,460 men. Other needed support units,
augmentations, and construction battalions would raise this figure
to 7,691. Not considered in this figure were MACV resources
already in- country which would be used to support the plan: two
Army field artillery battalions (one 175mm gun, and one 105mmth
howitzer), an Army light equipment company, three Naval Mobile
Construction Battalions (NMCB), an Air Force heavy repair
squadron, and a Marine engineer battalion. ARVN's contribution
was fixed at elements of an engineer groupand a regimental -.a:, Zorce.
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All units would contribute to security forces and it was assumed that
enemy activity would not require major reinforcement into northern
I CTZ. 2

6

(TS) On 23 March, in reply to a SECDEF request to recommend
the forces required to support PRACTICE NINE, JCS proposed an
augmented initial force of 8, 353 personnel. The units, which would
deploy between April 1967 and August 1968, were a mechanized
infantry brigade, an aviation company, two truck companies, an
NMCB, an augmentation to the Naval Construction Regiment (NCR)
staff, two LSTs, six LCUs, as well as assorted support platoons
and detachments. With certain exceptions, SECDEF approved the
JCS recommendation and directed that Program 4 be revised to
reflect an increase of 7, 522 in the deployed strength in RVN and
300 in the off-shore Navy strength. While SECDEF tentatively
approved the mechanized brigade proposed by the JCS, he noted
that COMUSMACV had requested an infantry brigade and directed
JCS to study the feasibility of converting the brigade to an infantry
configuration or, alternatively, to deploy an infantry brigade.
MACV subsequently accepted substitution of a mechanized brigade
for the infantry brigade, .intending to deploy the mechanized brigade
to 1I or III CTZ, which would release an infantry brigade for redeploy-
ment to I CTZ. 27

(TS) Permissive authority was granted by SECDEF in a memo-
randum dated 13 June 1967 in which he stated that ".. . the approvals
given in [6 March SECDEF Memo to JCS] are now expanded to in-
clude authorization to employ the resources identified with the
PRACTICE NINE SPOS in the execution of the MACV Requirements
Plan. "28

(S) COMUSMACV recognizing that no definite plans had been
made regarding anti-infiltration measures to be taken in the flood
plain area to the east of Gio Linh (from YD 224747 to YD 253752),
requested CC III MAF on 16 June to make recommendations on how
to fill the gap. A problem in this sector of the trace was created
because the normal river width through the area in question was 50
to 65 meters, except during the NE Monsoons when the width in-
creased to about 1,400 meters. CG III MAF considered it possible
to build a clear causeway from the edge of the flood plain to the
sea by moving 2. 5 million cubic meters of earth; however, theTHIS PACE REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
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magnitude of such an effort was beyond his capability in a reasonable
time frame. He therefore recommended installation of the SPOS to
each flank of the flood plain, interdicting forward of the trace with
COMMANDO LAVA and observed artillery fire using VT fuses as
necessary. It was pointed out as an aside that ground access from
the eastern-most strong point to base area during flood season would
be a problem. 2

9

(TS) During SECDEF's visit to HQ MACV in July, he was briefed
on the status of thc SPOS including the following. The strong points
of Gio Linh and Con Thien were cleared to a 500-meter radius and
were being installed and manned by tactical troops then in the area.
The 

6
00-meter wide trace between the two strong points as well as

eastward to the flood plain had been cleared of vegetation. At the
time it was felt that the first 13 kin, from Con Thien to the flood
plain, including strong points and base areas, could probably be
installed and operational with released PRACTICE NINE materials

by 1 November. Since it was recognized that the monsoons would
reduce traffic to practically zero after mid-September, a major
effort was being made to improve the situation by employing the
engineer forces to upgrade Routes 1, 9, and 561, build the neces-
sary pioneer roads to connect strong points with base areas, and
prepare storage sites for materials at Dong Ela. Plans to develop

the system included as first priority, the conduct of offensive
operations to install covering forces for security in obtervation
posts, strong points, and bases areas so that by mid-August the
infantry units assigned could complete the construction of the
strong points, base areas, and OPs to the point where obstacle
installation could begin by mid-September. Plans called for a
series of OPs and towers to provide interface with the strong
points along the trace. The OPs would house the readout for
the sensor/detector information, and the towers would provide
platforms for observers and for radar. The BOM that had been
developed for construction would b.! adequate for the 13 kmn
obstacle line, and indications were that the delivery schedule

was reasonable to support the 1 November date. Looking ahead,

an additional 10 km would be required to complete the trace from
the China Sea westward to the nearest strong point. The BOM
for this section was under study, and a delivery schedule was
being prepared to permit completion of the added segment by
June 1968.
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(S) By mid-August the enemy situation had begun to change
drastically in the general vicinity of the DMZ, CC III MAF noted
that although his forces had increased, none of the forces regarded
as minimum essential augmentation by the 26 January 1967 Plan
had been provided. The enemy threat in the DMZ had progressively
increased to the point that friendly forces were fully occupied in
holding back the enemy in the Con Thien-Gio Linh area. Friendly
forces (four battalions plus combat support and combat service
support) with the assistance of extensive and continuous artillery,
air (irncluding ARC LIGHT), and naval gunfire support could not
accomplish this up forward, while at the same time constructing,
manning, and operating the SPOS to their rear. Once completed,
however, it was considered that the SPOS would permit the release
of some troops for defense to the west and missions elsewhere, CO
III MAF accordingly requested that additional forces from outside
the I CTZ area be deployed to northern Quang Tri Province or that
a brigade of TF OREGON be shifted northward to relieve elements
of the 5th Marines. COMtUSMACV concurred in CC Ill MAF's
request and sent an additional brigade. As a result, CG III
MAF informed COMUSMACV that he planned to use nine Marine
battalions--seven to search, clear, and screen in support of the
construction effort and the remaining two battalions plus an en-
gineer battalion to constrtict and man the obstacle as work was
completed. In order to expedite the construction, which would
take about six weeks, the flow of equipment and materials had
to be timely, and cornstruction would proceed as soon as minimum
assets were available. 30

(S) Because of this drastic change in the tactical situation in
northern I CTZ, specifically, the increased enemy artillery capa-
bility, it became essential that all personnel, command and control
elements, and essential ammunition supplies be afforded bunker
protection. A reevaluition of requirements indicated need for an
additional 150 bunkers, plus additional materials for flooring all
bunkers, and additional overhead cover. Screening of in-country
assets by MACDC revealed that the added BOM requirements could
be met subject to reimbursement by DCPG, and as a result COM-
USMACV directed on 15 September that the materials be issued. By
30 September, the necessary materials had been transferred or were
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enroute to the project depot at Da Nang, and III MAF requirements
were met in adequate time to allow construction to continue uninter-
rupted.

DYE MARKER Reorganized

(S) On 7 September COMTUSMACV directed CG III MAF to prepare
an alternate plan for development of the SPOS, taking into account the
increased enemy artillery capabilities and their effect on the con-
struction and security forces. III MAF OPLAN 12-67 was prepared
and subsequently approved in concept by COMUSMACV on 13 Sep-
tember. The major change resulting from this plan was to stop
construction of the obstacle until the strong points and base areas
were completed and the tactical situation had settled down. Minor
changes included: (I) relocation of one base area toward Cam Lo
in order to provide more security for artillery and other support
forces at Cam Lo and to protect a vital bridge on Route 561; (2)
addition of a company base area behind the easternmost strong
point to provide support, especially during the monsoon when this

area is isolated by the flood plain to the west; and (3) occupation
by ARVN Bns of four strong points instead of only two as previously
planned. The latter would free one Marine Bn to provide necessary
security for a new airfield at Quang Tri. COMUSMACV informed
CINCPAC that he felt that these adjustments were compatible with
the overall DYE MARKER objectives and consistent with SECDEF's
public statement on DYRMARKER. He hastened to point out that
preliminary estimates indicatedi that casualties which might be

sustained under this adjusted plan should be substantially less
than those sustained under the original plan. Considering this
adjusted plan, seven US and four ARVN battalions would operate
in the area. One US battalion would aplit between Dong Ha and
the adjacent base area, one split between the next two base areas,
one at Quang Tri, and the remaining four at Camp Carroll, Than
Son Lam, Ca Lu, and Khe Sanh, providing strong secure bases in
the area. These dispositions would enable III MAF to detect and
attack enemy infiltration in force and also to patrol for covert
infiltration. Should the enemy counter by increasing infiltration
to the west, plans had already been prepared to move additional
battalions to Lang Ruou, Khe Sanh, and Lang Vei. 

3 1 
(See FigureA-l).
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(TS) COMUSMACV related the status of construction at the time
of issue of the new plan co CINCPAC during the latter's visit on 14
September. It was noted that the upgrading of Routes 1, 9, and 561
was progressing satisfactorily in spite of enemy action and heavy
rains. Time was lost when base course material on Route 561
failed after a heavy rain that continued for 30 hours, requiring
rework throughout. Some delays were recorded due to non-arrival
of other necessary construction materials, but the problem ap-
peared to be one of transportation capacity rather than supply.
Obstacle materials, although in some cases slightly behind sched-
,le, were all due in by mid-September. Generally, components
,r the base areas and strong points such as sensors, pickets,
nd Class V items were behind schedule, although coordination

with DCPG LNO reported all items as enroute.

(S) Because of the significant change in the DYE MARKER
concept attendant to implementing III MAF's OPLAN 12-67, and
the transfer of materials previously reserved for the linear
obstacle to other commitments, COMUSMACV requested CG III
MAF review his supplementary materials requirements, the
dates materials would be required, and the BOM for the ten
km obstacle extension. Further, he asked for a planning schedule
for installation of the various segments of the obstacle. With the
I November readiness date but two weeks away COMUSMACV
then informed CINCPAC that it was now clear that construction
would not be completed by the target date. Weather still pre-
cluded ground access to A-3 and A-4, and other priorities
prevented work on C-3 and Ca Lu. He pointed out that unless
additional resources were applied, construction would not be
completed in 1967 even though no delay in construction due to
shortages of materials was anticipated. 3Z

by(S) As a result of his own observations as well as inspections
by members of the MACV staff, COMUSMACV concluded that quality
control over the installation of the DYE MARKER system was in-
adequate. It was his opinion that the project had not been accorded
a priority consistent with its operational importance and the refore
required greater command emphasis and management. Whereupon
he directed CC III MAY to take immediate steps to correct defi-
ciencies in constriction; to institute a -'•itive system of quality
control over construction and installation of the entire system;
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and after review of the situation and current progress, to submit
rationale for specific slippages and a revised attainable completion
schedule. In response, CG III MAF assigned his deputy to head up
a permanent DYE MARKER special staff element with representation
from NSA Da Nang and his Force Logistics Command (FORLOGCMD).
It was made clear to all commanders concerned that the DYE MARKER
project had high national interest and a priority second only to emer-
gency combat requirements. In addition, plans were made to deploy
a Marine regiment north to provide additional support for tactical
requirements. At that time, all A and C sites in the OPLAN 12-67,
except A-3, A-5 and A-6, were actually manned and engaged in
anti-infiltration operations. CG III MAF assured COMUSMACV
that the task of completing construction and improving combat patrol
bases would be pursued as a matter of utmost urgency. 

3 3

Closing the Gap

(TS) With the installation of DYE MARKER and MUSCLE SHOALS
approaching realization, COMUSMACV turned his attention to the
western Ouang Tri Province, where he had envisioned, in the PRAC-
TICE NINE Plan, interdicting infiltration in the defiles of the rugged
mountain area. More specifically, as he had explained to SECDEF

"in July, he was contemplating a series of defile obstacles placed in
likely infiltration corridors, supported-by mobile forces operating
from a series of strong points spread from A-5 to the Laotian
border.

(S) In October, COMUSMACV requested CG III MAF to provide
a concept for closing the defiles of this mountain area and, in addi-
tion, plan to provide interface between the DYE MARKER and MUSCLE
SHOALS systems. In reply, CG III MAF spelled out the mission as
"conducting anti-infiltration operations in the defile area of northern
Quang Tri Province, utilizing battalion combat operating bases,
(COBs) located along Route 9 to protect lines of communications,
detect, interdict, and destroy/impede enemy infiltration in zone.
It was generally assumed in preparing the plan that the installation
of DYE MARKER to the east would cause the enemy to increase his
use of infiltration routes farther to the west. It was recognized
that construction efforts would be impeded during the monsoon
season. It was assumed that materials required for construction
of the COBs would be available as needed and that sufficient
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transportation (land, sea, air) would exist to support COBs west
of Camp Carroll. 34

S) Operations in the defile area would be conducted from b
tahon-sized COBs located at Camp Carroll, Than Son Lam, Ca Lu,
Lang Ru3u, and Khe Sanh. (See Figure A4). The operations would
consist of patrols along Route 9 and as far to the north as permit-
ted by terrain, fire support, and size of the force employeo. Recon-
naissance would be conducted to the limit of supporting artillery--
generally to the line formed by Dong Ta Bang, Lang Cat Su, Lang
Dong and Bao Thuong. Aviation assets assigned to MUSCLE
SHOALS were considered available on a limited basis for sensor
emplace:-nent and tactical support. Intelligence would be exchanged
over dedicated secure voice and secure teletype circuits between
the MUSCLE SHOALS Infiltration Surveillance Center (ISC) at
Nakhon Fhanom and III MAF forces. Sensor devices, yet to be
determined, would be deployed to an optimum distance to the
west and northwest, and on known infiltration routes within the
capabilities of the re.ndout system. Sensors would be emplaced
by fixed wing aircraft, helicopter, and hand emplacement by ground
forces with readout from COBs and observation posts. As ir.proved
sensor devices became available, the depth of sensor installation to
the west and northwest would be increased along the valleys and
newly-determined infiltration routes. Conceivably, and as the
t ensors were improved, the MUSCLE SHOALS system might be

xtended generally eastward and to the north of the defile area

stem.

(S) On 8 December a DYE MARKER Development and Oper.tion
Plan was published as MACV Planning Dir 10-67. This plan estab-
lished responsibilities and schedules for the DYE MARKER Program.
Noteworthr' in this directive was the definition of DYE MARKER
as encompassing the original SPOS of five strong points, a 23 km
obstacle, and four support bases. It defined the DFS as a series
of battalion base camps, observation posts, and sensors running
west from the SPOS to the Laotian border. Specifically, III MAF

was directed to plan and test the DFS and to put it into operation

as soon as possible with forces in the area together with additional
forces which would be made available as I Corps progressively took

over the SPOS. 35 (See Figures Al and AZ).
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(S) By the end of the year considerable progress had been made
in establishing the counterbattery/fire support coordination effort for
the DMZ. A target acquisition battery attached to the 108th Arty Gp
had moved into Dong Ha, and was capable of supplying target location
data to the counterbattery information center in the 12th Marines FDC.
Their equipment, including radar, sound, and flash ranging was de-
ployed to Con Thien, Gio Linh, and the Dong Ha combat base. 3

6

Air Supported Anti- Infiltration System

(TS) Support for Communist aggression against GVN is provided
principally by the overland flow of men and supplies from NVN across
the DMZ and southward through Laos. Interdiction operations against
determined infiltration had been successful to varying degrees against
vehicular traffic; however, clever use of jungle concealment, the use
of a multitude of jungle paths, 'and the lack of sizable numbers of
anti-Communist grbund forces contributed to continuous high rate.
of infiltration by foot. The M.ACV PRACTICE NINE Air Supported
Anti-Infiltration Plan, published i1 March 1967, was designed to
suppress this flow of men and materials through the difficult and
remote terrain. The plan envisioned an air surveillance and support
system which would supplement and act in consonance with the overall
interdiction program developed by 7AF. The system was to use air-
craft equipped with special navigational equipment to distribute sensors
and mines throughout the interdiction areas. These deterrents were to

suppress personnel and vehicle infiltration either by incapacitating the
infiltrators or by alerting the surveillance aircraft to the infiltration.
Information received by the monitoring aircraft would be relayed to
an Infilti.tion Surveillance Center (ISC) for evaluation and possible
counteraction.

Concept of Operations

(TS) COMUSMACV directed that data be developed and contin-
uously updated on personnel infiltration trails, vehicle LOCs, and
patterns of enemy movement in LAOS and in the DMZ area. These
data were to be gathered to use as the basis for selection of targets
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for employment of sensors and munitions being readied for employ-
ment in SEA. Target areas along with minefield and sensor patterns
would be under continuous review and changed and refined, based on
changing tactical situations or on new information. Although the
ability to detect the flow of vehicular traffic had been demonstrated,
it had to be expanded and improved in the face of anticipated increased
enemy determination to get through. The concept was to employ new
or improved techniques, equipment, and forces to block vehicular
infiltration in those areas where it was not possible to conduct
significant ground operations. On the other hand, stopping per-
sonnel infiltration by air interdiction alone was considered to be a
far greater if not insurmountable problem. Therefore, the objectives
of the anti-personnel operations were to restrict infiltration, inflict
significant casualties, disrupt the infiltration pattern, force infil-
trators into difficult terrain, and demoralize porters and soldiers.
"Such operations, " said COMUSMACV, "performed in conjunction
with the anti-vehicular system to deny infiltrators the supplies
requited to make them an effective fighting force, should limit

the enemy's ability to project his power into RVN." 37

(TS) On completion of the MACV PRACTICE NINE Air Sup-
ported Anti-Infiltration Plan, CINCPAC commented to JCS in
detail. He felt that, if the decision were to provide an air sup-
ported interdiction capability, and the MACV 11 March 1967 Plan
was approved, additional forces, and timely and adequate funding

was essential. CINCPAC reiterated COMUSMACV's concern
regarding the effectiveness of special munitions, sensors, dis-

pensers, and delivery means which were being developed. He
noted that evaluation and testing of certain elements under de-
velopment indicated that the desired operational capabilities might
not be realized within the time frame visualized. CINCPAC recom-
mended that implementation of the plan not be pegged to an arbi-
trarily selected date which might result in marginal operational
effectiveness. 

3 8

Anti-Vehicular Operations

(TS) For anti-vehicle mining operations, it was considered
that air-dropped minva should be employed in as varied and unique
a pattern as possible to catch the enemy by surprise and to com-
plicate his task of devising countermeasures. Random but selective
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a, eas would be mined using variable seeding schedules to prevent the
development of a predictable pattern. In some instances, air-dropped
mines could be seeded around and on interdiction points to discourage
road repair or bypassing. They could also be used independently
along suitable segments of roads to damage, slow, and harass enemy
traffic. For area denial munitions, aerially delivered self- sterilizing/
self-d.estruct mines were required. These could be air-dropped by
visual low altitude or MSQ-77 radar directed high altitude delivery.
Items consideled suitable for this application were the XM-27
(Gravel) Mine, the BLUE-43 or BLU-44 (Dragon Tooth) Mine,
Light Vehicle Mine, Antitank Land Mine (as an interim capability),
and the Aerial Land Mine BLU-31/B.

(TS) Vehicle sensors would also be air-dropped and emplaced
to detect trucks approaching mined areas or interdiction points. Plans
for deployment included their use downstream from choke points to
determine the degree of success of the choke point and to determine
when it had been breached. It was anticipated that sensors would be
planted in strings where the direction of travel, speed, and number
of vehicles traveling along an LOC was of interest; additionally, they
could be used individually to detect breaching of interdiction points,
to detect resumption of traffic on unused LOCs, and as early warning
devices upstream from choke points. The sensors would be monitored
by EC- 121 aircraft 24 hours a day and, when sensor information
indicated a valid and lucrative target, fighter strikes could be called
in to destroy it. Although the primary vehicle detection system was
considered to be visual reconnaissance, sensors would be up d as a
supplement by acoustic andt seismic detection of engine noise and
earth vibration. Visual reconnaissance by daylight and by use of
flares at night would continue as they had in the past, both independent
of and in conjunction with sensor detections of enemy vehicular move-
ment. The air deliverable sensors employed to detect vehicular
traffic and t,7 transmit the information to the monitor aircraft would

have a self-destruct/anti-disturbance feature and be deliverable by
the OP-2 and F-4 aircraft. OP-2 was originally the P2V Neptune.

Anti- Personnel Operations

(TS) The concept of employment of anti-personnel mines was to

provide selective denial, rather than general denial; therefore, mass
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minefields would not be laid, but selective and unpatterntd seeding C4
defiles and trail areas would be accomplished. Known and fixei
minefields are easily breached; however, on the other hand, this
technique, if properly performed, should cause enemy casualtizs,
complicate infiltration, and in some instances force the enemy into

difficult terrain. The same types of area denial weapons were
planned to be used in both the perscnnel interdiction and vehicle
interdiction areas. Initially, these were to be Gravel and Dragon
Tooth mines only, but as the program began to take shape, a
requirement was stated for a Wide Area Anti-liersornel Mii,e
(WAAPM-Trip Wire) BLU-42B with a 30-day self-destruct
capability deliverable by F-4 aircraft. The Button Bomblet
(XMv-40) was required for activation of the acoustic sensors,
and a requirement was recognized for a second generation XM--40
which would be casualty producing.

(TS) Sensors to detect movement of infiltrators would also
be placed in selected and changing locations. They would be strnng
along likely infiltration routes and downstream of mined areas to
detect breaching. They could also be implanted along relatively
unlikely routes to determine if the enemy is forced into using
such LOCs. Primarily, sensors were to be delivered by fixed
wing aircraft but could also be placed selectively by ground
teams. Initially, helicopters would be employed only or a
limited basis and for special situations. As with the anti-vehicular
sensors, the anti-personnel sensors would be monitored by EC- 121
aircraft 24 hours a day and, when sensor information indicated sig-
nificant enemy movement, fighter strikes would be called in. Both
seismic and acoustic sensors were planned for employment to detect
personnel infiltration. Seismic sensors detected personnel move-
ment directly; whereas, acoustic sensors initially required the
seeding of button bomblets which, when stepped on, provided a

loud report to trigger the sensor. It was considered essential
that these sensors have an average life if 30 days and a self-
destruct/anti-disturbance feature and that they be deliverable
by OP-2 and F-4 aircraft. Sensing devices included for consideration
were the Ground/Air Beacon System (SEAOR 43- FY-66 QOR),
acoubuoy (modified SSQ-38 Sonobuoy), and the Sandia Intrusion
Detection Device as an interim solution to SEAOR 43-FY-66 QOP.
In addition, "-n-elopment programs were underway for reronnais-
sance sensing capability for round-the-clock all-weather surveillan-e.
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Air Support Requirements

(TS) A variety of aircraft were planned to support the system.
In the initial planning, SECDEF had directed the activation and prep-
aration of an OP-2E Det for sensor delivery and an EC- 121 Sq for
sensor monitoring to be operationally ready by 1 November 1967,
but decision to cieploy forces was defer-red until 15 July 1967.
The initial concept for deployment of the EC- 121 Sq envisioned
that 16 aircraft would operate from Cam Ranh Bay and five air-
craft out of Nakhon Phanomn (NKP). The eight OP-2Es would all
operate from NKP. In addition, a squadron of 19 A- 1E aircraft
provided by MACV would operate from Hue-Phu Bai to deliver
Button Bomblets, Gravel Mines, and Dragon Tooth Mines. It was
understood that the F-4 aircraft would eventually replace the A- 1
when a mine delivery system was developed for that aircraft. It

was also planned at that time to site an MSQ-.77 Radar at Muk-
dahan for vectoring aircraft.

3 9

(TS) Based on COMUSMACV's Requirements Plan, JCS
forwarded recommendations to SECDEF on 17 April for the (
following additive forces: an EC- 121 Wg at Nam Phong, Thailand;
an F-4 Sq at Ubon, Thailand; a Helo Sq of 12 CH-3Cs at NKP,
Thailand; an ISC at NKP; an MSQ-77 at NKP; and an OP-ZE Sq
at Ham Phong. However, on 8 May COMUSMACV was informed
that SECDEF's decision was to proceed with all necessary pre-
pparations to base the EC- 121 aircraft at Korat, and the OP- 2s
as well as MSQ-77 and ISC at NKP.40

(TS) Although sensors and munitions were scheduled to be

delivered primarily by fixed wing aircraft, some sensors were
to be delivered by helicopter, and some hand emplaced. Nineteen
A-1 aircraft would be used to deliver gravel mines, button bombs,

and micro-gravel. Eight OP-2E aircraft were planned for dis-
pensing acoubuoys, Air Deliverable Seismic Intrusion Detectors

*(ADSID), and button bombs or micro-gravel. Twelve CH-3 air-
craft were to be used for troop carrying and for Helicopter
Deliverable Seismic Intrusion Detectors (HELOSID) dispensing
in conjunction with 12 armed helicopters as escorts.
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(TS) The Surveillance Component of the system included both
aerial reconnaissance and ground surveillance teams. The aerial
reconnaissance by existing 7AF reconnaissance rdsources (R.F-
10Is, RF-4s) would be provided through the TA•C& according to the
priority assigned to the interdiction system in relation to other

reconnaissance requirements. Additionally, in-theater US Army
OV- I aircraft could be used on a permissive basis for target
acquisition/confirmation or other surveillance tasks. Visual air
surveillance of the anti-infiltration system would be provided by
in-theater 0-I and 0-2 aircraft located at NKP. The ground
surveillance teams would be placed in selected but changing
locations to evaluate the effectiveness of the anti. infiltration
system and determine routes of infiltration in use.

(TS) Air strikes would be provided by in-theater resources

in continuation of BARREL ROLL, ROLLING THUNDER, CRICKET,
STEEL TIGER, and TIGER HOUND in accordance with standing
methods of operation. Air strikes against detected infiltration
would be requested by 7AFTF through the TACs. 41

Employment of PRAIRIE FIRE SPIKE Teams

(TS) In order to enhance the capability of the air supported anti-
infiltration system, selective employment of specially trained PRAIRIE
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FIRE SPIKE Teams was planned. SPIKE Teams were 12-man units,
composed of three US NCOs and nine indigenous personnel. These
teams were highly trained in long-range patrolling, intelligence

collection, and ground control of air strikes. Thirty-four of these
teams were authorized for use in support of DYE MARKER opera-
tions. It was determined that the SPIKE Teams would provide
valuable intelligence regarding enemy use of the area. They could
pinpoint likely infiltration routes, and determine by observation how
sensors may best be employed. They could direct air strikes from
beneath the dense jungle canopy which prohibits normal FAC pro-
cedures. By ground surveillance patrols, they could detect enemy
penetrations of the anti- infiltration system and identify enemy
countermeasures to circumvent the system. Since SPIKE Teams
would be able to emplace sensors with pinpoint accuracy, it was
planned to emplace about 50 sensors per month by this means.

Command Structure

(TS) For the employment of the system, the DYE MARKER
capability was integrated into the existing command structure.

The CG III MAF had operational control of the SPOS and the Cmdr
7AF had operational control of the air supported anti- infiltration
syst.-m as an extension of the existing STEEL TIGER Task Force.

SPIKE Teams were provided to support the 7AF and liaison officers
were placed at the ISC for coordination. To provide an on-the-

scene agency responsible for coordination of all forces operating
in the STEEL TIGER area, including DYE MARKER forces, a
Special Task Group was to be organized at NKP. This Special
Task Group, designated 7AFTF, incorporating the specialized
capabilities of the ISC, would gather intelligence data, coordinate,
determine mission requirements, and make recommendations to
the 7AF Command Post for delivery of sensor, strike, or special-
ized munitions. Request for diversion of aircraft for immediate
strike would be passed to the Airborne Battlefield Corrumand and
Control Center by the Special Task Group.
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Year's End

Y (Ts) Although all efforts had been pegged to a I November

1967 IOC, on Z4 September, 3CS advised CINCPAC of SECDEF's
decision to delay IOC for anti-vehicle and anti-personnel sub-
systems to I December and I January. respectively. Accordingly,
7AF recommended to CINCPACAF that deployments be scheduled
so that MUSCLE SHOALS resources would be available in-theater
to start an intensive training program; including a system shake-
down and test, beginning I November 1967. This schedule would
permit a full c:zercising of the facility and personnel, and provide
time to conduct a comprehensive combat orientation program for
all aircrews in the actual environment of employment. 43

(TS) The final shakedown test of the anti-vehicular subsystem
conducted on 25 November consisted of the air delivery of seismic
and acoustic sensors in the vicinity of a road known to be frequently
traveled. This seeding permitted a determination of sensor gain
settings and false alarm rates, provided aircrews actual experience,
and exercised both the monitor aircraft and the ISC. The subsystem
became operational on I December. Immediately thereafter, seismic
and acoustic sensors were delive~fAi apr • n reas. By year's
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end some of these sensors had detected traffic; information had been
successfully relayed to the ISC; and some recommended strikes had
been conducted as a result of the sensor information. As was an-
ticipated, several sensors were picked up by the enemy; however,

in each of two reported incidents it was apparent, from the con-
versatzons recorded, that they did not know, nor care, what they
had found. 44

(TS) By the end of the year, an intensive analytical study of
the effectiveness of the deployed system was being conducted by
MACV, 7AF, and TFA. The results of this analysis were not
sufficiently meaningful to permit even a preliminary judgment.

(TS) It became obvious that IOC of I January 1968 fo.r the
anti-personnel area of operations would not be met and, on Z9
December, COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC that the 'earliest
date DUMP TRUCK operations can commence is 20 January
1968. . 45
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ANNEX B -- CIVILIAN CASUALTIES

(U) The problem of civilian casualties caused by the war in Viet-

nam continues to be a matter of vital concern to the USG and much at-
tention has- been given to the problem in recent months by international
news media. While a detailed nationwide reporting system of Civilian
War Causualties (CWC) among hospital admissions was only started in
Nov 66, :uthorities have arrived by statistical techniques at what they
feel is a reasonably accurate estimate of war casualties during an av-
3rage month over the past three years. The report indicates approxi-
mately 1, 400 hospitalized casualties per month in 1964, 1, 570 in 1965,
and 2,520 in 1966. The figure is up in 1967 with an average of 3,900
civilian casualties attributable to the war during the first eight months.
A total of 4,500 CWC were reported in Sep 67 and 4, 007 in Oct 67. No-
vember figures were not available at this writing.

(U) Estimates by allied medical men in the field treating civilian
casualties.attribute about 40% to Communist action, 30*1i to small arms
or mortar fire that could have come from eithir side, and the remain-
ing 30% to allied artillery or aerial bombardment. In many instances,

VC deliberately draw ;.ir strikes upon a village by firing at p~ssing air-
craft and then beating a hasty withdrawal, leaving the inhabitants, who

have remained, exposed to retaliatory firs. While the allied forces ex-
ercise all possible precautions to prevent or minimize civilian casual-
ties during engagements with the VC and NVN troops, frequent use of
the civilian population as a shield by the VC and their deliberate inter-
mingling with the villagers continues to complicate the situation.
Friendly military forces are under the strictest possible controls to

avoid casualties, but the nature of the fighting in VN has unfortunately
made these casualties inevitable.

(U) RVN, with an estimated population of 16. 5 million, has only
1,200 doctors of whom 700 are in the military service, 200 with the
Ministry of Health (MOH) staffing civilian hospitals, and 300 in private
practice. To overcome the shortage of doctors and medical resources
available for civilian care, about 800 US medical personnel, deployed
around the country in 21 Military Public Health Assistance Program
(MILHAP) teams, are helping in the treatment of VN civilians. Eigh-
teen Free World medical teams, including the 200-bedGerman hospi-
tal ship Helgoland, are providing medical care and out-patient treat-
ment to the civilian population.
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(U) After a detailed study the USG announced (April 6) that three
fully equipped field hospitals would be built and operated by the US mil-
itary in Da Nang, Quang Ngai, and Qui Nhon to provide medical serv-
ices to disabled Vietnamese civilians. The new hospitals, to be built
and supplied in cooperation with USAID, were to have a total capacity
of 1, 100 beds, and would serve primarily as surgical units helping to
relieve the overloaded provincial hospitals and their staffs of casual-
ties due to the war. In announcing construction of the new hospitals,
the US said it hoped "that the need for these facilities will end soon.
Commenting on the USG's announcement which he termed " a historic
milestone, " the President of the World Rehabilitation Fund noted that
"the hospitals will treat all civilian casualties who need and seek care.
They will be treated alike regardless of the source of their wounds and
disabilities. " He explained why he considered the action a milestone:
"Never before in history has any nation in the world, including the US,
established a military operated hospital program in wartime to care
for injured civilians."

(S) The MACV plan for treating. the CWC was based on a USAID
proposal presented to the President at Guam in Mar 67. Conceptual
approval was given and in Apr 67, the plan was under study by DOD.
Basically the plan proposed that all US military effort for the purpose
come under USARV and be comprised of Army personnel, units, and
equipment. It represented, in final form, the commitment of some
1, 400 Army beds for the purpose.

(S) The proposal provided for three hundred Army beds from the

current MACV resources, and some 1,100 beds and 1,033 medical
personnel from other than RVN sources. DOD referred this proposal
to JCS and to SA for comment. 1

(S) On 21 May CINCPAC forwarded the MACV plan to JCS com-
menting that the use of existing US military hospital beds should be a
temporary expedient and not planned for occupancy by both military
and CWC after construction of the new CWC hospital facilities.
CINCPAC reemphasized that the military resources nee3ded to imple-
ment the program were not available in RVN. The resources would
be required over and above the established ceilings on personnel, funds,
and piasters. It was stated that implementation of the program without
pro-riding the additional resources would have an adverse effect on the
capability to support panned and current military operations. A re-
quirement, based upon estimated casualty loads, was seen for a total
of 42 additional AF personnel to include five flight crews of two nurses
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and three medical technicians each and five liaison teams, of three
personnel each. 

2

(C) At this time the position taken by GVN MOH was to assume no
responsibility for the USAID/USMILITARY system to care for CWC.
This was nat.rally a matter of great concern and effectively prevented
a preplanned phase-out of the system from US military to RVN medi-
cal organizations. Combining US military and VN civilians in the same
hospital in quantity seemed certain to create management and public
relations problems not to be encountered in separate hospitals. Not-
withstanding the potential problems, and in order to get the program
Started, approval of the COMUSMACV plan we.s recommended by
CINCPAC on 27 Jun 67. 3

(U) On 3 Aug 67 the COMNAVFORVREP at Da Nang in ormed
COMUSMACV that a written proposal made to the mayor of Da Nang
for the acquisition of a 35-.cre site in the vicinity of Da Nang for the
proposed CWC had been verbally rejected. He commented that repeat-
ed efforts to secure a written commitment from the mayor had been

unsuccessful. Also, at that time the attitude of the local VN seemed
to be one of apathy rather than outright objection. 4

(S) JCS approved the plan on 25 Jul 67 and forwarded it to SECDEF.
On 15 Aug 67 the SECDEF gave approval of the plan and stated
"approved and will be implemented with the least possible delay for
FY68. Civilian and military personnel required will be provided with-
in ceilings currently estiblished for MACV. ,,5

(C) On 16 Aug 67 a DOD news release announced that it was ex-
pected that the hospitals at Da Nang and Chu Lai would be completed
and ready for occupancy by Dec 67, and the hospital at Can Tho by 15
Apr 68. In addition, the news release indicated 300 beds in existing
US military facilities would be made available with the next 90 days,
which would be 15 Nov 67. 6

(S) On 16 Sep 67 SECDEF informed CINCPAC that it was desired
to proceed immediately with essential construction of the augmented
hospital facilities as previously approved. The facilities construction
cost would be financed by transfer from military constuction when
these appropriations became available. In the meantime, it was re-
quested that COMUSMACV initiate action fr. provide an initial funding
increment on a temporary basis within DA FY67, or earlier
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construction programs, to apply to projects authorized. Comments
were requested on the categories of work and locations considered
necessary to initiate prior to the availability of FY68 funds and a
corresponding listing of any approved projects that may be deffered
as a result of this action. 7

(C) On 29 Sep 67 AMEMB Saigon informed SECSTATE that to
satisfactorily meet the requirement for adequate care of VN war-
related injuries as well as treatment of US patients the present US
military hospital system should be expanded by construction of addi-
tional facilities at Da Nang, Chu Lai, and Can Tho. Joint utilization
of the entire system for treatment of US and VN CWC was recom-
mended. COMUSMACV commented that with joint utilization, the re-
quirements of both US forces and CWC, could be met by the construc-
tion of three new hospitals. In the event that a separate hospital sys-
tem was required for CWC, then a total of five new hospitals would
have to be constructed. 8

(C) On 8 Oct 67 CINCPAC reaffirmed his position that implemen-
tation of the C*C program without providing the additional resources
that he had requested would have an adverse effect on his capability to
support the current military operations. His position was that the US
hospitals and medical staffs in RVN were not in excess of the military
requirements. He recommended that the C--C program be operated
outside the US military hospital system, or that the US military hos-
pital system capability be expanded by providing additional facilities
and personnel over and above the programmed resources. 9

(U) A Medical Appraisal Team, sent to VN to make a report on
the medical situation, furnished its information to the Senate Sub-
committee on Refugees in executive session (Senators E. Kennedy,
Long, and Tydings present 16-17 Oct 67). One of their recommenda-
tions had been: "No US military hospitals should be established for
civilian casualty care. They should be integrated with existing Viet-

namese hospital system and be staffed by Vietnamese and Free World
personnel rather than US military physicians. "10

(S) The original estimate on the cost of support of the CWC pro-
gram had been $7. 3 million. However, when JCS received the estimate
from USARPAC on the cost of the program, the bill had gone up to $15.2
million. CINCPAC's recommendations and comments regarding these
recommendations were requested in light ui the fact that approval of
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funds over the original estimate did not appear favorable. CINCPAC,
on the basis of information furnished by COMUSMACV, stated that the
original cost estimate had been based on construction of very austere
facilities employing a combination of troop and local lump sum con-
tractor effort. The scope and costs had been revised upward because
the CWC hospitals were planned for construction to the same standards
as were the existing in-country military hospitals. This was to include
piped water distribution and waterborne sewage systems. To achieve
the maxinum return from the required investment of US medical per-
sonnel and resources, and because critically wounded patients required
prolonged surgery and intensive post-operative care, higher standards
were considered necessary. Further investigation had shown that the
savings anticipated through the use of local lump sum contractors were
improbable in RVN at the time. Also, the assurance of meeting BODs
would be greatly reduced by the use of local contractors. The plans
were to use only the US cost-plus-award-fee (CPAF) contractors. The
planned use of troop effort to construct the projected Chu Lai hospital
had to be abandoned in favor of CPAF constructor construction because
of the large backlog of high priority troop construction work..

1 1

(C) In reply to CINCPAC's request for reconsideration o' the use
of Program 5 personnil and contingency funds f)r FY68 for the CWC
program, JCS stated that the points that had been brought up had been
considered by the SECDEF in making his decision and no change in the
position of tkie SECDEF was anticipated. He was ordered to proceed
with the execution of the program as outlined. On 23 Oct COMUSMACV
outlined the status of planning and constr,.ctiou in a message to CINC-
PAC and restated his position on the recommendation for joint utiliza-
tion of facilities recognizing the fact that separate hospital facilities
would be the best from the standpoint of US casualtien since there would
be less risk of infections and better security. He had recommended
joint utilization because of budgetary and space ceilings placed on the
program. If joint utilization were to be approved, the requirement
would no longer exist for two Program 5 hospitals. This would result
in a savings of 9. 6 million dollars in M•ILCON funds, plus the addlition-i~.

al cost of equipment for the hospitals, and a saving of 313 military
spaces. In view of the unsettled conditions, action on planning, design,
procurement, and construction were at a standstill. COMUSMACV re-

quested advice on confirmation of the design scope as depicted in plans
previously submitted; a decision on the total number of hospitals to be
built; and a decision on the operating policy with reg- rd to joint or sep-
arate utilization. Undaunted, CINCPAC, in reference to the recommen-
dation of COMUSMACV and JCS regarding joint utilization, enjoined JCS
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again to request reconsideration of the separate facility proposal in
light of the changed situation. JCS advised that design and construc-
tion standards should be adjusted to permit construction at the planned
scope within a funded cost not to exceed $7. 3 million. 12

(S) COMUSMvACV reevaluated the program and on 4 Nov 67 sub-
mitted his plan, reduced in scope, which came within the cost ceiling
imposed of $7. 3 million. This plan was considered to be the limit of
reductions which could be made and still provide an acceptable facility
within planned scope of 1, 100 beds. The configuration, although accept-
able, was less desirable from an operational standpoint due to limited
accessibility, inefficient personnel traffic flow, and reduced fire safety.
However, $3.4 million were needed for vital facilities and construction
which had to be funded by Army reprogramming or other sources. On
8 Nov 67 CINCPAC. gave approval to proceed with the construction of
the facilities at the originally approved scope (i. e., 1, 100 beds) in
accordance with the MACV plan. And on 13 Nov, JCS informed CINC-
PAC that there was insufficient new information available to justify re-
opening the matter with SECDEF. The order to proceed was reaf-
firmed with the injunction again to stay within the cost ceiling. 13

(C) A trial run of the MACV/USAID program for evacuating and
hospitalizing CWC was directed by COMUSMACV on 15 Sep 67. The
trial run started on 1 Oct. Since then 761 civilians with war-related
injuries have been admitted and treated in US military hospitals. These
were in addition to 1, 115 other civilian patients who had been admitted
to the US military hospital system. On 14 Nov MLACV ordered the ex-
ercise terminated and Phase I of the program executed, i.e., reach a
census of 300 of these patients in our hospitals in Tuy Hoa and Vung
Tau by the end of 90 days. Phases II and IIM of the program consisted
of construction and staffing of three additional US hospitals. 14

(C) JCS queried CL .CPAC as to the advisability of making the
hospital at Can Tho a joint (military/civilain) facility in light of the fact
that the population of US forces there was less than at other complexes
in VN and the fact that limited real estate was available. Additionally,
acquisition of additional real estate would be very costly. CINCPAC
replied on 16 Dec 67 that, in light of the desire to pursue the CWC pro-
gram at a high priority, he concurred in the joint occupancy while rec-
ognizing the continuing existence of disadvantages mentioned previously.
As of year-end this problem had not been resolved. 15
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(U) On 16 Dec 67 COMUJSMACV directed USARV to redesignate the
91st Evac Hosp at Tuy Hoa as the "First Civilian War Casualty Hospital"
without delay and phase out US military casualties from the facility by
normal attrition. The Zd Surg Hosp at Chu Lai will be redesignated by
USARV as the "Second Civilian War Casualty Hospital" by 1 Feb 68 and
will also phase out US military casualties by normal attrition. The 36th
Evac Hosp at Vung Tau will continue to provide 100-bed credits for ci-
vilian casualties until the Second CWC Hosp at Chu Lai is ready to re-
ceive civilian patients. CWC Hosp construction programmed for Da
Nang, Chu Lai, and Can Tho were not to be delayed by the foregoing
actions. He further instructed that US military patients were to con-
tinue to be provided medical care in CWC hospitals when in the best
interest of the US patient. 16

(C) As of year-end the situation did not look promisin. Although
the US medical-regulating and evacuation system and hosp.41s were
ready, the VN province medical chiefs had not yet referred patients in-
to the system. Reasons for this lag included reluctance on the part of
patients to leave their, native area; professional pride on the part of the
province medical staffs; lack of cooperation by the province medicine
chiefs; and administrative'inertia within the MOH. Both USAID and
M•ACV medical representatives had urged the Vietnamese to expedite
these actions but there had been no appreciable response. 17

(C) During the period I Jan to 30 Jun 67, accidental delivery of
ordnance from supporting fires accounted for the death of 227 VN civil-
ians with another 613 accounted for as wounded. Reports of investiga-
tion showed that supporting fires from artillery/mortar, fixed wing air-
craft, rotary wing aircraft, small arms, and naval gunfire were in-
volved. An analysis of the available reports revealed human error to be
the cause in most cases. FDC and firing battery errors were the most
pr valent. Common errors were: erroneous azimuths, as i, result of
poor plotting; transposing numerals in coordinates; failure, to maintain
up-to-date unit locations; improperly laid pieces; improper settings in
elevation and deflection; and failure to follow established SOPs. As a
general note, the majority of incidents occurred during H&I fires, not
during the heat of battle. Faulty ammunition created some incidents and
it was noted that accurate record keeping enabled commanders to with-
draw su3pected faulty lots, thus preventing the possibility of more casu-
alties. FO and FAC errors accounted for additional casualties. Exam-
pleb are FO azimuth errors (in one case, an error of 3, 200 mils),

disorientation, TPQ-10 and vSQ-77s not calibrated properly, and FAC
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charts not up-to-date. Violation of rules of engagement, particularly
delivering ordnance into villages without the sector chief's approval,
accounted for 13 incidents. There were, however, isolated cases of
artillery firing out of the area of responsibility. Numerous miscella-
neous incidents occurred, unfortunately, after all prescribed rules of
engagement and established SOPs had been followed. These primarily
involved civilians returning to hostile zones which had been cleared
for H&I fires or civilians violating curfew laws. The causes of civil-
ian casualties resulting from delivery of ordnance and small arms can
be further broken down as follows for the period 1 Jan to 30 Jun 67:18

KIA WIA

Fixed Wing 100 259

Rotary Wing 9 17

Arty/Mortar 106 308

Small Arms 2 8

Naval Gunfire 10 17

Naval (Other
Surface Craft) ._0 4

TOTAL 227 613

(C) CO USARV felt that the major causative factors underlying

such accidents could be attributed in a large measure to carelessness,
fatigue, lack of adequate training, lack of sufficient supervision, in- '

experience, the unique RVN environment, and departure from estab-
lished SOPs. Consequently, he enjoined all commanders to take the
following Ltion: 

19

1) Review artillery SOPs to cover gunnery procedures down
to gun section level.

2) Establish evaluation teams to check firing battery. and FDC
procedures.
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3) Issue, in so far as possible, loudspeaker systems to each
gun crew in order that commands can be clearly and distinctly heard.

4) Use various colored aiming stakes to distinguish between
those of different sections.

5) Take desciplinary action against negligent personnel.

6) Within capabilities, establish additional metro stations to
provide nmore accurate meteorological data.

7) Intensify training.

(S) Another aspect of the civilian casualty problem was the unfavor-
able light it cast upon USO when exploited by persons and organizations
opposed to the war in VN and by Communists all over the world. This
was well stated by COMUSMLACV in his closing comments at the MACV
Commanders' Conference on 2 April 1967:20

We have been our own worst enemy in advertising
civilian casualties. The press picks.up reports and
people in the US think there alre more civilian casual-
ties than 9nytime in history. Actually, there are few-
er than ever. Commanders and troops have exercised
the greatest restraint. We must do all we can to pub-
lish the true story. I predict more and more terror-
4sam by the enemy and it is very important that world
opinion is informed of these acts. I see many troops
carrying cameras. Get pictures and submit them
through commanders to the information agencies and
JUSPAO. Get the press on the scene and point out
the brutality of the enemy and the atrocities he has
committed.

(S) General Vien remarked along the same vein:

in fighting the VC sometimes civilians do get
killed and there is no hesitation on the part of the
VC in using this propaganda against us. People
should be informed of the other side also.
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(U) The official position of the USG on civilian war casualties in
VN was summed up by the SECSTATE in his letter to American student
leaders earlier this year. Mr. Rusk said:

2
1

We recognize that there has been loss of life.
We recognize that people living or working in
close proximity to military targets may have suf-
fered. We recognize too that man and machines
are not infallible and that some mistakes have
occurred. But there is a vast difference between
such unintentional events and a deliberate policy
of attacking civilian centers. I would remind you
that tens of thousands of civilians have been killed,
wounded or kidnapped in SVN, not by accident but
as the result of a deliberate policy of terrorism
and intimidation conducted by the VC.
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ANNEX B

Footnotes

1. Mag (S), JCS to CONCPAC, Z11917Z Apr 67, Subj: Augmented
Hosp Fac for CWC.

Z. Msg (S), CINCPAC to JCS, 210951Z May 67, Subj: Hosp Fac for
CWC (U)

3. Msg (C), CINCPAC to JCS, 270148Z Jun 67, Subj: Augmented
Hosp Fac for CWC (U).

4. Msg (U), COMNAVFORVREP to COMUSMACV, 031Z36Z Aug 67,
Subj: Hosp Fac for CWC.

5. Meg (C), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, 161827Z Aug 67, Subj: CWC
Program; Meg (S), JCS to CINCPAC, 122124Z Aug 67, Subj: US
Force Deployments VN (U).

6. Briefing to COMUSMACV by CPT (USN) Murray on 15 Dec 67.

7. Msg (S), SECDEF to CINCPAC, 161654Z Sep 67, Subj: Augmented
Hosp Fac for CWC.

8. Embtel (C), Saigon 7Z30 to SECSTATE, 290915Z Sep 67, Meg (C),
COMUSMA.CV to CINCPAC, 301125Z Sep 67, Subj: Augmented
Hosp Fac for CWC (U).

9. Meg (C), CINCPAC to JCS, 080725Z Oct 67, Subj: Ibid.

10. Msg (U), SECSTATE to AMEMB Saigon, Z10300Z Oct 67, Subj:
Civ Casualties and Refugee Hearings.

11. Meg (S), JCS to CINCPAC, IZZizOZ Oct 67, Subj: Hosp & Med
Fac, CWC-RVN (U); Meg (S), CINCPAC to JCS, 212133Z Oct 67,
Subj: bd

,%
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12. Msg (C), JCS to CINCPAC, 261937Z Oct 67, Subj: Augmented
Hosp Fac for CWC (U); Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,
Z30644Z Oct 67, Subj: Ibid.; Meg (S), CINCPAC to JCS, 27030ZZ
Oct 67, Subj: Ibid.; Meg (S), JCS to CINCPAC, 27ZZ12Z Oct
67, Subj: Hosp & Med Fac CWC-RVN (U).

13. Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 041244Z Nov 67, Subj:
CWC Hosp (U); Meg (S), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, 080334Z
Nov 67, Subj: Ibid.; Msg (C), JCS to CINCPAC, 132118Z
Nov 67, Subj: Augmented Hosp Fac for CWC (U).

14. Briefing to COMUSMACV by CPT (USN) Murray on 15 Dec 67.

15. Meg (C), JCS to CINCPAC, 2422Z4Z Nov 67, Subj: Joint Occu-
pancy of Hasp (U); Msg (S), CINCPAC to JCS, 16221OZ Dec
67, Subj: Ibid.

16. Meg (U), COMUSMACV to CC USAR.V, 160717Z Dec 67, Subj:
Treatment of Civ War-Related Injuries.

17. Briefing for COMUSMACV by CPT (USN) Murray on 15 Dec 67.

18. JUSPAO Fld Memo No. 37 (U), 10 May 67, Subj: Civilian
Casualties in Vietnam; Meg (C), COMUSM.ACV to VMAC,
0Z2Z10Z Aug 67, Subj: Supporting Fires (U); Meg (C), COMUS-

MACV to CINCPAC, 151058Z Jul 67, Subj: Friendly Casualties
Resulting from Accidental Delivery of Ordnance (U).

19. Meg (C), CG USARV to I FFORCEV, 190227Z Oct 67, Subj:
Friendly Casualties from Friendly Fires.

20. MFR (TS), MACV Commander's Conference, 2 Apr 67.

21. JUSPAO Fit Memo No. 37 (U), 10 May 67, Subj: Civilian
Casualties in Vietnam.
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ANNEX C--THE MONTAGNARD PROBLEM

Probably the most volatile ethnic minority group
in the Republic of Vietnam is that collection of
aboriginal tribesmen of Malayo-Polynesian and Mon-
Khmer racial stock, generally referred to by the
French term "Montagnard. " These primitive
mountain-dwelling people number approximately
800, 000, and constitute about five percent of the
country's population. The Montagnards are divided
into 43 tribal groups, chief of which are Jaral
(about 150, 000 persons), Hre (100, 000), Rhade
(90, 000), Bahnar (50, 000), Reglai (40, 000), and
Sedang (40, 000). The Montagnards are divided
ethno -linguistically iLto the Malayo-Polynesian and
the Mon-Khmer groupings. In addition to strong
physical resemblencps, the Montagnards exhibit a
variety of common cultural characteristics and
behavior patterns. The most outstanding of these
is the fact that their societies are village-centered.
Although the highland groups are referred to as
tribes, tribal organization does not exist. There
is no political unit among the tribes; even tribal
groups are only loosely associated on the basis of
linguistic and cultural similarities. The village is
the real political, administrative, and social urit,
normally coextensive with the extended family or
clan, and almost all of the villager are related to
each other. The villages are governed by the local
tribal chiefs who share power and authority with
sorcerers. 1

(C) FULRO was the title of a dissident movement made up
primarily of Montagnards or "Highlanders, ," derived from the
French Front Unifig de la Lutte des Races Opprimees. While the
French administration in Indochina had found it expedient to let
the Montagnards cultivate their own languages and customs and
dispense their own form of justice in indigenous courts, the Diem
government, by contrast, sought to assimilate and absorb them
into the Vietnamese society in ways that aroused the Montagnards'
active discontent and resulted In the creation of the protest movement
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they called FULRO. Although the initial movement failed in 1958 , it
sprang up again in 1964. Led by Y Bham Enoul, who had spent five
years in prison as a result of the first endeavor, FULRO addrersed
the central government with a series of written communications that
spelled out the Montagnards' grievances and future needs and desires.
rhe main quest of the FULRO was to receive a guarantee from the
government that they might preserve their language and customs while
beinF granted the opportunity for greater participation in the nation's
political life and for more direct control over the administration of
the Highlands. Additionally, FULRO was interested in social and
economic development programs -. r raising the level of their society,
particularly the outright title to their farmlands. These aspirations
were also the desires of the non-FULRO people. As one non-FULR,0
leader put it, "The aspirations of FULRO are the aspirations c all
Highlanders. ,,2

(C) In 1964, after the second rebellion of the Montagnards,
Premier Nguyen Khanh attempted to appease them by issuing a decree
which granted them many concessions, such as reinstitution of tribal
courts, a revised draft luw, a practical system of land distrihution,
and authorization for the use of tribal language in elementarr schools.
The Montagnards, disgruntled over lack of progress, again rebelled
twice in late 1965. At this point, it became a significant military
matter, as well as a political matter; GVN forces had to-fight the
dissidents, which of course distracted from their efforts to fight the
VC. This distraction was a matter which did not sit too well withthe
US public, particularly as the strength of US forces increased in Viet-
nam and. US casualty figures mounted.

(C) Des3ite the slow movement of the GVN to resolve the Montag-
nard problem in early 1966, the year. end results stood as a milestone
in GVN/FULRO relations. The creation of the Special Commissariat
for Montagnard Affairs, allotment of six Montagnard representatives
to the Constituent Assembly, and the approval of a FULRO-proposed
Four-Point Agreement by Premier Nguyen Cao Ky resulted in the
first improvement in GVN/Montagnard relations since the early days
of the French departure from Vietnam. This waE not to say that all
problems were solved, for there still existed fundamental differences
between Vietnamese and Montagnards, and a satisfactory solution
would only result through continued god relations and the passage of
time. 4

(C) There was good reason to believe that if the GVN were to
de _at he VC/NVA forces ani to attain a stable peace, it must win
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the support of the rural population. Although the Montagnards repre-
sented only 5-1.0.-pe-rcent of total Vietnamese population, they occupied
60 percent of the country's territory. The Montagnards lived mostly
in the'gHghlands or mountain regions adjacent to the Vietnam/Cambodia
and Laos border. Their strategic location was of particular significance
since these areas offered the enemy cover and concealment for their
clandestine operations--training bases, inf .tration routes, and supply
lines. Among the benefits that the GVN would gain by active FULRO
support would be the acquisition of an estimatedj_Q_.Q._ armed
men who had considerable experience in jungle warfare and knowledge
ot-the terrain in the key provinces of Quang Duc, Darlac, and Pleiku
adjacent to Cambodia. As the Highlander's political support of the
GVN grew, they would be less accommodating to a VC presence. It is
significant to point out that in early 1967 increased FULRO activities
in Darlac Province resulted in restriction of VC operations and move-
ments in that area. In addition to the immediate and short-term
benefits, "such mutual understanding and support would serve the
long-range objectives of weaving the various ethnic groups into the
fabric of Vietnamese society, furthering their economic development,
and insuring increasing political stability for the country.

(C) In early 1967 the Mission Council Subcommittee on Monta-
gnard affairs coordinated US efforts to improve GVN/FULRO rela-
tions. Thiese US activities were limited to coordination--not repre-
senting either party--because "the US was interested in the welfare
of all the people of Vietnam and to assist them in winning the war so

all citizens of RVN could enjoy peace, freedom,, and prosperity. " The
Director of MACV AD Support reflected that "there are possibilities
for significant progress in GVN/FULRO relations over the next few
months." However, he went on to point out that "the past relations
on both sides, the heritage of past hostilities, and the structure of
responsibilities for negotiation make for extreme caution on both
sides. Time will tell the extent to which a legitimate concern for
security wiLi permit achievement of US and GVN goals in these deli-
cate negotiations.,, 6

(C) On Z0 January the SA II CTZ and an Embassy Politi
Officer, representing the Joint Military/Mission effort, met with
-e-ieral Vinh Loc, CG UI CTZ and GVN Delegate to the Highlands,

to convey US recommendations on the return of 2,000 armed FULEO
persorumel '7 the GVN from Cambodia. These 2,000 FULRO per-
sonnel had gone into Cambodian exile during the summer of 1964.
General Vinh Loc seemed receptive to the points recommended by
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the US for the planned return of the FULRO to RVN. These points in-

cluded registration procedures, vocational placement, and care reset- A.
tlement of the returnees. During the meetinj it was agreed that GVN

and Embassy representatives would offer to I with

both the W and USG pledged to guarantee hi9 security. Th"eMeS was

to info r• XS/GVN intention and make necessary arrange-

ments for tse meeting at which General Vinh Loc would represent the • -

GVN; the US was to be represented by the political officer serving as

ChaUjrman of Mission Cou_..t Subcommittee. The US/GVN also planned
toL 0o return to RVN in the future after he had

ampre opportunity to ass-ure, himself of the GVN intentions. 7

(C). In late January arrangements were made for at
'but it did not materialize. Likewise, the sche"Juied return

of seWftl hundred FULRO to th6 GVN was concurrently postponed.

These two setbacks did not stop the GVN's forward progress, and it

continued to press ahead in the special programs for the Montagnards
in the field of education and jurtice and installed a Montagnard Prov-

ince Chief in Pleiku on I February. 8

(C) In March some 400 armed FULRO followers escorted several

0 1o 1tical le rs from Ban Me Thu, - Cambodia to hold a
The group was expected to conduct talks to

erins the re of FULRO relations with the GVN and to ascertain A

Jintended to follow through on hid desires to talk in per-

son with hgh GVN officials. Upon return from Cambhdia of the FULR0

representatives, a meeting was set up.pr 15 April,
fald to show. Finally, on 1-2 Mayt.

nd made arrangements fg.q.the return of FULRO forces to the ,
"national ranks." During theL_ anted

a Statut Particulier which would spell outf Montagnards,' -gta and

privileges under the GVN. Additionally, ý .. ULRO

wanted its own armed forces, a "High Plateau Force" composed en-

tirely of Montagnards, which would include all Montagnard RF/PF RD
Cadre, and ARVN personnel. However, this question was dropped

after General Vinh Loc raised several objections to the proposal. In
regards to the Statut Particulier General Vinh Loc suggested that the

GVN convene a conference 2 Montagnard leaders to draft the Statut..

At the close of the meeting•. Jsigned a joint com-

munique in which FULRO recognized the goodwil"-and sincerity of the

(aG'V, and pledged to cease completely all acts against the national in-
terest and "to return wholly into the national ranks" (after the GVN
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promulgation of the Statut). On its part, the GV.N would continue its
efforts to improve the material and spiritual life of the Montagnards
and would promulgate a Statut Partoculier prepared by a congress of
Montagnard tribes. 9

(C) On 12 May the GVN announced the joint communique to the
Vietuarnese Press. A preliminary me had already been held in
Pleiku on 9 May to prepare the Statut.

R.•pWresented a draft decree to the
conferees. On 25-26 June a formal meeting of the Montagnard Con- A
gress was held in Pleiku with 200 delegates attending. A31?ugh
FULRO delegates attended, L_ did not
participA•; it was believed that final approval of the draft statut de-
pendedi 1 Included in the draft was a provision
for rais•--Tthe Special Commissariat for Highland Affairs to the lev-
el of Ministry. The closing session of the congress was attendeo by
Premier Kv (still a presidential contender at this time). 10

(C) On Z9 August Chief of State Thieu and Premier Ky flew to Ban
Me Thuot to celebrate the Montagnird Statut Particulier and a High-
lander Land Law. General Thieu spoke to several thousand Monta-
gnards assembled for the cremonies. He told them that "the Monta-
gnardm and the Vietnamese must unite, enjoy the same rights and
privileges, and achieve the same cultural level. It is the duty of all
groups to contribute to the fight against communism. Promulgation
of both the Statut Particulier and the Highlander Land Law (providing
for land tenure and ownership) was expected to bring the Montagnards
and Vietnamese leaders together, in a cooperative effort, to en-
hance the economic and political positin of the Montagnards and to
encourage opposition to communism.

(S) Certainly one of the yardsticks for measuring the sincerity of

the promises of equality made to the Montagnards by the GVN was the
organization for, and conduct of. the national elections. The CA voted
to liit the membership of the Upper House, or Senate, to 60. On the
six Montagnard candidates among a total of 721, two were ultimately

elected. For the Lower House, or Assembly, a total membership of
137 was decreed; of these, 10 were specifically reserved for High-
landers. 1Z
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(U) Following the national elections and concurrent with the selec-
tion o.f a prime minister and cabinet, the GVN made good its promise
to elevate the political status of the Montagnards. The Ministry for
Development of Ethnic Minorities was created, and Paul Nur was ap-
pointed as its minister on 9 November. 13

(C) The nascent ministry, formerly the Commissariat for Monta-
gnard Affairs, continued to press ahead in developing special programs
for combating illiteracy within the Highlander tribes. Important among
these programs was exploiting the previously gained authorization to
use tribal languages in elementary schools. On 10 November the first
of four scheduled teachers' workshops to instruct Highlander teachers
in the use of new dialect textbooks ended in Kontum. The attendance
was nearly double the number of teachers that were expected to attend.
It was hoped that Highlander children who were taught basic reading
skills through primers in their own language would be better equipped to
take up reading with regular Vietnamese primers in tneir second year.
On 28 December a CORDS/USAID funded Highlander board.,- school
was dedicated in Konturn City. The facility was designed to house ap-
proximately 400 students. 14

(C) In spite of some measurable progress in cementing friendly
relations between the mountain tribes and the GVN, there was still
much to be done as 1967 ended. Political sensitivities were still great
and were exacerbated by the continued existence of FULRO--still prod-
ding, but less militant. There continued to be areas where Nur was
reluctant to tread, and he found other ministers difficult to deal with;
they looked upon him as an inferior while other Montagnards tended to
regard him as a "IVietnamized" Highlander who was less than optimal-
ly responsive to their aspirations and grievances. The program for
construction of student boarding facilities, schools, tribal court houses,
etc. for fulfillment of Montagnard aspirations progressed through 1967
and early 1968 at a very slow pace. This was in large part due to the
bureaucratic Public Works Ministry which was responsible for con-
tracting of the MDEM construction program. Overcoming the traditional
antipathy of the Vietnamese toward the Montagnards will continue to be
one of the most challenging problems which the central government
must face and neutralize if GVN solidarity is to succeed. 15
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Footnotes

1. Study (C), CICV, 29 Apr 67, Subj: VC/NVN Philosophy and Poll
cies on Ethnic Minority Groups (U).

2. Ibid.; USMACV Command History (TS), 1966; Study (C), RAND
Corp., May 67, Subj: The Highland People of South Vietnami:
Social and Economic Development (U).

3. Ibid.

4. USMv1ACV Command History (TS), 1966.

5. Ibid. ; Study (C), RAND Corp. , May 67, Subj: The Highlani
People of South Vietnam: Social and Econonmic Development
(U); Stady (C), CICV, Z9 Apr 67, Subj: VC/NVN Philosophy
and Policies on Ethnic Minority Groups (U).

6. Memo (S), MACRDS, 2 Feb 67, Subj: .SV'N Reconciliation with
FULRO (C).

7. Etnbtel (S), Saigon to SECSTATE, 20 Jan 67; Saigon Mission
Weekly Report (S), 31 Jan 67.

8. Saigon Mission Weekly Report (S), 7 Mar 67.

9. Saigon Mission Weekly Reports (S), 16 Apr 67 and 9 May 67;
Embtels (S), Saigon to SECSTATE, Z May 67 and 3 May 67.

10. Saigon Mission Weekly Reports (5), Z7 May 67, 3 Jul 67 and
12 Jul 67.

11. Embtel (C), Saigon to SECSTATE. Z9 Aug 67, Subj: Promul-
gation of Montagnard Statut (U).

12. US Mission Weekly Reports (S), 2-8 Jul 67 and 13-19 Aug 67.

13. Embtel (U), Saigon 10739 to SECSTATE, 9 Nov 67, Subj: New
Government.
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14. US Mission Weekly Reports (C), Z6 Nov - 2 Dec 67 and 1-6

Jan 68.

15. Briefing Paper (S), Z3 Feb 68, Subj: CORDS Truong Son Cadre;
Memo (U), RAND Corp. (General C. Hickey), 5 Mar 68, Subj:
The VC/NVA Tet Offensive: Effects on Highlanders' Attitudes,
Relations Between the. GVN and FULRO, and on Social and Eco-
nomic Programs for the Highlanders.
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ANNEX D--INTERNAL POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Background

(S) Within the Government of the Republic of Vietnam (GVN) an ex-
tremely close interrelationship existed between military prosecution of
counterinsurgency operations and political developments. Probably the
most significant problem the GVN had faced since the 1 November 1963
overthrow of the Diem regime was instability; this was. attested.to by
the myriad of governments which have ruled RVN since that time. Im-
mediately following Diem's overthrow, a military junta headed by
Major General Duong Van (Big) Minh, and his Military Revolutionary
Council (MRC) of some 40 members moved swiftly to stabilize the
political situation. The MRC promised to institute democratic re-
forms and return governmental. functions to civilian control as soon
as possible. Lack of aggressive leadership within the MRC, VC
exploitation of post-coup weaknesses, ana low morale in the Repub-
lic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) established the setting three
months later, on 30 January 1964, for a bloodless coup d'etat by
Major General Nguyen Khanh, C6mmander of I ARVN Corps. Khanh's
coup was allegedly staged to prevent formation of a neutralist, pro-
French government, to overcome the ruling junta's slowness to move
ahead with political reform, and to offset the junta's deleterious ef-
fect on the progress of the war against the VC. In order to strengthen
its position, the new junta reshuffled many high-level command posi-'
tions and corps boundaries enabling Khanh to surround himself with
commanders whose loyalty was unquestioned.

(C) Two coups in succession, however, had a devastating effect
upon the morale and efficiency of the RVNAF, and, as could be ex-
pected, the VC lost no tim- in exploitation. Increased rumblings
of dissatisfaction in nearly every sphere of political and military
activity bode an uncertain future for the Khanh government; of par-
ticular note was the effect at "rice roots" level of ineffectiveness
of the armed forces--a lack of will of the peasant to resist the VC
efforts to control the countryside. By mid-1964 the GVN's influence
over the rural population had droFped seven percent from the previous
year. Frustration and growing dissatisfaction among politico-religious
factions, together with broad usurpation of civilian prerogatives by
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rIhanh and the MNRC, precipitated a rash of anti-government demonstra-
tions among students, Buddhists, and Catholics. As demonstrations
turned to rioting, the MRC, on 16 August 1964, announced its disso-
lution andthe selection of a 'Provisional Steering Committee" (a
triumvirate of Khanh, Minh, and Lieutenant General Tran Thien
Khiem) to head the nation for a 60-day period following which a na-
tional congress was to install a civilian government. Minh was select-
ed to exercise the functions of Chief of State, and Khanh took over as
Detnse Minister from Khiem.

(C) During this probationary period, the cumbersome machinery
of government slowly ground to a standstill which gave rise to an image
of impotence and immobility on the part of the Provisional Steering
Committee. From this image there arose yet another coup attempt
when, on 13 September, military officers who resented Khanh's past
treatment and those who hoped to stem his drift with the Buddhist
tide moved into Saigon in a quick, orderly, and bloodless takeover.
Because Khanh had unexpectedly absented himself by visiting Dalat,

and because of the loyalty of the Air Force Commander, Nguyen Cao
Ky, the coup failed, and the dissident troops were evacuated by noon
on 14 Septemnber.

(C) The pressure of the'coup in conjunction with that of other
political, religious, and ethnic groups succeeded in causing Khanh
to select a 17-man High National Council which he charged with the
task of drawing up a provisional constitution and selecting a pro-
visional national assembly. The resulting charter provided for a
chief of state with limited powers and a civilian premier to deter-
mine policy, subject to the approval of the council which would act
temporarily as a popular assembly. The resulting civilian govern-
ment headed by former Saigon Mayor Tran Van Huong as Premier
and Pham Khac Suu as Chief of State was the first of its kind since
the overthrow of the Diem regime and brought some faint hope of
political stability. However, it could not be said that the new govern-
ment really held power, for new moves in late December 1964 by the
"Young Turks," a maverick group of young military officers, tended
to undercut them, and this, together with increasing politico-reli-
gious turmoil, virtually immobilized the civilians as 1964 drew to a
close. 1

(C) Thus, as 196r h-!gan, the political situation was no closer
to a solution than it had been the preceding year. A Buddhist attempt
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to overthrow the struggling but feeble civilian government was compli-
cated further by the military. In December 1964 the Young Turks
formed an Armed Forces Council (AFC) ostensibly to act as an a,]-
visory body on military affairs to Khanr, who theoretically had rlin-
quished the trappings of governmental power in August L964. With'
Khanh's approval the AFC illegally abolinhed the High National
Council,. and in early January it became increasingly clear that
Premier Huong could not last much longer. A coordinatod T%,,Ai.t
uprising7

_soon grew out of controlj
A , * £his

paved the way for Khanh, on Z7 January 1965, to reassume leader.

ship of RVN by persuading the AFC to issue a 'decision'' that Khanh

must be entrusted with the "heavy responsibility of settling the present
political crisis" because Huong and Suu could not control the critical
situation. There was, however, dissatisfaction among the AFC mem-

bers regarding Khanh's reassumption of power. Among those dis-

sentors was Brigadier General Nguyen Cao Ky, Air Force Chief,

Khanh remained in power for only four short weeks before he was
again ousted on 1Z February 1965.

(C) One product of Khanh's short tenure of office, however,

was a new civilian government with his stamp on it. Important
within the framework of this civilian government were provisions
for the formation of A National Legislative Council (NLC) which
was to consist of a.civilian-military group whose function was to
advise the government. Included in the NLC would be six military

representatives and three unofficial representatives of each of the

four major religious groupings (Buddhist, Catholic, Cao Dal, and
Hoa Hao) and two independents. Thus, the NLC attained the goal
of developing an institution for finding a consensus among the

national power groups.

(C) On 19 February 1965 another attempted coup, launched
against Khanh, failed. The failure of this junta was due, in no

small part to two rather significant reasons: First, Khanh was

no longer in power since the NLC had ousted him seven days ear-

lier and seated Pham Huy Quat, a highly respected politician;
and second, only a very small segment of the military backed the
aspiring junta. Shortly thereafter Khanh was appointed as a roving

ambassador, and the AFC on 5 May dissolved itself. This, how.
ever, did not end the new civilian government's problem. Discord
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arose regarding the autonomous power of the Chief of State's authority
to replace ministers of the government. This and numerous other
more deeply seated problems resulted in Quat's inviting the military
to mediate the crisis. In an announcement on 12 June 1965, Chief of
State Suu, on behalf of himself, the Quat governmnent, and the NLC,
stated that these -three elements of civilian authority had handed
back to the armed forces all power and authority in Vietnam. Thus
the mediating generals set to the task of pounding out a new govern-
ment and a new statement of national policy. The shaking and sifting
that ensued brought forth the emergency of new leading figures,
Major General Nguyen Van Thieu, a former Deputy Prime Minister,
and Brigadier General Nguyen Cao Ky. Chief of the Air Force.

(C) The military, on 19 June 1965, promulgated a new gover--
ment charter, the Provisional Convention, and stressed that author-
ity was only temporarily vested in the armed forces pending promul-
gation of a permanent constitution. The Provisional Convention created
as the highest authority an Armed Forces Congress, which was not to
take over the running of the country, but was to create-the Armed
Forces Directory (AFD). Having done this, the Armed Forces Co.-
grass disbanded. The AFD, or Directorate, was the real seat of
power having as its membership ten-senior generals with Thieu as
the Chairman, and nine other "commissioners. " Thieu's position
as chairmaxt corresponded to that of Chief of State while the other
key post, Executive Commissioner (Ky), corresponded to the civ-
ilian position of Premier. The work of pounding out a new govern-
mental machine was accomplished by K~y, and after the new regime's
first 100 days in power drew to a close, there was an ambitious
program to be accomplished which included enhancing the new GVN
image both at home and internationally, stabilizing itself, attacking
economic problems, routing out corruption, addressing refugee
problems, increasing pacification, and, of primary importance,
prosecuting the wa'r against the VC. Theer.ý ambitions, together
with some evidence to indicate progress in all areas, saw 1965
close with Ky's position relatively stabilized to the degree that he
was able to announce preliminary plans for an ultimate return to
civilian government. 2

(C) The beginning of 1966 found the Directorate, in power for
just over six months, on fairly stable ground in comparison with
previous governments aince Diem's fall. The relationship b.-
tween MACV and Ky's government was generally excellent, which,
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together with the close cooperation of the apolitical Lieutenant General
Ca6 Van Vin (Chief, Joint General Staff), led to an increasingly suc-
cessful prosecution of the war. Still there were many tensions
threatening the thin fabric of the Directorate's rule, Among these
were an increasing regional rift, traditional suspicion of military
juntas, a fragile relationship among the Directorate's officers,
religious fractionalism dating from the Diem regime, and a con-
dition of deteriorating economics.

(C) With these things under a loosely controlled boil, the Direc-
torate was firmly opposed to an overly ambitious plunge into demno-.
cratic procedures which might throw RVN back into political turmoil
and seriously impede the recent success of the war effort. Con-
sequently, the Directorate recommended as a first step the appoint-
ment of a "Democracy Building Council" whose duties would consist
of drafting a constitution and establishing statutes concerning poli-
tical parties, elections, and press regulation. This plan was pre-
sented to the Second Armed Forces Congress convened in Saigon
14-15 January. In a climaxing "State of.the l4ation" speech Ky
outlined the goals for the GVN during 1966, which were to win the
war, pacify and reconstruct the rural areas, 'stabilize the economy.
and build democracy. He further pointed out that the Democracy
Building Council would be appointed soon after the Lunar New
Year (Tet), and would draft the constitution which would be sub-
mitted to a referendum in the following October; further, he pointed
out that he envisioned democratic elections in 1967. 3

!A
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A During a temporary l-ulrroth'e tur-
moil in I CTZ, it is notable that on 3 April the Armed Forces Congress
met and issued a communique calling for a meeting on 6 April 1966 of
a small group of leaders "to aid the Directorate in Fixing modalities
for convocation of a National Political Congress. " Rapid results of
these efforts were forthcoming when, on 12 April, such a congress
did meet, and on its final day of proceedings, 14 April, Chief of State
Thieu, promulgated an on-the-spot decree for an elected constituent
assembly within three to five months.

(C) That events in I CTZ had had significant adverse effects on
the war against the VC is evident. US advisory personnel were with-.
drawn from ARVN "struggle" elements; measpures. were taken to
scurc threatened US installations; and joint ARVN/US operations
had come to a virtual halt in the northern sector. It was evident

* that VC insurgentshad exploited the confusion and had used the Bud-
dist demonstration to further their own ends. In order to establish
a case for settlement of the I CTZ disputes and to preclude a foun-
dation for further similar uprisings, the Directorate, on 6 June,
nominated ten civilians to be added to its ranks. Among those
nominated were professional figures and Buddhists. This move
proved fruitful and assisted in temporarily mollifying the dissident
northern Buddhist elements. Further, on 15 June the GVN pro-
mulgated a decree establishing the government on political, econom-
ic, and social matters. The PAC was inaugurated on 5 July, just
after the GVN realized total success in quelling the existent unrest. 4

(C) The next major hurdle facing Ky's government was the or-
ganization and conduct of the elections which would create the Con-
stituent Assembly (CA). The complexity for such a task should not
be lightly regarded. Not only would it mean registering all those
eligible to vote, but security must be provided against VC harass-
ment for those going to t.,e polls as well as at the polling sites. Not
the least among the problems would be advertising the election at
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"rice roots" level and insuring that elections were sufficiently super-
vised'at local level to eliminate unethical practices insofar as pos-
sible. These problems presented a great challenge to the GVN, but
Ky proved up to the task when, on 11 September, 80 perr.ent of the
registered voters went to the polls and elected the slates of candi-
dates of their choice; this, in spite of very active VC anti-election
propaganda and threats. 5

(C) The inaugural session of the CA took place on 27 September
with the Directorate, cabinet, PAC, Diplomatic Corps, and press in
attendance. Through the remainder of 1966, the CA involved itself
with the electing of assembly officers, establishing procedural rules,
creating political blocs, and finally, addressing the ultimate task of
drafting a constitution. 6

Setting the Stage, 1967

(C) After more than three years of political turmoil and in-
stability, 1967 openedwith a note of optimism. The Thieu-Ky
government had been able to hold the reins of power for more than
18 months, a feat of some magnitude considering that all the old
problems were still in existence, except that unity within the RVNAF
was much greater. Ky had demonstrated great courage and aggres-
siveness in dealing with the 1966 problems in I CTZ and had shown
that he was in command and was willing to use whatever force he
considered necessary to stabilize the GVN position. Not only was
he able to quell the "struggle movement" in the north, but he also
gave promising signs of intending to prosecute actively the fight
against the VC. His diplomatic aplomb enabled him to compro-
misc where he thought it necessary; this had proven to be a nearly
nonexistent capability of his predecessors. He showed considerable
insight in organizing his cabinet when he brought in both civilian and
military members from the north and south, and of varying religious

,..ukzjkcrond s.
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Formulating the dorstitution

The Ceftstituent Assembly (CA)

(C) On 11 September 1966 over 80 percent of the registered
voters went to the polls despite strong Viet Corg opposition and
elected 117 deput'es to the Constituent Assembly (CA). Contrary
to prior widespread doubts within and outside of Vietnam, the elec-
tions were almost tniver?,.i- hailed as free and honest. The depu-
ties constituted a representative cross-s-ction in terms of religion
and regional origin, with teachers or professors and provincial
councilmen making up the largest occupational groupings. Very few

-of those elided had previous national political aexperience, and they
were, on the average, younger than past natidnal assemblymen. The
Constituent Assembly hele. 4ts first session on 27 September 1966, and
it was more tlan a month before it settled down into an effective
organism in which the inexper'ienced deputies knew both their jobs
and their co-workers. On 26 October, Phan Khac Suu, *a former
Chief oi SLate, was elected President 6f the Assembly, and on 31
October the membership formed into four major voting blocs, plus
a group of independents. The bloc memberc shared common in-
terests and bandedtogether in the interests of speeding up the work
of the Assembly. 8

(C) While the CA was busy with its preliminaries, the GVY -I
promulgaled De-ree-Law 21/66 which, in part, gave the GVN
authority to amend "one or many" Articles of the Constitution within
th rty days preceding its promulgation. Any amendme,,t made would-t
become per-mnanent unless the CA rejected it by two-thirds vote.
The CA ws afraid tl..t the Directorate would exercise its amendatory
power and virtually rewrite the draft constitution after the Assernly
had completed its work. Viet Cong propaganda concentrated upon
these fears in an effort to disrupt the work of the CA. By mid-
January 1967, however, the deputies came to believe that the GVN
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did not intend to exercise undue influence upon the Assembly, -and that
it was willing to discuss informally any changes which it wished to be
made in the first draft. In this way the government's ideas could be
takan into account discreetly without its having to resort to strong amen-
datory powers. Another portion of Decree-Law 21/66 to which the CA
took exception was that which stated that the CA would dissolve once the
Constitution was promulgated. Most members seemed to feel thrat they
should continue to sit until their successor, the National Assembly,
convened. Informal discussions between members of the CA and the
Directorate resolved this question by agreeing that the Assembly would
remain in existence and assist in drafting election laws and monitoring
the elections which would follow. These behind-the-scenes agreements
fostered mutual confidence and respect between the two groups and
augured well for future cooperation. 9

The Constitution

(C) On 19 January 1967 the CA met in plenary session to begin
open debate on the first draft of the Constitution. The draft called
for elected local officials, includ.ing province chiefs and well-defined
rights and duties of citizens in a reversal of the strong centralized
governmental functions imposed during the Diem regime. The dele-
gates had borrowed freely from the experiences of other nations,
particularly the more progressive nations of SEASIA, and adapted
them to the realities of RVN in a wartime environment. From the
Republic of Korea they adopted the cuocept of a government headed
by a strong president and a premier, rather than a true parlia-
mentary system on the British pattern. The draft, however, in-
cluded provisions for substantial legislative powers and restrictions
on presidential powers; these latter were generally opposed by the
Directorate, as were plans for increasing the interim powers of the
CA prior to the election of a National Assembly. During the review
process there were significant modifications to the draft generally
aimed at increasing the powers of the President at the expense of
the I .emier and the future National Assembly. 10

(C) During the post-Tet resumption of plenary debate the CA
yielded by granting authority to the President, rather than to the

,I
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National Assembly, to declare emergencies and impose curfews. This
met one of the Directorate's most serious objection~s to the first draft.
The CA also voted for a 35-year minimum age limit for presidential can-
didates which defeated a higher age-limit aimed at barring Premier Ky
from running for that office. By mid-March the CA had completed the
section on the judiciary, to include a Supreme Court to be chosen by
the National Assembly from lists provided by professional associations
of judges, lawyers, and prosecutors. Also approved was the estab-
lishment of a Military Council to advise the President, particularly
on matters of promotion, transfers, and discipline. The CA decided
against letting the President chair the Military Council, and placed
checks on the involvement of the Military Council in non-military
matters. The Directorate continued to oppose the election, rather
than appointment, of province chiefs, the granting of power to the
National Assembly to vote no- confidence in the government, and de-
tails of the transition period. However, on 16 March Premier Ky
met with a number of CA members and indicated that the Directorate
would no longer oppose any of the draft provisions except those dealing
with the transitional governnent. Two days later the CA held heated
debates on the organization of a government for the transitional period
prior to the national elections, but Ky's compromise held up. It was
agreed that.the CA would exercise limited powers, but that the Direc-
torate would remain in power until the new President was elected and
installed. After approving these transitional arrangements, the CA
voted final approval of the entire Constitution. 11

(C) It was now the turn of the Directorate to argue to provisions
of the Constitution, and on 19 March there was a stormy session.
The supporters of General Thieu and some of the civilian members
of the Directorate were opposed to several points of the final draft,
but Premier Ky and his supporters prevailed. Finally the Direc-
torate issued a communique stating its intention to "accept" the
Constitution in the form approved by the CA; as a matter of form
the approved draft would be submitted to the Armed Forces Council
before promulgation. This ex- post-facto arproval was necessary,
for Thieu and Ky departed immediately for Guam and the meeting
with President Johnson from 19-21 March. At the Guam Conference
Ky spoke with justifiable enthusiasm about the new Constitution, and
he presented a bound copy to President Johnson. Ky noted that tl-e
immediate impact would be the holding of village and hamlet elec-

tions--for the first time since 1964--the following week, and 'fe
national presidential election to be held within six months. Following
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the Guam Conference, in a brief ceremony at Independence Palace on
24 March, the CA formally presented the final draft of the Consti-
tuition to the Directorate, which in tirn submitted it to the Armed
Forces Council. The pro forma submission almost upset the deli-
cate balance, for Thieu and Ky encountered strong opposition from
the more reactionary members of the Council. However, pre-
sumably reminding the hold-outs that President Johnson had accept-
ed a copy of the "approved" Constitution in front of world TV cameras,
the two leaders presuaded the Council to withdraw their several ob-
jections, and to give final and formal approval to the Constitution on
27 March. 12

(U) The new Constitution was promulgated on 1 April. The
dignified and impressive promulgated ceremony was held on the
grounds of Independence Palace, attended by the entire Directorate,
the Constituent Assembly, members of the diplormiatic corps, GVN
ministerial representatives, religious leaders, representatives
of ethnic minorities, school children, and selected Hoi Chanhs.
Atthis time Chief of State Thieu made the official announcement
that elections for President and for the Upper House of the Na-
tional Assembly would be held on I September (subsequently
changed to 3 September, a Sunday), with elections for the Lower
House to take place a month later. 13

Preparing and Conducting Elections

Village and Hamlet Elections

(C) In an effort to expedite the requirements imposed by Ar-
ticles 70-72 of the Constitution, and to give emphatic evidence of
their sincerity to build democratic institutions, the GVN, in early
March, began making preparations for holding village and hamlet
elections which would not only begin the process of converting the
democratic processes at the rice- roots level, but would also be a
trial balloon for the presidential and assembly elections in the fall.
The local elections were planned in two phases; a ten-week period
beginning on 2 April for elections in some 961 villages and 4, 578
hamlets consi'ered relatively secure; and a later period, to be
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contingent upon the progress of pacification, for elections in some
300 additional villages and .1, 500-odd hamlets. 'It was planned that
village councils would elect village chiefs from among their mem-.
bership, while hamlet chiefs would be elected directly. Both vil-
lage and hamlet chiefs were to have appointed assistants for
security, propaganda, and civic action. Salary reforms were
planned which would put elected officials on a par with RD workers
and local GVN employees, and an extensive administrative training
program was planned to follow the elections. 14

(C) The VC made clear their oppositio. ,. ,l•:,s by con-
tinual threats, and by assassination of candi•'-, nlt I,'. > ment
of the voters, but their terrorist campaigns faile. to ,- rle
villagers from voting. Voting was encouraged by its -' --
plicity; identification cards, previously issued, were pr
at the polls, whereupon the voter was handed an envelop .. t
ballot foe each of the candidates; entering a booth, he e. ,..t
the ballot of his choice into the envelope and deposited tne latter
in the ballot box. The high voter turn-out was attributed to the
increasingly effective security offered by the RVNAF, the en-
couragement of the military district officials, and to the moral
obligation of returning to the ancient custom of election of village
and hamlet officials.

(C) After the final week of village electi6ns it was deter-
mined that about 77 percent of the registered voters had cast
their ballots. Elections took place in 984 villages of an es-
timated 2, 500 RVN. Twelve candidates had been murdered by
the VC, and 31 kidnapped. The village council elections were
considered a success, but there was some evidence that the larger
voter turnout was as much a response to the call of duty as to any
real understanding of the important issues and reforms at stake.
The same general statement probably held true for the election of
the hamlet chiefs, which began on 14 May and ran for four suc-
cessive Sundays. 15
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The National Elections

(C) By mid-April the CA had abolished its committees charged
with drafting the Constitution and had elected new committees for
such functions as drafting electoral laws, press regulations, rules
governing political parties and opposition activities, and the or-
ganization of a Supreme Court and an Inspectorate. There was a
none-too-subtle attempt to consider the CA, now that the Consti-
tution had been promulgated, as a sort of de facto Legislative
Assembly, but the Directorate moved quickly to block such aspi-
rations. Phan Khoc Suu was not seriously opposed for reelection
to the Chairmanship of the second phase of the CA, and this en-
hanced his status as a possible presidential candidate. By late
April debates began on the draft electoral laws, and it became
apparent at once that there were two controversial provisions
which reflected the divergent views of the Directorate and the CA.
The first provided that military or civil service candidates would
have to take leave without pay from the date of filing candidacy.
This was aimed particularly at forcing Generals Thieu and Ky to
step down from their governmental posts during the campaign,
but it met such opposition from the Directorate, that a compro-
mise was effected by which the provision would not apply to
members of the existing government who might aspire to the presi-
dency or vice-presidency. The other controversial provision
would have established a minimum percentage of the vote for the.
winning candidate, with a runoff required between the two leading
candidates if neither achieved the minimum vote. The military
leaders opposed this provision, considering that a military can-
didate could win in a large field of civilian candidates, but might
not fare as well in a two-man runoff with the most popular civilian.
After an angry debate on 8 May, the runoff provision was abandoned.

16

(C) On Z6 May General Thieu requested CA Chairman Suu to ask
the CA to delete the requirement that presidential candidates be in-
troduced (i. e, , nominated) by thirty elected officials. The CA divid-
ed sharply on this issue, which also pointed up the political rivalry
between Generals Thieu and Ky. Pro-Ky members of the CA argued
for retention of the thirty introductions, and on 31 May Premier Ky
stated that the introduction requirement would not affect those who
had the ability to run. Thieu, however, remained on record as op-
posing the introductions as undemocratic and unconstitutional. In the
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end, the Directorate overrode the CA and the introductions provision
was dropped. The Presidential and Upper House Election Laws were
promulgated by Chief of State Thieu on 15 June. 17

(C) As early as the end of January 1967 there had been indica-
tions that Premier Ky intended to run for the Presidency, with the
strong hint that he would have the support .of the Directorate. Chief
of State Thieu remained mum on his own plans, but both he and Ky
made frequent speaking trips to the provinces, both to initiate the
hamlet and village elections and to stir interest in the forthcoming
national elections. In March General Thieu gave the first indica- i
tion that, "if the Army proposed his candidacy, " he would consider
running. On 11 May Thieu told the press that he was not yet in a
position to decide whether or not to run, but that his candidacy was
a possibility. The next day Premier Ky announced that he would
definitely run for the Presidency, and over the following week met
with leaders of the Dai Viet and VNQDD parties. He also announced
over TV the new rice bonus for military personnel and most :overn-
ment employees. On 17 May Ky made a bid for the Chinese vote
when he told the Chinese Congregations Board that he favored "in
principle" the return to the Chinese community control over school,
hospital, and otherproperty which had been taken over in 1960 by
the Diem regime. 1

(C) As the filing deadline of 30 June approached, *there was a
frenzy of political activity. General Thieu formally announced his
candidacy and selected as his running mate a leader of the Hoa Hao
sect. Premier Ky announced that his vice-presidential candidate
would be the Chairman of the People's Army Council. The ap-

parent rift growing between Thieu and Ky, and the subsequent
threat to RVNAF unity, alarmed the Armed Forces Council, and
on 28 June it was convened by the Minister of Defense and Chief
JGS, General Vien. In a secret session lasting three days--
during which coup rumors were rampant--the corps commanders
and other senior RVNAF officers voted to support Thieu, and de-
manded that Ky abandon his own candidacy to become Thieu's
running mate. Ky stepped down with apparent good grace, and an-
nounced to the press his decision to run for the vice-presidency.
At the same time the Armed Forces Council and the Directorate
decided not to permit the return from political exile in Bangkok
of General Duong Van ("Big") Minh, leader of the coup which over-

threw the Diem regime in November 1963.19
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(C) The campaign for the Upper House of the Legislative As-
,sembly was conducted concurrently with the presidential elections.
In the absence of established political parties, and because of the ob-
vious impracticability of having candidates stand for areas not under
GVN control, the decision was made to require all senatorial can-
didates to present themselves in slates of ten. The top six ten-man
slates would thus constitute the sixty-man senate. The senatorial
maneuvering began in June, with some of the lists being tied to
specific presidential candidates, but most of the aspirants formed
lists representing regional, religious, and ethnic intercst. By the
30 June deadline, 64 lists of ten candidates each had filed formally
with the Special Commissariat for Administration. 20

(C) On 18 July the National Assembly made the final decision on
validation of presidential candidates. Of 18 slates which had filed
prior to the 30 June deadline, seven were disqualified. "Big" Minh's
candidacy was rejected, not based on his absence in exile, but on the
grounds that his vice-presidential running mate had once held French
citizenship. The Thieu-Ky ticket was recommended for rejection on
the ground that the'Chief of Stateand the Premier had not resigned
their po-itions, but the Assembly rejected this contention. A total
of 11 presidential tickets was approved by the Assembly. Of the
original 64 slates which filed for the Upper House, 16 were dis-
qualified by 21 July. On 25 July the GVN sent.a message to UN
Secretary General U Thant stating that the GVN would welcome UN
observers during the forthcoming presidential/upper house elec-
tions. On 28 July U Thant replied that he needed the authorization
oi the UN "competent principal organ" before deciding the observer
question. The GVN expected no further UN action--and none was
taken. 

2 1

(C) Serious questions arose about how the presidential can-
didates would get out into the countryside to conduct their cam-
paigns. It was well know that Thieu arid Ky were widely known,
but many of the others were completely unknown to the electorate.

This, together with inadequate transportation resources and less
than ideal security conditions, brought about the suggestion that
the GVN arrange and coordinate campaign trips. It was decided
that group campaign trips would be made, under the protection of
the GVN for all presiden.Aal ca-didates. Tbe first of the GVN organi-

zed trips to the provinc,•s took place on 6 August--and was a complete
debacle. Scheduled to land at Quang Tri, the aircraft was forced o-y
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heavy crosswinds to divert to Dong Ha, 11 km away. Suitable ground
transport to Quang Tri was not readily available, the I Corps Com-
mander was "indisposed," and the candidates returned to Saigon in a
huff, claiming the tie-up to be a "government conspiracy. " Predict-
ably, certain political elements in the US took up the refrain, an-
nouncing in advance that the GVN elections would be a "fraud, "
"rigged," or worse. The candidates issued a communique placing
full responsibility for the "Dong Ila incident" opi the GVN, following
up on 8 August with a letter to Genera'1 Thieu and Ky, asking whether
the GVN intended to support the campmg-a activities of the civilian
candidates. The two generals did not reply, but the Special Comrr.is-
sioner for Admini.tration opened correspondence with the civilian
candidates whichmollified themn somewhat, and a new campaign
itinerary was drawn up, beginning 15 August. 2Z

(C) The election campaign for candidates for the Upper House
got off to a slow start, primarily because 'he printing and distri-
bution of campaign material fell behind schedule. Posters of presi-
dential and senatorial candidates were plastered throughout the
Saigon area, however, and radio and TV appearances started as
planned. One prcblerm that could not be resolv.od to the satisfaction
of all concerned was the rmatter of transporting 480 senatorial can-
didates around the. country. Meanwhile, on 7 August the Directorate
Chairman promulgated the law for the Lower House election which
was scheduled foe 22 October. Z3

(C) During the last half of August, as the election campaign
entered the homestretch, interest aid activity picked up markedly.
The civilian candidates, warming to their work, hurled charges
against the goverranent of ineffective leadership, election-rigging,
and dictaturial methods. The caravan of candidates visited Nha
Trang, Ban Me Th'ot, Tay Ninh, Can Tho, Rach Gia, and My Tho;
General Thieu joined the other candidates at My Tho on 26 August,
the first such meeting attended by either Thieu or Ky. The princi-
pal issues emerging from the welter of campaign charges and prom- F>
ises werc prospects fir peace with honor, corruption in the GVN,
thc nsw charter for the United Buddhist Association, and democ-
racy in general. During ý press conference on Z5 August, General
Thieu dscloced that the Armed Forces Council was planning to dis-
miss five generals and to take disciplinary action against some
50 others on charges of corruption. He announced that he was
considering a proposal for a NVN bombing pause, and indicated
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there could be no negotiations with the NLF as long as the latter claimed
to represent the people of RVN. Of the other candidates, the previously
unheraldedi who billed himself as a "peace" candidate,
made considerable political capital out of attacks on the GVN and the
military in particular.

2 4

(C) A US report on the campaigning in Pleiku Province at the end of
August was perhaps representative of the country-wide conditions:

Due to apparently inadequate GVN logistic sup-

port, total lack of mass coimmunication media, and
other negative factors, the rest of the presidential
and vice-presidential candidates are reaching and in-
fluencing an extremely limited audience in Pleiku
province. On the other hand, the nature of the pro-
vincial and district apparatus in Pleiku (as elsewhere
in Vietnam) is such that it tends to be used on support
of the Thieu/Ky ticket. That ticket is accordingly
assured of communications with, and influencing the
maximum number of people in the province ...

Partisan campaign posters were late arriving

in province. The Thieu/Ky posters were seen in
Pleiku dty on August 20 and the other began showing
up on the 25th.

* . . In the districts, the Thieu/Ky-ticket is
favored because the people have little familiarity A
with the other candidates. It is reported that the , 4
Montagnards know only Ky ("the general with the •,,
hair on his lip")... Some intellectuals while
ideologically in favor of civilian candidates, may N
vote for the Thieu/Ky ticket because of other con-
siderations such as their jobs... '

"VIS is carrying out a massive "get-out-the- ' ,
vote" campaign and most citizens in the province
are aware of the election, though they may not
understand the issues at stake, or how the elec-
tion can affect them personally. In part, as a
result of the VIS effort, the voter interest seems to
be high, and it is expected that voter turn-out will
also be high.

2 5
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(C) In spite of strong VC attempts to disrupt the election and to dis-
courage voting, the Vietnamese electorate went to the polls in record
numbers on 3 September. The total voter turnout was 4, 868, 266, or
some 83 percent of the register-1 voters; this was an increase over the
4,274,812 voters in the 1966 CA elections, which was 80.8 percent of
the registered voters at the time. Although the Thieu/Ky ticket came
out on top as expected, there were several surprises. Thieu and Ky
received 34.8 percent of the vote, less than the 40-50 percent antic-
ipated--and perhaps less than needed for effective control of the new

governrment. ________. Suu had 10.8

percent, Huong 10 percent, and Ha Thuc Ky 7. 3 percent--surprisingly
poor performances for the first two candidates. All in all, the elec-
tions seemed to be remarkably free of irregularities, a fact attested to
by a total of 116 observers from 24 countries, including a 22-man US
delegation. 26

(U) At the conclusion of these elections, the Constitutent Assembly,
now a provisional National Assembly, devoted its attention to investi-
gating complaints, lodged mostly by defeated presidential candidates,
that elections were rigged, fraudulent, or otherwise illegal. The As-
sembly appointed an investigating agency from its membership called
the Presidential Central Election Council (CEC). The CEC was charged
with investigating the complaints and was to submit their findings to the
National Assembly on 25 September. Concurrently, a special commit--
tee undertook a thorough examination of voter tally sheets from each-of
the more than 8, 000 separate polling places. Formal recommendations
of the special committeewere based upon the above examination plus
the findings of the CEC. On 30 September, the National Assembly
began debates on the committee's findings, and, just before the 2400
hours, 2 October deadline, they validated the presidential election. In
secret ballot, 58 deputies voted in favor of validation, and 42 voted
against it. Suu, the Chairman of the Assembly, made one last state-
ment: "If I had voted, I would have rejected the elections, " and he
resigned his chairmanship as of that moment "so as not to bear re-
sponsibility before history." 27

(U) Campaigning for seats in the Lower House began on 6 October

with an average of nine candidates for each of the 137 seats. As the
momentum of the campaign increased, the Upper House held a brief
but formal inaugural session on 9 October with General Thieu pre-
siding. In the Lower House election, on 22 October, a total of 4,270,794
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persons, or 72.9 percent of the registered voters.turned out for the lower
House election which was conducted under a law promulgated 7 August.
With the end of the election of the Lower House, the transformation of
the GVN into a broadly based government deriving its position and power
from the people was completed.

(U) On 24 October, shortly before the installation of the new govern-
m~nt, General Thieu promulgated the Mobilization Decree which called
for partial mobilization of the nation's human resources, and requisi-
tion of the Nation's material resources to meet national defense re-
quirements. On 25 October, Ky signed an implementing order which
provided for the conscription of men between the ages of 18 and 33,
mobilization of technicians of all kinds up to age 45, and the recall of
some veterans. 

2 8

(U) On 30 October the Directorate dissolved, and, on 31 October,
newly-elected President Thieu and Vice President Ky were inaugurated.
On the same day the new Lower House was installed, and the Constit-
uent Assembly, then known as the Provisional National Assembly,
passed out of existence. The nascent GVN was launched.

(U) After the inauguration ceremonies were over, President
Thieu announced the appointment of Nguyen Van Loc as Prime Minis-
ter. Loc brought to this position credentials of some magnitude. He
was a Southern Buddhist, a lawyer, had been chairman of the Direc-
torate, the vice-presidential candidate on Ky's initial presidential
slate, and later, campaign manager for the Thieu-Ky ticket. Hastening
the progress of turning governmental wheels, Loc announced the in-
stallation of his cabinet on 9 November. The Cabinet consisted of
Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Defense, Justice, Interior, Revolu-
tionary Development, Land Reforms--Agriculture, Open Arms,
Cultural Affairs- -Education, Economy, Finance, Communication-
Transportation, Public Wrks, Social Welfare--Refugees, Health,
'A r Veterans, Ethnic Development, and Labor. 29
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(C) During the remainder of 1967, the National Assembly busied it-
self with establishing its internal rules. . Rumblings of discontent were
heard regarding General Thieu's hasty promulgation of the Mobilization
Decree, and there were significant ind'cations that the legality of the de-
cree and its implementing law was to be one of the first subjects of de-
bate within the Assembly. Some senators of the Upper House said that
the act was illegal and unconstitutional because the Constitution did not
give the directorate unilateral legislative powers during the transitional
period; others said that the way in which it was promulgated was damaging
to the prestige of the Upper House and was designed to present the As-
sembly with a fait accompli. What action might be taken on this con-
troversy by the Assembly remained to be seen as 1967 ended; perhaps
this would prove to be a testing ground of the Assembly's control over
its old/new leaders. 30

Other Important Influences Affecting the GVN

(C) Though the GVN had accomplished noteworthy strides in the
democratic process, there still remained other factors on which it
had to focus attention. Paramount among these were the Buddhist
situation, corruption, and its relationships with the US community.

The Buddhist Issue

(S) Between the time the Diem regime fell and the "struggle
movement, " the Buddhist remained relatively quiescent and unified.
While the events which led to Buddhist participation in the struggle
movement gave substantial reason to believe that the dominant Bud-p dhistattitude wasoone of anti-Americanismn brought on by the do -
leterious effects of high concentrations of US troops stationed in
the Hue-Da Nang complex, this was not actually so. Closer study
indicated that: 'highly resented the pre-
dominately Catholic rule of Ky and the Directorate and saw this as
a threat to Buddhism reminiscent of the Diem reeime. r-
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(S) Other openly stated causes of dissatisfaction.,
were spiraling inflation, uncontrolled GVN corruption,

andineffectiveness on the part of the Ky regime. The stron•,•st aspect
of anti-Americanism manifested itself, L I as being
the role the American presence played in delaying progress of forming a
p!opularly elected, constitutional governmen

(S) The Buddhists seemed satisfied after the April 1966 meeting
of the National Political Congress which had resulted in a proposal, to
the Directorate which included popular elections for a constituent as-
sembly within four mo:nths./P
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The Issue of Corruption

(S) Throughout 1966 one of the most nagging problems impeding
the solidarity of the relationship between the US and the GVN, par-
ticularly between MACV and iGS, was the open "Secret" that two
highly placed GVN officials, L Ajwere widely
suspected of corrupt practices. _ The fact that these two officials,

remained in their high positions of trust and responsibility was a

source of embarrassment not only to the Ky government but to COM-
USMACV in his capacity as senior advisor to the RVNAF, as well.
Just prior to the end of 1966, in an. act of considerable political
courage, Thieu and Xy mustered sufficient support from the Direc-

rtate to relieve(A-

augured well for Ky's earlier promise to act against corruption. 36
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(S) The establishment of the Mission of an anteragency Cor-
ruption Cornmnittee early in 1967 attested to the importance of
identifying and eliminating corruption so that the work of paci-
fication might progress. In the Mission's words:

The level of corruption in Vietnam has reached
a point that it seriously interferes with 'he war ef-
fort. Ways must be found to assist the GVN in
reducing it as well as to look for ways in which
unilateral US actions may affect oppor iitiea
for corruption.. For example, a "Sign Off"
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system at provincial level. . . wherein funds from
the RD budget could be released only by the "joint"
signature of the Province Chief and the US Pro-
vincial Representative would ensure that the US
representation was kept closely informed of the
exact status of progress and provide close coor-
dinat'on between US advisors and GVN officials.
A] A GVN provincial authorities would be "kept
hý -•,. .38

The Mission went on to point out that the first essential to reducing cor-
ruption would be the payment of higher wages to senior GVN officials and
army officers, as well as to other selected categories of the GVN. Some
action along these lines had already been noted above (Chapter III), and
further studies were under continuous evaluation. 39

(C) While the identification of corrupt officials was unquestionably
in the purview of the US, the action which must be taken to cure the ill
rested entirely with the GVN. Clearly, Ky had demonstrated his in-
tention to address the problem as he had promised earlier. Perhaps
he was not doing so as rapidly as US officials might have hoped, but he
was taking some action which gave promising hope for the future. Both

Ky and Thieu. had voiced their intentions to fight corruption, but because
they both became immersed in the rigors of political campaigning for the
approaching presidential elections, action on the program was lethargic.

(C) As the course of the coming elections progressed, promises
for the elimination of corruption were heard from every quarter--
the presidential candidates, those running for the upper house, and
those who were hopefuls for seats in the lower house. As the dust
of the presidential elections settled, Ky, Vice Prepident elect, demon-
strated his willingness and desire to make good on his campaign pro-
mises dealing with corruption. On 6 October it was announced that
new measures were being undertaken to combat corruption in Binh
Duong Province. These measures included the cancellation of con-
tracts which exploited such facilities as the Phu Cuong Binh My
ferry landing, the Phu Cuong slaughter-house, and the Puc Cuong
and Ton Thai markets. Ky further ordered reorganization of the
Public Works and Communications Department and the Motorized
Vehicle Control Service. It was further announced that the chief of
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the latter service had been dismissed, and three of his subordinates

demoted and transferred. 40

GVN-Missior,- MACV Relationships

(C) During the first half of 1967. COMUSMACV theoretically
enjoyed a rather well structured line of communication with his
counterpart, Chief of JGS General Cao Van Vien. In actuality, how-
ever, the situation had political as well as military implications.
General Vien was the Minister of National Defense as well as Chief I
JGS. COMUSMACV was by necessity thrown into the political area.
of activity, thus- what might have appeared on the surface as clearly
defined was in fact somewhat complicated.

(C) Indicative of the degree to which MACV was affected by both
the political and economic trends of the GVN was illustrated in the

well-defined but complex organization of the US Mission, whose re-
sponsibility was to provide for support of the war in RVN. By the very
nature of this organization, purely political problems fell within the
purview of the AMEMB rather than MACV, and COMUSMACV had no
political advisor as such. The Embassy's Minister-Counsellor for
Political Affairs was the point of contact with GVN Ministries, and
either he or the Minister-Counsellor for Economic Affairs approached
the GVN on politico-economic matters. However, despite the ap-
parently well-established Mission channels of communication with
agencies of the GVN, the hard fact remained that MACV maintained
scores of direct-line contacts with GVN agencies, even at the minis-
terial level. These errbodied a myriad of subjects which were beyond
the resources of the Embassy proper to maintain knowledgeability;
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particularly important to MACV were the GVN Ministries of Defense, Re-
volutionary Development, and Information and Chieu Hoi. Any changes
of either policy or personnel within these ministries directly affected
COMUSMACV's conduct of the war in tactical operations, pacification,
and PSYOP (see Chapter VI for a discussion of pacification and Chap-
ter VII for a discussion of PSYOP). COMUSMACV, in his rolk as
senior military commander, acted as military advisor to the Ambassa-
dor by virtue of his position as a member of the US Mission.

(C) Since during nearly all of 1967 the GVN was in the hands of
the predominantly military Directorate, COMUSMACV, by his back-
ground as well as his position, was called upon frequently to effect
direct liaison with both Chief of State Thieu and Premier Ky.
It must be understood, however, that these lines of communication and
coordination were just that, and nothing more. When it was necessary

to exert leverage or pressure upon any agency other than RVNAF,
COMUSMACV had to use his vertical channel through the American
Ambassador, who was the senior in-country US representative. The
Ambassador then used his horizontal channel of communication with
the GVN, Even with RVNAF, COMUSMACV occasionally had to deal
through the Ambassador when JGS was particularly iztransigent in
acting expeditiously on some matter of importance.

(C) On 23 May 1967, the MACV staff agency of Civil Operations
for Revolutionary Development & Support (CORDS) was created (see
Chapter VI for a complete discussion of COORDS organization and
functions). While CORDS greatly simplified directing the multitude
of pacification efforts by placing them under a single manager/direc-
tor, it greatly increased the channels of communications to GVN
agencies.

(C) In spite of the fact that the chief CORDS coordinator car-
ried the title of Ambassador, his job title was Deputy to COMUSMACV
for CORDS. Consequently, while the lines of communications and
coordination were greatly multiplied, the channel of responsibility

continued to be through COMUSM.ACV to the official State Department

Ambassador.

(C) The single management concept inherent in the CORDS struc-
ture also meant that COMUSMACV had acquired coirdinating responsi-

bilities with GVN agencies down through provincial and district levels.

It meant that COMUSMACV's responsibilities encompassed virtually
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every area except at the national level in Saigon. The GCN political/
quasi-military structure began in Saigon with the nation; I level, then
went to regional (or Corps) level with the Corps commander double-
hatting as the GVN delegate to the region. From region, the polit-
ical chain then linked to province and district levels. Province and
district chiefs were usually uniformed military appointees. So while
the official chain was primarily political in nature, it could not be
divorced from the military chain beginning at the Ministry of National
Defense and proceeding down through JGS, and the Corps.

(C) After the national elections in September and October, and
the selection of Nguyen Van Loc as Premier, the lines of commnuni-
cation were somewhat altered. The most significant of these changes
came about when the positions of Chief JGS and Minister of National
Defense were separated. General Vien remained as Chief JGS, and
Loc selected a different minister. COMUSMACV maintained lateral
communications with JGS, but clearly now, his contacts with the
ministry were reduced. In his dealings with General Vien, he was
no longer also dealing with the Minister of Defense. Because of
this, it became more difficult to accomplish actions of a broad,
sweeping nature on which the Minister might rightly have to rule.

(C) There continued to be constant, direct liaison between the
MACV staff and GVN ministries. In the case of the ministries con-
cerned with economics, pacification, and PSYOP, similar contacts
were maintained by civil agencies of the Mission. These lines of
communications and coordination resulted in a complex web of inter-
locking functions and responsibilities. Because of the delicate
balance maintained among agencies of the Mission, MACV, and the
GVN in prosecuting their several objectives, any changes in organi-
zation or key personnel was a cause of concern for all. Yet the
very nature of the military rotation system, the less frequent but
still Inevitable turn-over of US civilian officials, and the basic
fluidity of the GVN made such changes frequent. It was hoped that
within the installation of the properly elected, constitutional govern-
ment, the problem of GVN instability was eliminated. The end of
1967 found a condition of watchful waiting in all corners as the
sifting and settling progressed.
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ANNEX D
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APPENDIX I

TO

ANNEX D--INTERNAL POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

Unofficial American Embas'sy Translation
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PREAMBLE

Confident that the patriotism, indomitable will, and unyielding
traditions of the people will assure a radiant future for our country;

Conscious that after many years of foreign domination, followed
by the division of our territory, dictatorship and war, the people 'f
Vietnam must take responsibility before history to perpetuate hrose
hardy traditions and at the same time to welcome progressiý , iieas
in order to establish a republican form of government of the people,
by the people and for the people whose purpose is to unite the nation,
unite the territory and assure independence, ;reedorr., and democracy
with justice and altruism for the present and futuee generations;

', e, 117 Deputies of the National Constituent Assembly represent-
ing the people of Vietnam, after debate, approve this Constitution.

CHAPTERI

BASIC PROVISIONS

Article 1. (1) Vietnam is a territorially indivisible, unified and
independent Republic. .

(2) Sovereignty resides in the whole people.

Article 2. (1) The State recognizes and guarantees the basic rights
of all citizens.

(2) The State advocates equality of all citizens without
discrimination as to sex, religion, race or political party.
Minority compatriots will receive special support so that they
can achieve the same rate of progress as the population as a
whole.

(3) It is the duty of every citizen to serve the interests
of the nation and the people.
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(Chapter I continued)

Article 3. The functions and powers of the legislative, executive and
judicial branches of government must be clearly delineated.
Activities of these three branches must be coordinated and
harmonized in order to realize public order and prosperity on
the basis of freedom, democracy and social justi-e.

Article 4. (1) The Republic of Vietnam opposes Communism in any
form. (2) Every activity designed to publicize or carry out
Communism is prohibited.

Article 5. (1) The Republic of Vietnam will comply with those
provisions of international law which are not contrary to its
tational sovereignty and the principle of equality between nations.

(2) The Republic of Vietnam is determined to oppose all
forms of aggression and strives to contribute to the building of
international peace and security.

CHAPTER II

FIGHTS AND DUTIES OF CITIZENS

Article 6. (1) Th; c;ate respects human dignity.
(2) The law protects the freedom, lives, property and

honor of every u.Lizen.

Article 7. (1) The State respe- and protects the security of each
individual and the right of every citizen to plead his case before
a court of Law.

(2) No one can be arrested or detained without a legal
order issued by an agency with judicial powers conferred upon
it by law, except in case of flagrant violation of the law.

(3) The accused and his next of kin must be informed of
the accusation against him within the time limit prescribed by
law. Detentions must be controlled by an agency of the Judiciary.
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(Chapter II continued)

(4) No citizen can be tortured, threatened or forced to
confess. A confession obtained by torture, threat or coercion
will not be corsidered as valid evidence.

(5) A defendant is entitled to a speedy and public trial.
(6) A defendant has the right to a defense lawyer for

counsel in every phase of the interrogation, including the
preliminary investigation.

(7) Any person accused of a minor offense who does not
have a record of more than three months i.mprisonment for an
intentional crime may be released pending trial, provided that
he or she is er.ployed and has a fixed residence. Women preg-
nant more than three months accused of minor offenses who are
employed and have fixed residence can be released pending trial.

(8) Accused p'ersons will be considered innocent until
sentence recognizing their guilt is handed down.

In event of doubt, the court will rule in favor of the
accused.

(9) If unjustly detained, a person has the right to demand
compensation for damages from the State after he has been-.
pronounced innocent, in accordance with the provisions of law.

(10) No one can be detained for indebtedness.

Article 8. (1) The private life, home and correspondence of every
citizen must be respected.

(2) No one has the right to enter, searclhor confiscate the
property of a person unless in possession of orders from a court
or when necessary to the defense of security and public order
according to the spirit of the law.

(3) Privacy of correspondence is protected by law. Any
restriction imposed on this right must be determined by law.

Article 9. (1) The State respects and guarantees freedom of religious
belief and freedom to preach and practice religion of every citizen

as long as it does not violate the national interest and is not harm-
ful to public safety and order or contrary to good morals.

(2) No religion is recognized as the State religion. The
State is impartial in the development of various religions.

Article 10. (1) The State recognizes freedom of education.
(2) Basic education is compulsory and free of charge.
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(Chapter II continued)

(3) Univfersity education is autonomous.
(4) Talented persons who do not have means will be give~n

aid and support to continue their studies.
(5) The State encourages and supports research and

creativL work by citizens in the fields of science, letters and the
e rts.

Article 11. (1) Culture and education must be considered matters of
national policy, on a national, scientific- and humanistic basis.

(2) An appropriate budget must be reserved for the
development of culture and education.

Article 12. (1) The State recognizes freedom of thought, speech.
press and publishing as long as it does not harm person~al honor,
national security or good moral&.

ad (2) Censorship is abolished except for motion pictures

(3) Press regulations will be prescribed by law.

Article 13. (1) Every citizen has the right to meet and form
associations in accordance with conditions and procedures
prescribed by law.

(2) Every citizen has the right to vote, run for office and
participate in public affairs on r n equal basis and in accordance
with conditions and procedures prescribed by law.

(3) The State respects the politicr.l rights of all citizens,
including the right to petition freely and engage in overt, non-
violent and legal opposition.

Article 14. Every citizen enjoys freedom to choose his place of
residence and freedom of movement including the rip' 'a go and
return from abroad. These freedoms can be restric. . ýy law
only for reasons of public health, security or defense.

Article 15. (1) Every citizen has the right and the duty to work and
will receive fair remuneration enabling him and his family to
live in dignity.

(2) The State will endeavor to create employment for all

citizens.I
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Article 16. Freedom to join labor unions and to strike is respected
- within the framework and regulatione prescribed by law.

Article 17. (1) The State recognizes the family as the foundation of
society. The State encourages and facilitates the formation of
families, and assists expectant mothers and. fants.

(2) Marriage must be based on mutual consent, equality

and cooperation.
(3) The State encourages family cohesion.

Article 18. (1) The State endeavors to establish a system of social
security.

(2) It is the duty of the State to establish a system of
social welfare and public health.

(3) It is the duty of the State to support the nation's
warriors both spiritually and materially, as well as to support
and raise the nation's orphans.

Article 19. (1) The State recognizes and guarantees the right of
private property.

(2) The State advocates a policy of making the people
property owners.

(3) Expropriation or requisition by the State for the
common good must be accompanied by speedy and just compensa-
tion at price levels existing at time of expr ýýation or requisition.

Article 20. (1) Freedom of trade and competiti i recognized, but
it cannot be exercised to secure monopoly ox .ntrol of the market.

(2) The State encourages and assists economic coopera-.
tion which has the nature of mutual economic assistance.

(3) The State gives special support to those elements of
society which have a low standard of living.

Article 21. The States advocates raising the standard of living for rural
citizens, and especially helping farmers to have farmland.

Article 22. On the basis of equality between duties and rights, workers
have the right to choose rep:-esentatives to participate in the manage-
ment of busiý ss enterprises, especially in matters concerning
wages and conditions of work in accordance with framework and
procedures prescribed by law.
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Article 23. (1) Military personnel elected to public office or
serving in positions in the central government must be demobilized
or take leave of absence without salary, according to their choice.

(2) Military personnel on active duty are not permitted
to engage in political party activity.

Article 24. (1) The State recognizes the presence of minorities in the
Vietnamese community.

(2) The State respects the habits and customs of the
minority compatriots. Customary courts will be established to
pronounce judgments on some disputes involving habits and
customs of minority compatriots.

(3) A law will prescribe special rights in order to assist
minority compatriots.

Article 25. Every citizen has the duty to defend the country and the
Republic.

Article 26. Every citizen has the duty to defend the constitution and
respect the Law.

Article 27. Every citizen has the duty' to fulfill his military obligations
as prescribed by law.

Article 28. Every citizen has the duty to pay taxes in accordance with
the provisions of law.

Article 29. Any restriction upon the basic rights of the citizens must
be prescribed by law and the time and place within which such a

4 restriction is in force must be clearly specified. In fly event the
essence of all basic freedoms cannot be violated.

Cl{APrER III

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

Art~icle 30. (1) Legislative authority is vested by the rLxple in the
National Assembly.
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(2) The National Assembly includes two houses, the Lower
House and the Upper House.

The Lower House

Article 31. (1) The Lower House includes from 100 to 200 Represent-
atives.

(2) Representatives are elected by universal suffrage,
direct and secret ballot. Candidates run as individuals from
separate constituencies no larger than provinces.

(3) Representatives serve for four years. They may be
reelected.

(4) The election for a new Lower H-ouse will be completed
at leart one month prior to the completion of the term of the old
Lower House.

Article 32. Citizens -meeting the following qualifications may run for
the Lower House:

(1) Vietnamese citizenship at birth or having held Vietnam-
ese citizenship for at least seven years. or having recovered Viet-
namese citizenship for at least five years, counting from the day of

eeto;(2) At least 25 years old .on the day of election;
(3) Enjoying full rights of citizenship;
(4) Having draft status in order;
(5) Meeting other conditions specified in the electoral law.

The Upper House

Article 33. (1) The Upper House includes from 30 to 60 members.I
(2) Senators are elected at large by universal suffrage,

direct and secret ballot. Election is by list voting and on a basis
of plurality. Each list includes from one-third to one-sixth of the
total membership of the House.
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(3) Senators serve for six years. One-half of the Upper
House is reelected every three years. Senators may be reelected.

(4) Members of the first Upper House will be divided into
two groups by drawing lots. The first group will serve six years,
the second group three years.

(5) The election ot one-half of the Upper House must take
place at least two months before the term of that half of the Upper
House ends.

Article 34. Candidates for the Upper House must be citizens thirty
years of age by election day. They must meet all the conditions
prescribed in the Upper House election law and those prescribed
in Article 32.

Article 35. (1) If for any reason a vacancy occurs in the Lower House
more than two years prior to the end of the term, an election will
be held within three months to choose a replacement.

(2) If for any reasoh a vacancy occurs in the Upper House,
the election of the replacement will be held concurrently with the
next regular election of one-half of the Upper House.

Article 36. Procedures and conditions for the candidacies and election
of Representatives and Senators, including ethnic minority Repre-
sentatives, will be prescribed by law.

Guarantees for Representatives and Senators

Article 37. (1) Representatives or Senators cannot be prosecuted,
pursued, arrested or judged for any statement or vote in the
National Assembly.

(2) During their entire term of office, Representatives
and Senators cannot be prosecuted, pursued, arrested or judged
without the approval of three-fourths of the total number of Repre-
sentatives or Senators, except in cases of flagrant violation of the
law.

(3) In cases of flagrant violation of the law prosecution or
detention of Representatives and Senators must cease if the House
concerned so decides.
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(4) Representatives and Senators have the right to keep
secret the origin of documents presented to the National Assembly.

(5) Responsibilities of Representatives and Senators are
not compatible with any other elected position.

(6) ]tepresentatives and Senators may serve as instructors
at universities and advanced technical schools.

(7) Under no circumstances may a Representative or
Senator or his spouse participate in a bid or sign a contract with a
government agency.

Article 38.. (1) In cases of treason or other serious crime, Repre-
sentatives or Senators may be removed from office by the House
concerned.

(Z) Removal from office must be proposed by two-thirds
of the total number of Representatives or Senators.

(3) The resolution to remove a member from office must
be approved by three-quarters of the total number of Representa-
tives or Senators.

(4) The Representative or Senator concerned has the right
to'defend himself in debate during all'phases of the removal proce-
dure.

Authority of the National Assembly

Article 39. The National Assembly has the authority to:
(1) Vote legislation.
(Z) Ratify treaties and international agreements.
(3) Determine declar-itions of war and holding of peace talk::.
(4) Determine declarations of a state of war.
(5) Control the government in the carrying out of national

policy.
(6) Within the framework of each House, pass on the vali-

dation of the election of Representatives or Senators.

Article 40. (1) Each House, with the agreement of third of its member-
ship, has the right to request the Prime Minister or government
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officials to appear before it to answer questions regarding the
execution of national policy.

(2) Committee chairmen in each House have the right to
request government officials to appear before sessions of their
committee to report on problems relating to various ministries.

Article 41. The Upper House has the right to open investigations
regarding the execution of national policy and to request public
agencies to produce documents necessary in its investigations.

Article 42. (1) The National Assembly has the right to recommend
the replacement of part or all of the government by a two-thirds
majority vote of the total number of Representatives and Senators.

(2) The recommiendation is binding unless the President
has special reasons for rejecting it.

(3) In the event of rejection by the President, the
National Assembly has the right to vote final approval of the
recommendation by a thgee-quarters majority vote of the total
number of Representatives and Senators. This recommendation
by the National Assembly is binding from the day it is voted.

Legislative Procedures

Article 43. (1) Representatives and Senators hitve the right to intro-
duce bills.

(2) The President may introduce bills.
(3) Bills must be submitted to the office of the LowerS~House. S(4) If the Lower House approves or rejects a bill, it must

transmit the bill to the office of the Upper House within three
consecutive days.

(5) If the Upper House agrees with the viewpoint of the
Lower House, the bill will be transmitted to the President for
promulgation or will be abolished.

(6) If the Upper House does not agree with the vicwooint
of the Lower House, it must return the bill to the Lower House
within three consecutive days along with an explanation for its
action.
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(7) In the latter case, the Lower House has the right to
vote final approval of the bill with a two-thirds majority of its
total membership.

(8) If the Lower House is unable to reach a two-thirds
majority, the viewpoint of the Upper House will be considered
as approved.

(9) The time limit for debating and voting on a bill in the
Upper House may not exceed half the time required to debate and
vote on the bill in the Lower House. The time limit for debating
and voting on a bill in the Lower House may not exceed twice the
time required to debate and vote on the bill in the Upper House.

Article 44. (1) Bills approved by the National AL embly will be
transmitted to the President within three consecutive days.

(Z) The President must promulgate the law within 15
da,s from the date of receipt.

(3) If the Natlional.Assembly appraises the matter as
urgent, the bill must be promulgated within seven consecutive
days.

(4) if the President does not promulgate the bill within
the specified period of time, the bill will automatically become
law and will be promulgated by the Chairman of the Upper House.

Article 45. (1) Within the period allowed for promulgation the
President has the right to send a message outlining his reasons

and requesting the National Assembly to reconsider one or more
articles of the bill.

(2) In this case, the National Assembly will meet in
joint plenary session to vote final approval of the bill with an
absolute majority of the total number of Representatives and

Senators. I the National Assembly votes to reject the amcidment
proposed by the President, the bill will automatically become law
and will be transmitted to the President for promulgation.

Article 46. (1) The draft budget must be submitted to the office of the
Lower House prior to September 30.

(2) Representatives and Senators have the right to propos,
additional expenditures but must at the same time propos- enitiva-
lent new receipts.
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(3) The Lower House must vote on the budget prior to
November 30 and transmit the approved version to the Upper

House by December 1 at the latest.
(4) The Upper House mnuP. vote on the draft budget

before December 31.
(5) During the above mentioned period, if the Upper

House reconsiders one or more provisions of the draft budget,
then the procedures outlined in Article 43 will be applied. In
the event that the draft budget has not been finally voted by
December 31, the President has the right-to sign a decree
authorizing expenditure of one-twelfth of the previous budget
untii the Lower House has voted final approval of the draft

% budget.

Regulations

Article 47. (1) Each House will meet in regular and extraordiiiary
sessions.

(2) Every year each House will meet in two regular
sessions: one session beginning on the first Monday of April; the
other beginning on the first Monday of October. A session cannot
last for more than ninety days. However, the Lower House can
prolong its session in order to vote final approval of the draft
budget.

(3) Either House may meet in extraordinary sessions
when so requested by the President or one-third of the Represent-

r ~atives or Sena~tors. When extrordinary sessions are convened by
the President, the President will set the agenda.

Article 48. (1) Each House will meet in open session except when
more than half the members present in the House request a closed
session.

(2) In open sessions complete reports of the deb'ate and
documents presented will be printed in the official journal.

Article 49. (1) Each House will elect its Chairman and permanent

officers.I
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(Chapter III continued)

(2) Each House may establish permanent committees.
(3) Each House is responsible for establishing its own

internal rules.

( 4) The offices of the two Houses will meet together to
determine procedures for maintaining liaison between Houses.

Article 50. (1) The Chairman of the Upper House will convene and
preside over joint plenary sessions of both Houses.

(2) 1! the Chairman of the Upper House is unable to
perfoim this function, it will be carried out by the Chairman of
the Lower House.

CHAPTER IV

THE EXECUTIVE

The President

Article 51.. Executive authority is vested by the people in the President.

Article 52. (1) The President and Vice-President run together on one
list and are elected by the entire nation by direct and secret ballot.

(2) The term of office of the President and Vice-PresidentI
is four years. The President and Vice-President can be reelected

(3) The term of office of the President a"d Vice-President
ends precisely at 12:00 noon on the last day of the forty-eighth
month from the day they took office, and the term of the new
President and Vice-President begins at that time.

(4) The election of the new President and new Vice-Presi-
dent will be held on a Sunday. four weeks before the term of the
incumbent President ends.

Article 53. Citizens who fulfill the following conditions may run for
President or Vice-President:
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(1) Must have Vietnamese citizenship from day of birth
and continuous residence in Vietnam for at least ten years as of the
date of the election. Time spent abroad on official assignment or
in political exile is considered as residence in Vietnam:

(2) Must be 35 years of age as of election day;
(3) Must have legal draft status;
(4) Must enjoy full rights of citizenship;
(5) Must meet all other conditions set forth in the Presi-

dential and Vice -Presidential election law.

Article 54. (1) The Supreme Court will establish a list of candidates.
will control the fairness of the election, and will announce the

rsl.(2) Candidates Will Teceive equal means in the electoral

campaign.
()Procedures and conditions governing candidacies and

election of the President and Vice-President will be prescribed byj law.

Article 55. When assuming 'Office, the President. .witnessed by the
Supreme Court and National Assembly, shall take the following oath
before the nation: "I solemnly swear before the Nation to protect
the Fatherland, respect the Constitution, serve the interests of the
People, and to the best of my ability fulfill my duties as President
of the Republic of Vietnam."

Article 56. (1) The duties of the President and Vice-President may
terminate prior to the end of their terms of office in the following6
circumstances:

(a) Death;
(b) Resignation:
(c) Impeachment;
(d) Serious and prolonged illness such that the incum-0

bent can no longer carry out his duties. This disability must be I.
recognized by three-fourths of the total membership of the two
Houses of the National Assembly after complete medical examina-
tion.

(2) In the event that the duties of the President are
terminated more than one year prior to the end of his term of
office, the Vice-President will temporarily assume the Presidency
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for a period not to exceed thr'ee months in order to organize the
election of a new President and new Vice-President for a new term
of office.

(3) In the event that the duties of the President are
terminated within one year prior to the end of his term of office,
the Vice-President shall assume the Presidency far the remainder
of the term, except in cares of impeachment of the President.

(4) If for any reason the Vice-President is unable to
assume the Presidency, the Chairman of the Upper House will
assume the office for a period not to exceed three months in order
to o'rganize the election of a new President and new Vice-President

for a new term of office.

Article 57. The President promulgates laws within the period deter-
mined in Article 44.

Article 58. (1) The President appoints the Prime Minister. Upon the

proposal- of the Prime Minister, the President appoints members of
the government.

(2) The President has the right to reorganize all or part
of the government on his own initiative, or upon the recommendation

of the National Assembly.

Article 59. (1) The President appoints, with the approval of the Upper
House, Chiefs of Diplomatic. Missions and Rectors of Universities.

(2) The President represents the Nation in international
relations and receives the letters of accreditation of diplomatic

* envoys.
(3) The President signs and, after ratification by the

National Assembly, promulgates treaties and international agree-
ments.

Article 60. The President is the Supreme Commander of the Armed
Forces of the Republic of Vietnam.

Article 61. (1) The President grants all types of decorations.
(2) The President has the right to grant amnesty and

pardon for criminals.

Article 62. (1) The President determines national policy.
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(2) The President presides over the Council of Ministers.

Article 63. (1) The President communicates with the National Assembly
by message. In each regular session, and whenever the President
considers it necessary, he will advise the National Assembly of the
situation in the country and of the government's domestic and
foreign policies.

(2) The Prime Minister and other government officials may
participate in sessions of the National Assembly pr its committees
in order to present and explain matters relating tonational policy
and its execution,

Article 64. (1) In special situations, the President may sign decrees
declaring states of emergency, curfew or alert over part or all of
the territory of the country.

(2) The National Assembly must meet no later than twelve
days after the date of promulgation of the decree in order to ratify,
amend or reject it.

(3) If the National Assembly rejects or amends the Presi-
dent's decree, the special situations which were decreed will end
or be modified accordingly.

Article 65. In a state of war, and when elections cannot be htid, the
President, with the approval of two-thirds of the National Assembly,
has the right to prolong the terms of office of some of the elected
bodies of the country and to appoint some province chiefs.

Article 66.' (1) The Vice-President is Chairman of the Culture and
Education Council, the Economic and Social Council and the Ethnic
Minority Council. _

(2) Tke Vice-President cannot hold any other position in
the government. "

Article 67. (1) The Prime Minister directs the government and the
administrative agencies of the nation.

(2) The Prime Minister is responsible before the Presi-
dent for carrying out niational policy.

Article 68. (1) The President, Vice-President, Prime Minister and
members of the government cannot hold any position in the private
sector whether it is remunerated or not. I
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___________(2) Spouses of persons holding the above positions may

not participate in government bids or contracts.

Article 69. (1) It is the task of the National Security Council to:
examine all matters relating to national defense; propose measures
appropriate to the maintenance of national security; propose the

declaration of states of emergency, curfew, alert or war; propose
declarations of war or the holding of peace talks.

(Z) The President is Chairman of the National Security
Council.

(3) A law shall prescribe the organization and procedures
of the National Security Council.

__________Local Administration

Article 70. (1) The principle of local separation of power is recog-
nized for legal regional entities: Villages, Provinces, Cities, and
the Capitol.

(2) The organization and regulation of local admninistra-
tion shall be presc ribed by law.

Article 71. (1) Deliberative bodies and the heads of executive agencies
of local administrative units will be popularly elected by direct

and secret ballot.
(2) At the village level, Village Chiefs may be elected by

Article '2. The heads of executive agencies of local administrative units

____are: Villages - Village Chief;
Provinces - Province Chief;
Cities - Mayor;
Capitol -Mayor.

Article 73. The deliberative bodies of local administrative units are:
Villages - Village Council;

Provinces - Province Council;I
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Cities - Municipal CouncilI;

____________Capitol - Municipal Council.

Article 74. The government will appoint two civil servants who have
9 the responsibility to assist Mayors, Province Chiefs and Village

Chiefs in administrative and security matters, as well as other
administrative personnel.

Article 75. Members of delibe~rative bodies and heads of executive
agencies of local administrative units may be dismissed by the
President if they violate the Constitution, jaws of the nation, or
national policy.

___ CHAPTER.1
THE JUDICIARY

Article 76. (1) Independent judicial power is vested in the Supreme
Court and is exercised by judges.

(2) A law shall establish the organization and adminis-
tration of the Judiciary.

Article 77. Every court must be established by law with an element
* that judges and an element that prosecutes, both of which are

professionally qualified. Courts must respect rights of defense.

* Article 78. (1) The responsibilities of Presiding Judges and Prose-
cuting Judges are clearly delineated, and the two are governed by
separate regulations.

(2) Presiding Judges make decisions according to their
* consciences and the law, under the control of the Supreme Court.

(3) Prosecuting Judges monitor the application of the
law in order to protect public order, under the control of the
Ministry of Justice.

Article 79. Presiding Judges can be i~iieved of their functionoi only in
cases of mental and physical incapacity, conviction, or violation of
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The Supreme Court

Article 80. (1) The Supreme Court includes fromr nine to fifteen
judges chosen by the National Assembly and appointed by the
President from a list electe'd by the Association of Judges,
Association of Prosecutors and Association of Lawyers.

(2) Judges of the Supreme Court must be judges or
lawyers who have served at least ten years in the Judiciary.

(3) The term of offi-.~e of Judges of the Supreme Court
is six years.

(4) The numbers of electors of the Association of Judges,
Association of Prosecutors and Association of Lawyers must be

(5) The organization and regulation of the Supreme Court

will be prescribed by law.

Article 81. (1) The Supreme Court is empowered to interpret the
stitution, to decide on the constitutionality of all laws and

dec e-law, and to decide on the constitutionality and legality
of au ~ :a patIhs oiyan ciiisops

of de~ces and administrative decisions.
)The Supreme Court is empowered to decide on the

the republican form of government.
(3) In teecases, the Supreme Court will meet in

plenary session. Representatives of the legislative and executive

(4) Decisions declaring the unconstitutionality of a law
or the dissolution of a political party require a three-fourths vote
of the total number of Supreme Court judges.

Article 82. The Supreme Court is empowered to decide appeals from
lower courts.

Article 83. The Supreme Court has a separate budget and is empowered

to establish regulations governing the Judiciary.

Article 84. (1) The Judicial Council has the following responsibilities:
To propose Liie appointment, promotion, transfer
and disciplining of judges;
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To advise the Supreme Court in matters relating to
the Judiciary.

(2) The Judicial Council will be composed of judges
elected by the Association of Judges.

(3) The organization and regulation of the Judicial
Council will be prescribed by law.

CHAPTER VI

SPECIAL INSTITUTIONS

Special Court

Article 85. The Special Court is empowered to remove from office the
President, Vice-President, Prime Minister, Ministers, Secre-
taries of State, Supreme Court Judges and members of the Inspec-
torate in cases of treason or other high crimes,

Article 86. The Special Court is chaired by the Chairman of the
Supreme Court and consists of five Representatives and five
Senators.

Article 87. (1) A motion to bring charges and citing reasons therefor
must be signed by more than one-half of the total number of Repre-
sentatives and Senators. The motion must be approved by a two-
thirds majority vote of the total number of Representatives and
Senators. In the particular case of the President and Vice-

President, the motion must be signed by two-thirds of the total
number of Representatives and Senators and it must be approved
by a majority vote of three-fourths of the total number of Repre-
sentatives and Senators.

(2) The functions of the accused must be suspended fromr
the date of approval of the motion by the National Assembly until
the decision of the Special Court is rendered.
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(3) The Special Court decides removal from office by a
three-fourths vote of its membership. In the particular case of
the President and Vice-President, the d'nqision must be by a
four-fifths vote of the total membership.

(4) The'accu led will enjoy the rigiit of defense during
the entire proceedings.

(5) After having been removed from office, the accused
may be tried by an ordinary court.

(6) The organization, administration and procedures of
the Special Court will be prescribed by law.

Inspectorate

Article 88. The Inspectorate is empowered to:

(1) Inspect, control and investigate personnel of all
public anid private agencies directly or indirectly engaged in
corruption, speculation, influence -peddling or acts harmful to
the national interest;

(2) Inspect accounts of public agencies and commercial
enterprises;

(3) Audit the property of personnel of public agencies
including the President, Vice-President, Prime Minister,
National Assembly members, and the Chairman of the Supreme
Court.

(4) In the cases of the Chairman and members of the
Inspectorate, the audit of personal property will be conducted by

the Supreme Court.

Article 89. (1) The Inspectorate is empowered to propose disciplin-
ary measures against guilty persons or to request prosecution bycopeen cou1s

(2) The Inspectorate has the right to announce publicly
the results of its investigations.

Article 90. (1) The Inspectorate includes frorn. nine to eighteen
Inspectors, one-third designated by the National Assembly,
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one-third by the President, and one-third by the Supreme
Court.

(2) Inspectors will enjoy those guarantees necessary
for them to carry out their duties.

Article 91. (1) The Inspectorate has an autonomous budget and is
empowered to establish regulations governing its internal
organization and the Inspectorate branch.

(2) The organizati6n and regulation of the Inspectorate
will be prescribed by law.

Armed Forces Council

Article 92. (1) The Armed Forces Council advises the President in

matters relating to the Armed Forces, especially promotion.
transfer and disciplining of soldiers of all ranks.

(2ý The organization and regulation of the-Armed Forces
Cuclwill be prescribed by law.

Culture and Education Council

Article 93. (1) The Culture and Education Council has the respon-
sibility to advise the government in the drafting and execution of
cultural and educational policy. A National Academy will be
established.

(2) With the approval of the National Assembly, the
Culture and Education Council may select representatives to brief
the National Assembly on related matters.

(3) The Culture and Education Council may contribute
ideas before the National Assembly debates laws relating to
culture and education.

Article 94. (1) The membership of the Culture and Education Cou.i'l
includes:
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(Chapter V1 continued)

one-third designated by the President;

Two-thirds elected by public and private cultural
and educational organizations and by parernt-teacher
as sociations.

(2) The term of office of the Culture and Education
Coundil is four years.

(3) The organization and regulations of the Culture and
Education Council will be prescribed by law.

Economic and Social Council

Article 95. (1) The Economic and Social Council has the respon-
sibility to advise the government in economic and social matters.

(Z) With the approval of the National Assem~bly, the
Economic and Social Council may select representatives to brief
the National Assembly on related matters..

des (3) The Economic and Social Council may contribute
iesbefore draft laws ai.d economic and 'social programs are

debated.

Article 96. (1) The membership of the Economic and Social Council
includes:

One-third designated by the President;
Two-thirds nominated by industrial and
commercial organizations, and by labor
unions and associations having an economic
and social character.

(2) The term of office of the Economic and Social Council
is four years.

( ) The organization and regulation of the Economic and
Social Council will be prescribed by law.
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(Chapter VI continued)

Ethnic Council

Article 97. (1) The Ethni.r Council, representing the ethnic minorities
living on the territory of Vietnam, has the responsibility to advise
the government in matters affecting ethnic minorities.

(2) With the approval of the National Assembly, the Ethnic
Council may select representatives to brief the National Assembly
on related matters.

(3) The Ethnic.Council may contribute ideas before draft
laws, programs and plans affecting ethnic minorities are debated.

Article 98. (1) The membership of the Ethnic Council includes:
One-third designated by the President;
Two-thirds elected by the ethnic minorities.

(2) The term of office of the Ethnic Council is four years.
(3) The organization and regulations of the Ethnic Council

will be prescribed by law.

CHAPTER VII

POLITICAL PARTIES-AND OPPOSITION

Article 99. (1) The Nation recognizes that political parties have an
essential role in a democratic system.

fel,(Z) Political parties may be organized and may operate
felaw. according to the procedures and conditions prescribed by

Article 100. The Nation encourages progress toward P two-party
system

Article 101. The Nation recognizes the formalization of political
opposition.

Article 102. Regulations governing political parties and political
opposition will be prescribed by law.
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CHAPTER VIII

AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION

Article 103. (1) The President or an absolute majority of the total
number of Representatives or in absolute majority of the total
number of Senators has the right to propose amendments to the
Constitution.

(2) The proposal must cite reasons, and must be sub-
mitted to the office of the Upper House.

Article 104. A Joint Committee will be established to research the
proposed amendment and report to joint plenary sessions of the
Assembly.

Article 105. The resolution to amend the Constitution must be approved
by two-thirds of the total number of Representatives and Senators.

Article 10.6. The President Promulgates a law amending the Constitution
according to the procedures prescribed in Article 45.

Article 107. Article I of the Constitution and this article may not be
amended or deleted.

1__

i~p CHAPTER IX

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Article 108. The Constitution takes effect from the date it is promul-
gated, and the Provisional Charter of June 19, 1965 is automatic-
ally invalidated.

Article 109. During the transitional period, the National Assembly
popularly elected on September 11, 1966, representing the ?eople
of the nation in the legislative sphere, will;

1. Draft and approve:
Election laws for the election of the
President and Vice-President, Up~oer
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(Chapter IX continued)

House and Lower House; laws organiz-
ing the Supreme Court and the Inspector-
ate; political party and press regulations.

Z. Ratify treaties.

Article 110. From the time the f~irt President and Vice-President take
office, the Assembly popularly elected on September 11, 1966
assumes legislative powers until the first National Legislative
Assembly is convened.

Article 111. During the transitional period, the National Leadership
Committee and the Central Executive Committee will continue in
power until the first President and Vice-President take office.

Article 112.. During the transitional period, Courts presently in opera-
tion will continue to exercise judicial authority until the judicial
organs prescribed in this Constitution are establ~ished.

Article 113. The Assembly elected on September 11, 1966 will estab-
lish a list of candidates, will control the propriety and will
announce the result of the election of the first President and Vice-

Article 114. During the first Presidential term, the President may
appoint province chiefs.

Article 115. The election of the President and Vice-President must be
organized no later than six months from the date of promulgation

0fthis8 Constitution.L Article 116. The election of the National Assembly and the organization
of the Supreme Court and Inspectorate must be carried out no later
than twelve months from the date the first President assumes office.

Article 117. The other structures prescribed by the Constitution must
be established no later than two years from the date the first
National Assembly is established.
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ANNEX E--MACONOMY

(U) COMUSMACV directed on ZI October 1967 that a focal point
be established within MACV in order to conduct a continuous study of
cost effectiveness and management measures. This section would

formalize a cost effectiveness program and provide information through
joint channels to higher headquarters. He emphasized that MACV must

eize i•nd retain the initiative in this field and present to higher head-
quarters and the press an appreciation for sound management, particu-

larly in regard to cost effectiveness. Resource utilization was included
along with force requirements, construction costs, and manpower
employment. Component commanders would also participate in the
program. It was decided that a monthly report would be submitted to
COMvIUSMCV and that a suitable code name, to be cleared with COMUS-
MACV, would be developed for the program.

"(U) The MACV Comptroller was given the. mission of monitoring
thi program on 24 October 1967 and the code name of "MACTHRIFT"
was selected. The objective of MACTHRIFT was, "To develop a well
balanced, hard hitting, highly effective, maximum combat power
military force which can be sustained at minimum cost for an indefinite
period. " It was to be supported by an adequate but austere support
force designed to provide proper services on an adequate basis. The
philosophy supporting MACTHRIFT was, "Effective management at all
levels can assist in winning this war given the time, patience, and
confidence. " There was to be a premium on good management. COM-
USMACV envisioned command emphasis in which he would periodically
look at the commands and provide bench mark guidance and stimulate
competition between components and other elements.

(U) COMUSMACV directed that the necessary management tools,
objectives, and philosophy be established quickly. In his guidance he
further directed that a message be prepared to inform CINCPAC of the
objective and philosophy of the program and to include examples of
ongoing projects. COMUSMACV added the following: "We must be
sensitive to press allegations that we are trying to win the war on a
cheap basis and cutting the soldier short. " In saying this he was re-
ferring to the summer of 1965 when it was alleged that the troops were
not getting toothpaste and mail. A flood of mail resulted. He stressed
that, in the management of the program, care must be taken to put
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forth the point that MACV nas not trying to save to the detriment of the
individual or the objective.

(U) In conductL-g a preliminary survey of the component commands
with reference to the program, it was found that the CNO was utilizing
the code name THRIFT in conjunction with the DN Cost RPed, -.an pro-
gram. Since the name initially chosen for the MACV pr~grurý was
similar, additiona) code names were submitted for consideration and,
of those submitted, MACONOMY was selected.

(U) COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC on 28 October 1967 of the
purpose and objectives of MACONOMY. He stated that MACONOMY
had been established to stimulate full and continuing support at all
echelons to management decisions which would eliminate costs that did
not enhance combat capabilities. The program envisioned evaluation
of the results of the decisions in terms of spaces, material, and money
and required reporting of the results of the evaluations for inclusion in
reports to higher headquarters. Examples of the then currently ongoing
programs were also submitted as a matter of explanation and examples
of the scope to be covered by the programn. As planned, and in order
to minimize the administrative burden on subordinate commands, exist-
ing or contemplated reports for similar projects being -conducted by the
components were to be utilized to the maximum extent in managing and
evaluating program effectiveness. COMUSMACV would personally re-
view the progress monthly. It was envisioned that Project MACONOMY
would provide USMIACV the capability of monitoring and evaluating
component and joint management decisions which would either reduce
operating costs or provide increased operational capability without a
comparable increase in operating funds. On 8 November 1967 COMUS-
MACV sent a similar message to his component commanders.4

(U) On 10 November 1967 SECDEF acknowledged receipt of the
program which had been forwarded to him by CINCPAC. He stated:

I congratulate you on the initiation of Project

MACONOMY. The Vietnam logistic buildup has been
an outstanding accomplishment. Due to its scope
and speed it is to be expected that we now have many
opportunities for improving the management of inven-

tories, facilities and logistic support activities.
Your plans for a vigorous, imaginative attack on these
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problems will, I am sure, produce substantial savings
in men, money and materials. You havy2 my full
personal support and that of all defense officials in
this important effort. I will look forward to receiv-
ing periodic reports on your progress.

(U) On 14 November 1967 COMUSMACV directed each component
commander to establish MACONOMY as a matter of highest priority
with maximum emphasis in order to obtain, full and continuing support
at all levels to facilitate the achievement of the objectives. Tn accom-

plish this, it would be necessary 'r managers at all levels to continu-
ally review plans and programs; analyze and evaluate methods and
resources and establish objectives with a view towards consolidation;
substitute or reduce requirements; and eliminate non-essentials to
achieve increased operational capability at the most economical cost
in men, money, and materials. Pending the publication of the directive
on MACONOMY, COMUSMACV directed that the project would be
initiated immediately by a survey of past management actions that
could be identified, documented, and verified which resulted in a
savings of $10,000 or more or a personnel savings of ten or more
spaces. A 15 December 1967 date was established for submitting the
initial report. The MACV staff was also directed to survey past
management actions for areas that. resulted in savings and submit them

to MACCO by the established reporting date. The program was
finalized when the directive that outlined the prograrht as originally

envisioned by COMUSMACV was .ublished on 1 Decem~ber 1967. The
initial inputs were received as requested and the first report was
scheduled to be submitted to COMUSMACV in January 1968.

(U) The initial inputs indicated Project MACONOMY's objectives
were met with enthusiasm, aggressiveness, and imagination. By
15 December 1967 approximately 200 reports had been s ibmitted, re-
flecting an estimated realized savings in excess of $100 million. One
example reflecting the vital interest of the component commanders was
a 7th Air Force program to identify and distribute excess property at
selected bases in RVN, which resulted in a savings exceeding $70
million. Responses to Project MACONOMY from all commands indi-
cated significant progress was being made, and the momentum of this
new program would increase as obstacles are overcome.
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ANNEX E

Footnotes

1. CofS Action Memo 67-123 (U), 22 Oct 67; CofS Action Memo 67-124
(U), 24 Oct 67.

2. Memo (U), CofS to COMUSMACV, 25 Oct 67, Subj: MACTHRIFT.

3. DF (U), Compt to CofS, Z4 Oct 67, Subj: Ibid.

4. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 29121OZ Oct 67, Subj:
MACONOMY (U); Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CG USARV, 080432Z
Nov 67, Subj: Ibid.

5. Msg (U), SECDEF to COMUSMACV, DEF 2569, 101712Z Nov 67.

6. Mag (U), COMUSMACV to CG USARV, i41053Z Nov 67., Subj:
MACONOMY; USbMACV Dir No. 37-22 (U), 1 Dec 67, Subj: Financial
Administration Project MACONOMY.

7. Ltr (U) COMUSMACV to Asst SECDEF, .3 Jan 68.

h

i
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ANNEX F--OFFICIAL VISITORS

(U) Statistics showed that the monthly number of visitors grew
from an average of 104 per month in 1963 to an all-time high of 1,429
in the month of December 1967. During CY67 the monthly average was
740. During CY66 the average number of visitors was 552 per month
with the high of 749 in October. This tremendous buildup of visitors,
paralleling the buildup of US forces in RVN, prompted the DEPSECDEF
to publish a memorandum on the subject on 19 January 1967:

Travel of senior defense officials to Southeast
Asia (SEA) continues to impose a severe drain on
the time and resources of the US and allied activi-
ties in SEA. With the number of US and allied com-
bat forces now deployed to SEA and the supporting
arrangements which have developed to sustain these
forces, I believe there is far less reason for senior
defense officials to visit SEA than prevailed during
the period of the major force buildup.

Therefore, I desire that the addresses of the
memorandum take immediate action to insure per-
sonally that visits to the Republic of Vietnam (RVN)
and Thailand henceforth are held to an absolute min-
imum, that each proposed visitor has a significant
mission that unquestionably requires a personal visit,
and that the size of the visiting party be held to the
minimum. Each proposed visit to the RVN and Thai-
land should be evaluated against the following criteria:

Will the visit aid the field commanders con-
cerned or their staffs in acquiring needed resources?

Will the visit aid future operations?
Will the visit provide field commanders or

higher echelons with significant information not other-
wise available?

(U) COMUSMACV's implementation of the guidance furnished by
the DEPSECDEF was MACV Dir No. 1-5, dtd 26 April 1967, Subj:
Administration Official Visits. The directive further amplified on the
criteria ese.bl].shed by the DEPSECDEF: "A proposed visit should be
nonconcurred with if it fails to meet a minimum of one of the above
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criteria.,' To emphasize this, fhe following is quoted from CINCPAC
message, Subj: Procedures for Obtaining Country Clearances for
Visits to PACOM Area, DTG 260047Z May 67: "Paragraph 3 ...
Component commanders and Single Senior US Military Representatives
are encouraged to disapprove requests except for those that are clearly
erqsential. Only those request for travel by personnel with a signifi-
cant mission requiring a personal visit should be approved.

(C) To insure that distinguished visitors received a complete
picture when briefed on activities in RVN and not a briefing slanted
towards the US operations alone, COMUSMoLACV furnished the follow-
ing guidance to his component and corps area commanders:l

The long term success of our mission in Viet-
nam will be determined in large measure by the ef-
fectiveness of the Vietnamese forces when United
States forces have done their job. To this end, ev-
ery effort must be exerted to emphasize at all levels
of command the importance of the operations and
exploits of Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces to the
overall effort. Every opportunity must. be taken to
enhance the image of the Republic of Vietnam fight-
ing man, especially when addressing distinguished
visitors and representatives from the news media.

Appropriate information that can be presented
concerning the Vietnamese forces in their participa-
tion in combined planning and operations, success in
providing military support in the vital RD program,
numbers if personnel or units involved, kill ratios
obtained, and overall performance with noteworthy
accomplishments highlighted.

(U) In-country requests for visitors were defined as requests for
personnel required for assistance in connection with administrative,
intelligence, operations, logistics, and related matters. CINCPAC
authorized COMUSMACV to delegate to the USMACV Service component
commanders the authority to request personnel assistance from support
activities by transmitting these requests directly to the PACOM support
activities for in-theater requests and to PACOM component command-
ers for out-of-theater requests. During CY67 there were 61 requests
involving 79 persons. 2
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(C) Problems developed in the handling of the • many visitors
not the least of which was the necessity of high volume cable traffic.
This was needed in an attempt to establish a basis for support for each
individual case where DOD or State sponsorship was unclear or lack-
ing. A real need was seen to clarify in advance, for each category of
visitor, the degree of support which should be accorded in the two
sensitive areas of air support to the field and access to classified
info rmation.

(C) The matter was extremely sensitive in view of the fact that
the visitors' impressions of the efforts and progress of the war were
largely determined by whether or not air transport was provided along
with classified briefings. The hard fact of life was that unless, in
most instances, MACV helicopters lifted visitors to the field, they
were virtually restricted to the Saigon area. Consequently, visitors
who were in a private capacity and were not given air suppor, felt they
were discriminated against and were blocked from seeing "true facts"
about the war in rural RVN. Similarly, non-sponsored visittrs viewed
the unclassified briefings which, of necessity, was all that they could
be given, as an effort to keep the facts from them.

(C) An example of the type of situation that had developed was in
the case of a congressional delegation consisting of Congressmen
Schwengel and Cowger and eight other persons without any official con-

nection. The Congressmen received an unclassified military briefing
because of Congressman Schwengel's insistence on the presence at the
briefings of private citizens who accompanied him to RVN. MVr.
Schwengel later complained to the press that the military would "tell

him nothing.

(C) The most difficult group by far were those private citizens
who were non-sponsored but whose visit was considered-useful by DOD
or State. These persons. generally, were influential individuals and
opinion-makers who made contact with governmental agencies prior to
their visit and arrived with letters and cables in their behalf. Thus,
they came with obvious expectations of receiving all the support neces-.
sary to enable them to travel freely throughout RVN. Their marked
chagrin, upon leaining of the limited access that they had to the field,
frequently translated itself to skepticism about statements on the basis
that they were told "facts" but were not permitted to "let them see.
The comments of the press in RVN served to reinforce this skepticism.
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The SECSTATE was requested to make known to perspective "private"
visitors the real and unavoidable restrictions which had to be placed on
their movements through no fault of the US agencies in-country. 3

(C) A telephone conversation between MACOI and representatives
of ASD/PA in December 1967 resulted in a program to host influential
groups in RVN. MA.CV position was that even though it was at the time
hosting large numbers of congressional members, their staffs and
dignitaries from various states, with closer overall scheduling and a
modest expansion in capabilities, groups of reasonable size could be
accommodated, The program envisioned hosting groups of prominent
private citizens as a means of gaining more public support and under-
standing of the goa.ls and objectives in RVN. Group size was of para-
mount importance and MACV requested that the figure be limited to
20-25. The number of visitors was limited by available billeting space,
airlift support, and escort personnel. It was proposed to break the
groups into parties of not more than five each. In that manner more
individualized attention could be provided, the impact on combat units
(always a major consideration) would be lessened, and a more meaning-
ful look at the overall situation could be, provided. Experience had
shown that "herding" large grou,ps had been in the main u isatisfactory.
A week was considered appropTiate as the frequency of group visits
with the duration of each visit being five days. Greater frequency was
beyond the capacity of MACV to accommodate and longer intervals would
tend to dilute the program. MACV requested that the visitor operation
be coordinated in Washington. Improper hosting, resulting from over-
saturation, would have - deleterious impact on any visitor group and
would not accomplish the desired purpose. 4

(U) The Chicago Tribune, on 29 December 1967, carried an article
which very aptly covered the problems official visitors caused to the US
forces in RVN; problems which, to a large extent, were amplified as the
result of the near mishap to Senator Percy during his visit to RVN. The
article said in part:

5

United States officials expect to set aside hundreds
of vehicles, including helicopters, for use of visiting
congressmen and their staffs in Viet Nam over the next
four weeks. Dozens of commissioned officers will be
diverted to escort duty.
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The United States command is tightening the rules
in an attempt to prevent any of the 38 congressman
coming here from wandering into the Viet Cong as did
Sen. Percy (R. Ill).

The new military controls on VIPs were issued
Dec. 22. One requires that any VIP who goes outside
the Saigon area must be accompanied by an armed
commissioned officer.

Another regulation says no VIP can deviate from
his planned itinerary without approval of the central
United States military command.

Sen. Percy. .. ..... his wife and seven others were
flying without military escort in a white, chartered non-
military helicopter when the senator decided to make a
stop at Dak Son, a hamlet where the Viet Cong had mas-
sacred 200 Montagnard tribesmen.

Ten minutes after they had landed the Viet Cong
opened up with mortars and small arms. The heli-
copter took off with Mrs. Percy. The senator and his
companions took cover, and four military helicopters
had to be sent to rescue them.I

Two senators --Edward M. Kennedy and Joseph S.
Clark- -and 36 representatives are taking advantage
of the congressional recess to tour America's major
foreign problem.

Reception of them, making up one of the largest
of such VIP invasions, will take up hours of the time
of American high officials, military and diplomatic,
from this week-end on Jan. 24.

Officials here declined to estimate the cost of these
trips. Some of the costs are paid by congressional
committees the men represent. other costs are met
by United States counterpart funds in Viet Nam. A
few congressmen pay tt,eir own way.

Planes, helicopters and other vehicles will be on
call and, with aides, escorts, and at times news men
along, the parties can be large.

"But don't get the idea we are beefing about (the
time spent on) this," one official said. "It can be a
drain, but we always feel it's .mportant that they see
the effort out here.
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(FOUO) Another problem area that reoccurred frequently was the
criticism of military personnel timing visits to RVN and Thailand to
overlap two consecutive months. This resulted in obvious and substan-
tial financial gain to the visitor. CINCPAC, in order to prevent
further possible adverse comment, directed that each proposed visit
be carefully screened to ensure that those visits which overlapped two
consecutive months were justified and could not be accomplished with-
in a calendar month period. He further required that a statement to
this effect be included in the initial trip request. 6

(U) On Z3 December 1967 President Johnson made a brief Christ-
mas visit to US troops in Cam Ranh Bay, the same babe he visited when
he came to SVN last year. The President's plane landed at 0841H and
left about 1030H. 7

(S) Looking towards future problems which wou]d be facing the
Mission, DEPCOMUSMACV, in December 1967, remarked that the
Mission resources would be placed under severe strain during the peri-
od I-20 January 1968, since 98 VIP visitors were scheduled during that
time. He said.that this infh"x would cause air transport and billeting
problems, and would impinge on substantial amounts of the work time
available to the senior Mission officials and allied field commanders.
Ambassador Komer recommended that the Mission inform Washiington
of the dimensions of this problem and request assistance both in regu-
lating the visitor flow and warning prospective visitors that the Mission
might not be able to accommodate all their desires for field trips and
interviews because of the large numbers who would be in RVN concur-
rently. 8
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ANNEX F

Footnotes

1. Memo (U), DEPSECDEF, 19 Jan 67, Subj: Travel to SVN and
Thailand; Ltr (C), MACJ343, 30 May 67, Subj: Briefing for
Distinguished Visitors (U); MACV Dir No. 1-5 (U), 26 Apr 67,
w/Chgs I and 2, Subj: Administration Official Visits; Msg (U);
:CS to CINCPAC, 270053Z Jan 67, Subj: Travel to SVN and
Thailand.

2. MACV Dir No. 601-2 (U), 1 Jul 67, Subj: Personnet Pro-urement
Procedures for Requesting Personnel for Temporary Duty Assist-
ance.

3. Msg (C), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 140630Z Dec 67, Subj:
Support of Visitors to Vietnam.

4. Meg (C), COMUSMACV to ASD/PA, 040855Z Dec 67; Subj: Visits
of Influential Groups to RVN.

5. Chicago Tr'ibune, 29 Dec 67.

6. Msg (FOUO), CINCPAC to CINCUSARPAC, 2Z005IZ Dec 67, Subj:
Travel to RVN and Thailand.

7. Stars and Stripes, 24 Dec 67.

8. Mission Council Action Memo No. 255 (S), 29 Dec 67.
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ANNEX H- -COMMANDERS AND PRINCIPAL STAFF OFFICERS*

HO US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam

COMUSMACV
William C. Westmoreland GEN USA

DEPCOMUSMACV
John A. Heintges LTG USA
Creighton W. Abrams GEN USA I Jun 67

DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Operations
William W. Momyer LTG(GEN) USAF

DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS
Robert W. Komer AMB Civ 28 May 67

Chief of Staff
William B. Rosson MG USA
John N. Ewbank, Jr. MG USAF 14 Apr 67
Walter T. Kerwin, Jr. MG USA 30 May 67

Deputy Chief of Staff
Augustixs M. Hendry, Jr. BG USAF
William E. Bryan, Jr. BG USAF 29 Oct 67

Assistant Deputy for CORDS to COMUS-
MACV (Formerly Deputy for RD--
Changed 28 May 67)

Paul F. Smith MG USA
George I. Forsythe MG USA 20 Jun 67

ACofS, Pers, J1
Donald H. McGovern BG USA
Fran.klin M. Davis, Jr. BG USA 6 Aug 67

*First-named incumbent occupied the position on 1 January 1967, or
upon arrival of nis unit in-country, or upon creation of the position.
Date of successor is indicated. Promotions during tenure are shown
in parentheses.
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ACofS, Intel, J2
Joseph A. McChristian MG USA
Phillip B. Davidson, Jr. BG USA 1 Jun 67

ACofS, Ops, J3
John C. F. Tillson, III MG USA
Willard Pearson BG(MG) USA 7 Mar 67

Director, Cbt Ops Cen
John R. Chaisson BG USMC

ACofS, Log, J4
Carroll H. Dunn MG USA
Henry A. Rasmussen BG USA 15 Sep 67

ACofS, Plans, J5
John N. Ewbank, Jr. MG USAF
Max V. Kirkbride COL USA 14 Apr 67
John N. Ewiank, Jr. MG USAF 30 May 67

Don 0. Darrow MG USAF 5 Jul 67

ACofS, Comm-Elect, A6
Sam L. Huey *BG USAF

ACofS, Military Assistance
Donnelly P. Bolton BG USA 15 Nov 67

ACofS, CORDS
L. Wade Lathrarn FS01 Civ 28 May 67

Chief of Information
Roger R. Bankson COL USA

Winant Sidle BG USA 13 Aug b7

Director of Const, Const Directorate
Daniel A. Raymond BG USA
Mahlon E. Gates BG USA 22 May 67

Andrew P. Rollins BG USA 13 Nov 67

Director, Tng Directorate
John F. Freund BG USA
Edward M. Flanagan, Jr. BG USA 21 Feb 67
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Deputy ACoLS, CORDS (Formerly
Director, RD Support Directorate--
Changed 28 May 68)

William A. Knowlton EG USA

Chief, USAF Adv Cp
Donavon F. Smith BG USAF

Chief, Naval Adv Gp
Norvell 0. Ward RADM USN
Kenneth L. Veth RADM USN 27 Apr 67

SA, IV Corps
William R. Desobry BG USA

Deputy SA, I Corps

Vacant

Deputy SA, II Corps
RichardM. Lee BG USA
"Charles A. Cannon, Jr. COL USA 29 Jul 67
John W. Barnes COL USA 3 Nov 67

Deputy SA, III Corps

Vacant

HQ, US Army, Vietnam

CC, USARV
William C. Westmoreland GEN USA

DEPCG, USARV i
Jean E. Engler LTG USA
Bruce Palmer, Jr. LTG USA I Jul 67

Asst DEPCG, USARV
Richard J. Seitz BG USA
Frank D. Miller BG US . 6 Mar 67
Robert C. Taber BG USA 11 Jul 67

Deputy CofS, Perm & Admin
Earl F. Cole BG USA
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Deputy CofS, Plans & Ops
Frank D. Miller BG USA
George H. Young, Jr. BG USA 4 Mar 67
Frank H. Linnell BG USA 31 Oct 67

AC.ES, C-E/CG, 1st Sig Bde
Robert D. Terry BG USA
W. M. Van Harlingen, Jr. BG USA 29 Jul 67

AvnOfficer/CG, IstAvnBde
George P. Seneff, Jr. BG(MG) USA
Robert R. Williams MG USA 16 Sep 67

CG, USA Engr Cmd/USARV Engr
Robert R. Ploger MG USA
Charles M. Duke BG(MG) USA 10 Aug 67

DEPCG, Engr Cmd/CG, 18th Engr Bde
Robert R. Ploger MG USA
Charles M. Duke BG USA 15 Jan 67
Va sant 10 Aug 67
Andrew P. Rollins BG U'SA 5 Sep 67
WiAlard Roper BG USA 6 Nov 67

CG, Ist Log Cmdi
Shelton E. Lollis MG USA
Thomas H. Scott, Jr. MG USA 15 Aug 67

CG, HQ Area Cmd
Robert L. Ashworth BG USA
Albin F. Irzyk BG USA 24 Sep 67

CG, I FFORCEV/SA, I1 Corps
Stanley R. Larsen LTG USA
William B. Rosson LTG USA 1 Aug 67

CG, IU FFORCEV/SA, III Corps
Jonathan 0. Seaman LTG USA
Bruce Palmer, Jr. LTG USA 15 Mar 67 p
Frederick C. Weyand MG(LTG) USA 1 Jul 67
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CC, lit Cay Div (AM)
John Norton MG USA
John J. Tolson, IlI MG USA I Apr 67

Cl, Ist Inf Div
William E. DuPuy MG USA
John H. Hay, Jr. MG USA 10 Feb 67

CG, 4th Inf Div
Arthur S. Collins MG USA
William R. Peers MG USA 3 Jan 67

CG, 9th Inf Div
George S. Eckhardt MG USA
George G. O'Connor MG USA 1 Jun 67

CG, 25th Inf Div
Frederick C. Weyand MG USA.
John C. F. Tillson, Il 'MG USA 8 Mar 67
Fillmore K. Mearns MG USA 2 Aug 67

CG, 101st Abn Div
3linto M. Barsanti MG USA 13 Dec 67

CO. TF OREGON (Redevignated
Americal Division ZZ Sep 67)

Wiiim B. Rosson MG USA 27 Feb 67
Richard T. Knowles MG USA 25 Jun 67
Samuel W. Koster BG(MG) USA 22 Sep 67

CC, Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div
Willard Pearson BG USA
Salve H. Matheson BC USA 28 Jan 67

CC, llth Inf Bde
Andy A. Lipscomb BG USA I Mar 67

CG, 173 Abn Div
John R. Deane, Jr. BG USA
Leo H. Schweiter BG USA 23 Aug 67
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CG, 199th Lt Inf Bde
Charles W. Ryder, Jr. BC USA
John F. Freund BG USA 2 Mar 67
Robert C. Forbes BG USA 4 Sep 67

CG, 196th Lt Inf Bde
Richard T. Knowles BG USA
Frank H. Linnell BG USA 20 May 67

NAVFORV

COMNAVFORV

Norvell G. Ward RADM USN
Kenneth L. Vech RADM USN 27 Apr 67

DEPCOMNAVFORV
William H. House RADM USN 17 Nov 67

DEPDIR, PACNAVFACSEA/OICC
(Includes cmd of 3d Naval Const Bde
prior to 31 Aug 67)

Paul E. Seufer RADM USN
Vacant I Jun 67
Skpencer C. Smith RADM USN 7 Jul 67

COMNAVSUPPACT/NAVFORV Rep,
Da Nang

Thomas R. Weschler RADM USN
Paul L. Lacy, Jr. RADM USN 5 Feb 67

Cdr, 3d Naval Const Bde
James R. Bartlett RADM USN 31 Aug 67

CG, III MAF

Lewis W. Walt LTG USMC
Robert E. Cushman, Jr. LTG USMC 1 Jun 67

CG, 1st Mar Div
Herman Nickerson, Jr. MG USMC
Donn J. Robertson MG USMC I Jun 67
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CG, 3d Mar Div.
Wood 'B. Kyle MG USMC
Bruno A. Hochmuth MG USMC 18 Mar 67

Rathvon McC. Thornpkins MG USMC 28 Nov 67

CG, 1st MAW
Louis B. Robertshaw MG USMC

Norman J.' Anderson 40G USMC 2 Jun 67

CG, Force Log Crnd
James E. Herbold, Jr. BG USMC

Harry C. Olson BG USMC 6 Oct 67.

Seventh Air Force

Cmdr, 'iAF/DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Ops
William W. Momyer GEN USAF

Vice Cmdr, 7AF
Gordon M. Graham MG USAF
Robert F. Worley MG USAF I Aug 67

CofS, 7AF
Franklin A. Nichols BG USAF
Louis T. Seith BG USAF 10 Dec 67

Cmdr, 834th Air Div
William G. Moore, Jr. BG USAF

Burl W. McLaughlin BG USAF 28 Nov 67
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ANNEX :--.ACEVAL

(U) On 13 September 19d7 DEPCO.MCtSMACV directed that an
Operations System Analysis capability be established as a functon of

the Office of the Chief of Staff. B,. 14 October T an in-country
sorve f:or qua.iied personne. na: been conapte:ed and CýCS was nott-
,ie. zy private message that th-ree officer personrel had beer assigned
and :hat projected requtremnents for t.-.ree c..an ana.vsts and tnree
acc:t:ona. officer ana.ysts rem.aimnec..

2) A stadi ccmmnencec 'y,. the ernbr :'o GSA -Offrice on a2 October
*to rrecotfnenoed an organization consisting o- . :': and
::v'.:an personnel headed by an Ot and reporting direct:" to the CotS.
On•Nove-rner I ?b7 :he sriy', and proposed mannlng .eve', were
approved by the CofS and the MACV Coerations Research:Svstems
Ana.'sis Cffice becamre operational as MACE-'AL. At the same time,
two soec:::c areas of research wh:ch appeared profitable were approved:

I.; Analysis of statistical indicators to ev,'aluate current
inlcators for measuring the progress of the war effort, as well. as
to search for new systemns. For example: long-range trends in the
progress of the war with the oblective of anticipating fu•.re actions
•v-cn m-iht be recutrec.

2: Analysis of resource allocation to determnine if a better
oistr.but:on of effort could be found, For examnole: the iev.elolornent
oz new or .moroveo concepts for the emplovm-nent of the C:DO -

"O, n 1; November ...... "... ' ::o. 7IT was pub-
.:sneo establishing the functiions and -,s-=nsbilities of MAC".A- as

-'F;n ;• s:

a, Conducttng :n-deotn stucies as itrectev 0': the Conmmand

OGrup -.ht..h errpLoyed the discopfne ot operations research.

b) Revwewtng stud.es as directed by the Comunand Group to
unsure ob.ect-vity of approach ano significance of findings.
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c) Monitoring the overall systems analysis effort within
MACV.

2) Responsibil-ies:

a) To be the principal advisor to COMUSMACV on matters
concerning systems analysis.

udrertake. b) Supervise and coordinate the conduct of studies as

c) Monitor the overall systems analysis effort within

MAC '

(S) Simultaneously with its organization, MACEVAL was tasked to
undertake a study to develop a methodology for measuring combat
capability of forces. The study dealt with one of the key tasks facing
MACV--the employment of ARVN forces. Several systems were in
existence to measure RVNAF effectiveness, and fr..quent comparisons
between US and ARVN battle results were made. However, there had
been no comparison of the relative capabilities of US and ARVN forces.
The question arose as to whether a direct comparison of results was
reasonable if the capabilities were not directly comparable. With this
question in mind, MACEVAL set about developing a methodology to
measure relative capabilities of US and ARVN forces to conduct
counterinsurgency operations in RVN. Phase I of the study, briefed
to DEPCOMUSMACV on 19 December 1967, concluded that:

1) US capability exceeded ARVN by a factor of 3.

2) ARVN was at the least relative disadvantage in III CTZ.

NVA. 3 3) ARVN was at a relative firepower disadvantage against
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ANNEX J

Footnotes

1. MACJ3 Monthly History (C), Aug 67; MACJ3 Monthly HiStory (TS)
Oct 67; MACJ3 Historical Input (TS), Dec 67.

2. DF (U), MACOR/SA to CofS, 31 Oct 67, Subj: Study of Operational
Concepts for System Analysis.

3. MACEVAL Study 1-67 (S), dtd 19 Dec 67.
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Annex K

COMUSMACV 1967 Commanid Chronology

JANUARY

-- US military strength in RVN is )5, 000.

7AF takes over operational control of 140 USA Caribou (CV-2) air-
craft, redesignated C-7A and assigned to 834th Air Div.

MARKET TIME Swift boats intercept steel-hulled trawler 165 miles
SW of Vung Tau; trawler beached and burned.

, - -Elements of the 4th and 25th Inf Div launch Operation SAM HOUSTON,
a 95-day search-and-destroy operation in Pleiku and Kontum Prov-
inces. (LOSSES: Frd: 172 KIA, 767 WIA, I MIA; En: 773 KIA, 2
RET, 305 DET, 162 I/W, 47 C/S.)

lst Cay Div JAM) search-ahd-destroy Operations BYRD in Binh
Thuan Province, launched on 25 Aug 66, and DAZZLEM'in Binh
Dinh Province, launched on 1 Oct 66, continue into 1968.

2 -- New Year's stand-down period ends 0700H. MACV recorded Ill vio-
lations during the period, 24 are significant (i. e. , casualties in-
curred).

USAF F-4C Phantoms down seven MIG-2 Is in biggest air battle of
war. Total MIG kills raised to 34.

3 -- MG William R. Pe, rs, USA relieves MG Arthur S. Collins, USA
as Commander 4th Inf Div

26th ROKA Regt launch Operation MAENG HO 8, a 60-day search-
and-destroy operation in Phu Yen .nd Binh Dinh Provinces. (LOSSES:
Frd: 7 KIA, 17 WIA; En: 211 KIA, 403 PWs, 673 DET, 145 I/W,
I C/S.)

4 -- Two American engineers and a Filipina released by the VC after
seven months as prisoners of the Viet Cong.
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5 -- Zd ROKMC Bde launches Operation SEINE, a nine-day search-and-
destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 31 KIA,
57 WIA (2 US); En: 140 1IA, 5 PWs, 71 DET, 15 Ralliers, 4 I/W.)

6 -- RTG announces more than 1,000 RTA volunteers will soon go to RVN.

-- First US assault in Mekong Delta as Marines of BLT 1/3 of the
SEVENTHFLT Amphilbious Ready Group/Special Landing Force go
ashore in Kien Hoa Province in Operation DECKHOUSE V.

7 -- First units of the Mekong Delta Mobile Riverine Force arrive in-
country.

8 -2- 5th Inf Div units, including ARVN units, launch Operation CEDAR
FALLS, an 18-day search-and-destroy operation in Binh Duong,
Tay Ninh, and Hau Nghia Provinces (Iron Triangle). (LOSSES: Frd:
72 KIA, 337 WLA; En: 720 IIA, 213 PWs, 512 DET, 555 I/W, 23
C/S.)

9 -- World's fourth-largest dredge, the Jamaica Ba., mined and sunk
by VC at Dong Tam, -Dinh Tuong Province.

11 -- GVN Constiý'i+ .t Assembly Drafting Committee unveils draft con-
s titution.

13 -- Elements of the 9th Inf Div set up first US base camp in the Mekong
Delta. region (Dong Tam).

14 -- Navy announces SEAL (Sea-Air-Land) units operational in RVN.

15 -- SEA DRAGON AO extended to latitude 19
0

N. (S)

16 -- US announces -!sumption of air strikes in Hanoi area.

18 -- US announces use of bases in Thailand to support operations in
Vietnam.

19 -- Units of the 101st Abn Div terminate Operation PICKETT, a 42-day
search-and-destroy oreration in Konturn Province that commenced r
8 Dec 66. (LOSSES: Frd: 23 KIA, 104 WIA; En: 63 KIA, 18 PWs,
14 DET, 108 I/W, 1 C/S.)
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19 -- ARVN units launch Operation DAN CHI 275/B, a one-day search-
and-destroy operation in An Xuyen Province. (LOSSES: Frd:
22 KIA, 43 WIA; En: 181 HIA, 7 PWs, 3 DET, 30 I/W.)

21 -- 28th ROKA Regt launches Operation MA DOO 1, a 17-day search-
and-destroy operation in Phu Yen Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 3
KIA, 14 WIA; En: 160 KIA, 57 PWs, 162 I/W, 5 C/S.)

7th Mar Regt units terminate Operation SIERRA, a 40-day search-
and-destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province that commenced 12
Dec 66; (LOSSES: Frd: 10 KIA, 50 WIA; En: IIl.KIA, 10 PWs,
66 DET, 7 RET, 36 I/W.)

25 -- Soviet mine found in Saigon River, first Russian mine found in war.

26 Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div launches Operation FARRAGUT, a 56-day
search-and-destroy operation in Binh Thuan Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 14KIA, 128 WIA;En: 1I1I KA, 4PWs, 155 DET, 80 1/W.)

Units of the 7th Mar Regt launch Operation DESOTO, a 71-day. search-
and-destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 76
KIA, 574 WIA; En: 383 KIA, 378 DET, 28 I/W.)

27 -- Deputy Prime Minister Co reported in exile. LTG Vien named as
Minister of Defense in addition to duty as CJGS.

-- Newport, Saigon officially opens as a military port terminal facility.

29 Elements of the 28th, 29th, and 30th ROKA Regts launch Operation
PENG MLAI 1, a 35-day search-and-destroy operation in Khanh Hoa I•

Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 19 KIA, 35 WIA; En: 394 KIA, 40 DET,
Z71 I/W, 34 C/S.)

31- Elements of the 3d and 4th Mar Regt terminate Operation PRAIRIE,
a 181-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province that
commenced 3 Aug 66. (LOSSES: Frd: Z25 KIA, 1, 159 WIA, I MIA;
En: 1,397 KIA, 27 PWs, 110 DET, 298 I/W, 15 C/S.)

MG Douglas Vincent, RAA, arrives in-country and assumes command
of Royal Australian Forces, Vietnam.
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FEBRUARY

1 -- US r.iilitary strength in RVN is 410, 000.

Elements of the 3d Mar Div launch Operation PRAIRIE II, a 46-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 93 KIA, 483 WIA, 1 MIA; En: 693 KIA, 20 PWs, 288 DET,
137 I/W, 23 C/S.)

Elements of the 9th Mar Regt launch Operation INDEPENDENCE, a
nine-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Nam Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 9 lI.A, 35 WIA, 3 CIDG WIA; En: 139 KIA, 20 PWs,
86 bET, 12 I/W.)

2 -- Elements of the 4th and 25th Inf Div launch Operation GADSDEN, a
19-day search-and-destroy operation in Tay Ninh Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 29 lIA, 107 WIA; En: 161 KIA, 21 DET, 24 I/W, I C/S.)

3 First PBR (Operation GAME WARDEN) lost to hostile fire.

-- Coast Guard Activities, Vietnam (COGARDACTV) established under
operational control of COMNAVFORV.

-- 28PWs repatriated to NVN at Ben Hai River crossing, DMZ.

5 -- First defoliation mission is flown in southern half of DMZ.

-- Record 565 sorties over RVN flown by USAF and USMC pilots.
(Previous record was 549.)

RADM P. L. Lacy, Jr., USN, relieves RADM T. R. Weschler,
USN, as COMNAVSUPPACT Da Nang.

8 -- Operation LAM SON II terminates, a combined USA/ARVN 259-day
security operation in Binh Duong Province (commenced 23 May 66).
(LOSSES: Frd: 70 KIA, 339 WIA; En: 251 KIA, 198 PWs, 1,450
DET, 49 I/W, 8 C/S.)

At 0700H Allied forces commence observance of four-day cease fire
for TET. Truce period -'na-ked by 183 minor and 89 significant
cease-fire violations.
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I I -- Elements of Iat Cay Div (AM) launch Operation PERSHING, a
search-and-destroy operation in Birnh Dinh Province. This
operation continues into 1968.

12 -- ARVN and elements of let Cay Div terminate Operati-n THAYER,
a combined USA/VNMC 111-day search-and-destroy operation in
Binh Dinh Province (commenced 24 Oct 66). (LOSSES: F rd: Z08

KIA, 876 WIA, 2 MIA; En: 1,757 KIA, 13Z PWs, 3,952 DET,
161 RET, 426 1/W, 5Z C/S.)

13 -- Elements of the 25th Inf Div terminate Operation LANIKAI, a 152-
day search-and-destroy operation in Long An Province that com-
menced 14 Sep 66. (LOSSES: Frd: 16 KIA, 44 WIA; En: 94 KIA,
1Z PWs, 1Z6 DET, 17 I1/W, 3 C/S.)

US military court-martial jurisdiction over all civilian personnel
serving with or accompanying US forces is announced.

15 -VC attack USN MSBs on Long Tau River. (LOSSES: Frd: 2 KIA,
16 WIA, I MSB sunk, 2 MSBs damaged.)

South Korean Prime Minister Chung I1 Kwon starts four-day official
visit to RVN.

lb -- RIVFLOT ONE and 3/47 Inf, Z Bde, 9th Inf Div units conduct initial
combat operation, Operation RIVER RAIDER ONE.

SEVENTHFLT Special Landing Force/Amphibious Ready Group
launch Operation DECKHOUSE VI, a 15-day search-and-destroy
operation in Quang Ngai Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 6 KI.A, 80 WIA;
En: 280 KIA, 21 DET, I I/W.)

Elements of the 4th Mar Regt (Reinf) terminate Operation CHINOOK
II, a 47-day search-and-destroy operation in Thus Thien Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 12 KIA, III WIA; En: 104 KIA, 226 DET, 30 I/W.

21 -- Dr Bernard B. Fall, author and authority on Vietnam, killed by an
enemy mine while covering USMC operations 19 km NW of Hue in
Thus Thien Province during Operation CHINOOK II.
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21 -- 4th, 9th, and 25th Inf Div units launch Operation JUNCTION CITY,
an 81-day search-and-destroy operation in Tay Ninh Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 28Z KEA, 1, 576 WIA: En: 2, 728 KIA, 99 DET,
137 RET, 491 I1W, 100 C/S.) D-Day sees 845 paratrooper dropped
into LZs in northern Tay Ninh Province.

22 -- USAF/USMC pilots fly a record 575 sorties over RVN.

23 -- NGF against shore targets in NVN authorized from 17'N to 20
0

N.
SEA DRAGON operations extended to ZON. (S)

-- Two US PWs released by the enemy and returned to US control at
Lai Khe in Binh Duong Province.

24 -- MACV announces initiation of use of artillery based in RVN against
military targets in and north of the DMZ.

Z6 -- First river minefield laid in NVN by TF 77 aircraft.

27 -- Russian made 140mm rockets used for the first time in RVN in an
attack on lip, Nang AB.

-- Ambassadors of the seven M4anila Conference Nations meet in Saigon.

48 -- For the first time radar-guided US jets bomb military sites in
the Panhandle and SE of Hanoi.

The Mobile Riverine Force (TF 117) activated under command of
COMNAVFORV.

Operation JUNCTION CITY, Battie of Prek Klok I results in 144
VC KIA; Friendly: Z5 KIA, 28 WIA.

MAR CH

I-- US military strength in RVN is 418, 000.

3-- DOD states military court-martial jurisdiction will.not .ippl)r to news-
men.

5 -- MACV announces new procedure for reporting US casualties for sig-
nificant actions numerically, instead of as "light, moderate, or
heavy. 1 O
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7 -- BG W. Pearson, USA, becomes HQ USMACV ACofS fur Operatirs
(J3).

-- Elements of the 26th and 27th ROKA Regt launch Operation OH
JAC KYO I, a 40-day search-and-destroy operation in Phu Yen
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 23 KIA, 115 WIA; En: 831 KIA, 418
DET, 630 1/W, 29 C/S.)

8 -- First USN river craft for MDMRF arrive in-country.

9 -- President acknowledge US jets based in Thailand are burnbir.g Nv 14.

10 -- Operation JUNCTION CITY, Battle if Pe•k Klok 11 cedults in 197
VC KIA, 5 DET: Friendly: 1 KIA, 31 WIA.

11 -- White House announces presidential trip tu Guam on i9 M~rcl, t•,r
conference with COMUSMACV, CINCPAC and SECDEF.

12 -- US strike pilots fly 575 tactical air strikes over RYN, tying 22
Feb record.

13 -- USG announces agrte'ment with RTG to base B-5Zs ir. Thailaiid. -

14 -- A steel hulled trawler intercepted by MARKET TIME units 80 u,iles
SE o*f Da Nang. After an exchange of fire the trawler beached at
Phuc Thien and was destroyed: Large amount of weapons and
munitions siezed.

15 -- RAAF Caribou and Iroquois aircraft make their first air strike uf
the war.

-- President Johnson announces AMB Ellsworth Bunker will replace
AMB H. C. Lodge in Saigon.

Premier Ky announces he, Chief of State Thieu and CJGS Vien will
meet with US officials in Guam on 19 March:

16 -- US cargo ship, SS Conqueror., while heading up the Long Tau River
hit by six rounds of 75mm RR fire.

18 -- Constituent Assembly votes unanimous final approval of entire
constitution.
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18 Elements of the 9th inf Div launch Operation KITTY HAWK, a
search-and-destroy operation in Long Khanh Province. This
operation continues into 1968.

19 -- Elements of the 3d Mar Div launch Operation PRAIRIE III, a 30-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 55 KIA, 529 WIA; En: 356 KIA, 312 DET, I RET, 117 I/W,
11 C/S.)

20 -- Operation JUNCTION CITY, Battle of Bau Bang II results in 227
KIA, 3 DET; Friendly: 3 KIA, 63 WIA.

-- Armed Forces Directorate issues communique stating 4ts intention
to accept Constitution as adopted by Constituent Assembly.

President Johnson, SECDEF McNamara and CJCS GEN Wheeler
arrive in Guam for talks with Premier Ky and Chief of State Thieu.
AMBs Bunker, Komar and Locfge and GEN Westmoreland attend.

SEVENTHFLT Special Landing Force launches Operation BEACON
HILL I, an* 1l-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 29 KIA, 230 WIA; En: 334 KIA, 4 DET, .-

29 I/W, 3 C/S.)

-- MG J. H. Hay, USA; assumes command of the l1t Inf Div.

21 -- Operation JUNCTION CITY, Battle of Suoi Tre results in 654 VC
KLA., 135 I/W, 43 C/S. 580 RPG rockets, 1,900 stick grenades;
Frd: 31 KIA, 187 WIA.

22 -- Elements of the 5th Mar Regt launch Operation NEW CASTLE,
three-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Nam Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 5 KIA, 55 WIA; En: 118 KIA, 35 DET, 3 I/W.)

24 -- LTG Jonathan 0. Seaman, USA, turns over command of Headquarters,
II FFORCEV to LTG Bruce Palmer, Jr., USA.

26 -- Trip of GEN Westmoreland, COMUSMACV, to US in May announced.

27 -- Armed Forces Council approves draft constitution.
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31 -- Phu Cat's new 10, 000 foot jet capable airfield opens.

-- Australian destroyer HMAS Hobart joins US Naval Forces off
the coast of Vietnam.

-- During the month of March the enemy loses 9,015 killed, and
5, 125 returnees, the greatest monthly personnel loss since the
wa- began.

-- Allied personnel KIA during March reaches a new monthly high
of Z. 155.

APRIL

I-- Operation JUNC'. CITY, Battle of Ap Gu results in 608 VC KIA,
5 DET, 47 I1W, 6 C/S; Friendly: 11 KIA 77 WIA.

-- US military strength in RVN is 443, 000.

-- MG John J. Tolson, USA, assumes command of the 1st Cav Div
(AM), replacing MG John Norton, USA.

-- GVN promulgates.new Constitution. Elections for President, VP
and Upper House to take place 1 Sep--Lower House on 1 Oct.

2-- Elements of the I st Bde, 4th Inf Div terminate Operation ADAMS,
a 59-day crop protection and search-and-destroy operation in Phu
Yen Province that commenced 25 Oct 66. (LOSSES: Frd: 46 KIA,
278 WIA; En: 491 KIA, 2, 046 DET, 33 RET.)

-- First of village and hamlet elections held. Election plan includes
961 villages and 4,578 hamlets.

5-- Elements of the 4th and 25th Inf Divs launch Operation FRANCIS

MARION, a 190-day search-and-destroy operation in Pleiku
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 183 KIA, 843 WIA, 10 MIA; En: 1,203
KIA, 1,092 DET, 11 RET, 299 I/W. 66 C/S.)

6 -- Unknown number of VC attack the Quang Tri Province jail and
release ZZO prisoners (enemy guerillas and cadre). (LOSSES: Frd:
99 KIA, 138 WIA; En: 77 KIA.)
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6 -- White House announces assigrment of GEN Creighton W. Abrarms, Jr.,
USA. as DEPCOMUSMACV.

7 -- Elements of the 5th Cay ant' 7th Mar Regt launch Operation LE JEUNE,
a 15-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 17 KIA, 65 WIA; En: l81 KIA, 756 DET, 15 I/W,
I C/S.)

10 -- USN Hospital Ship Sancutary (AH-17) arrives at Da Nang.

-- First B-5Zs land at U Tapao, Thailand.

II-- Last operational flight of P5M Marlin seaplane from CRB seadrorne.

1" -- TF OREGON, consisting ol 3 Bde, 25th Inf Div and 196th Inf Ede,
activated to reinforce III MAF units in I CTZ.

14 - 1,96th Int Bde completes air movement from Tay Ninh Province to
Chu Lal. The Ede commanded by BG R. T. Knowles, USA. reported
to CG I.I MAAF and placed under the operational control CG l1t Mar
Div.

15 -- GVN announces plan to evacuate 20, 000 civilians from area close to
DMZ to allow construction of a fortified barrier.

-- USCG Cutters Barataria, B-ring Strait, and Gresham arrive off
RVN to replace SEVENTHFLT DERs on MARKET TIME patrol.

18 -- 26th and 28th ROKA Regt units launch Operation OH SAC KYO II,
a 43-day search-and-destroy operation in Phu Yen Province.
(LCSSES: Frd: 21 KIA, 50 WIA; En: 109 KIA, 17 DET, 28 RET,
51 I/W.)

19 -- Eight Australian Canberra (B-57) bombers of Squadron No. 2 arrive
at Phan Rang AB to maKe Australia the second country to support RVN
with a tri-service contingent.

Prime Minister Ky announces National Reconciliation Program.
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20 -- Elements of the Ist, 3d, and 5th Mar Regt launch Operation
UNION, a 26-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Nam
and Quang Tin Provinces. (LOSSES: Frd: 110 KIA, 473 W'.'IA;
En: 865 KIA, 351 DET, 641/W, 8 C/S.)

Elements of the 3d Mar Div launch Operation PRAIRIE IV, a
41-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 164 lKIA, 1, 240 WIA: En: 489 KIA, 94 DET,
128 I/W, 22 C/S.)

-- CG III MAF assumes operational control of TF OREGON.

-- Seventh Royal Australian Regiment arrives in RVN at Nui Dat.

USN aircraft strike inside the ten-mile restricted zone of the port
city of Haiphong for tLe first time. An electric power plant de.
stroyed and the entire city left in darkness.

22 -- CG TF OREGON located at Chu Lai, I CTZ, assumes operational
control of 3d Bdý, 25th Inf Div and 196th Lt Inf Bde.

Elements of the 25th Inf Div launch'Operation MANHATTAN, a
46-day search-and-destroy operation in Binh Duong Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 47 i0A, 327 WIA; En: 191 KIA, 370 DET, 28

* RET, 614 1/W, 14 C/S.)

Elements of the 4th Mar Regt launch r peration SHAWNEE, a
30-day search-and-destroy operatio- ir Thua Thien Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 13 KIA, 139 WIA; En: 128 KIA, 60 DET, 80
I/W. )

25 -- GEN Westmoreland addresses annual Associated Press luncheon
in New York.

AMB Ellsworth P. Bunker arrives in Saigon and assumes duties
as American Ambassador to RVN, replacing AMB Henry C. Lodge.

26 -- CG Ist Mar Div turns over responsibility for defense of Chu Lai
installation to CG TF OREGON.

27 -- RADM Kenntn L. Veth, USN, relieves RACM Norvell G. Ward,
USN, as COMNAVFORV and CHNAVADGRP, MACV. V
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28 -- Special Landing Force launches Operation BEAVER CACE, a 15-
day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tin Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 56 KIA, 183 WIA; En: 181 KIA, 66 DET, 10 I/W, I C/S.)

-- GEN W. C. Westmoreland addresses joint sersion of Congress.

29 -- Village elections completed with 984 elections held with an average
turnout of 77 percent of registered voters. During elections VC
kill 12 candidates and kidnap 31 others.

30 -- USS Gallup (P0-85), first of a new class of high speed, diesel-
turbine powered gunboats, arrives CRE for MARKET TIME duty.

MAY

I-- US military strength in RVN is 460, 000.

-- USN planes from TF 77 hit Kep Airfield. First attack against NVN
airfields.

-- USAF pilots fly record 625 tactical air sorties in support co war.

2 -- GEN W. C. Westmoreland returns to RVN from US.

3 -- A returnee leads company of the Zd Bde, 1st Inf Div to weapons
cache in Binh Duong Province (2, 000 rounds 8Z/60mm mortars,
1,200 grenades, 1,000 rounds of SA ammo, 20 claymore mines,
and approximately 400 CW-COM rifles captured).

USS Gallup, a new design patrol gunboat, begins MARKET TIME
patrols.

4-- GEN Creighton W. Abrams, USA, and AMB Robert Komer arrive
in Saigon to take up duties as DEPCOMUSNIIACV and DEPCOMUSMNACV Ifor CORDS, respectively.

5 -- USMC BLT 2/3 takes Hill 881 near Khe Sanh.

6 -- Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div released from I FFORCEVs operational
-.- t.:ul and assigned III MAFs operational control.
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10 -- Kie• 'jirfield, 5- 1/Zmiles SW of Haiphong hit for first time.

Elen~e-,_, of the 101st Abn Div launch Operatinn MALHEUR, a
28-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Ngat Province,
(LOSSES: Frd: 51 KIA, 285 WIA; En: 392 KIA, 305 DET, 151
1/W, II C/S.)

11 -- Eight-foot center section of Soviet air-to-air missile found by
Marine unit Quang Tri Province.

-- AMB Bunker announces RD field programs will be under COMUSMACV.

12 -- Prime Minister Ky announces his candidacy for President.

13 -- Seven MIG-17s downed over NVN by USAF pilots.

First increment of New Zealand infantrymen arrive in RVN at
Nui Dat and are placed under operational control of ATF.

Elements of 26th Mar Regt launch Operatidn CROCKET, a 64-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 52 KIA, 255 WIA; En: 206 KIA, 5 DET, 23 I/W, 3 C/S.)

Elements of 25th Inf Div launch Operation KOLE KOLE, a 208-day
search-and-destroy operation in Hau Nghia Province (LOSSES:
Frd: 92 KIA, 640 WIA, 1Z I/W; En: 645 KIA, 1,232 DET, 30 RET,
Z86 I/W, 5 C/S.)

14 -- Three MIG-17s downed over NVN by USAF pilots. Two-day total
of ten (13-14 May 67) is record for 48-hour period in Vietnam war.

Units of the 2d Bdc, 27th.Inf Div terminate Oper-tion ALA MOANA,
a 165-day search-and-destroy operation in Hau Nghia Province
which commenced 30 Nov 66. (LOSSES: Frd: 4; KIA, 158 WIA;
En: 382 KIA, 666 DET, 93 11W, 5 C/S.)

-- Hamlet elections (to last five weeks) begin in 4, 612 out of a total
estimated 12,000 hamlets in RVN.

16 -- Air Commudore, J. F. Lush, OdE, RAAF, assumes command of
RAAF elements in RVN.
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I - Constituent Assembly approves presidential election law.

- Elements of Ist Bde, 25th Inf Div Launch Operation BARKING
SANDS, a 204-day search-and-destroy operation in Binh Duong
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 152 1IA, 1,060 WIA, 4 1/W, 1 C/S;
En: 304 KIA. 2,036 DET, 5 RET, 209 I/W, 18 C/S.)

17 -- Units of the 9th Mar Regt launch Operation HICKORY, an 11-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 119 KIA, 817 WIA; En: 367 KIA, 36 DET, 86 1/W, 22 C/S.)

VNN' PCE 12 begins MARKET TIME patrols in the Second Coastal
Zon,'

Elements of the 3d Bde, 25th Inf Div launch Operation DIAMOND
HEAD, a 204-day search-and-destroy operation in Binh Duong
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 80 KIA, 605 WIA; En: 237 KIA. 499
DET, 4 RET. 102 1/W, 2 C/S.)

18-- nits of Operation HICKORY/BEAU CHARGER enter southern
portinn of DMZ. First US entry into. fMZ in forc'e.

-- 2d Bde, ROKMC launches Operation THUNDER DRAGON, a nine-
day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 15 KIA (I USMC), 45 WIA; En: 147 KIA, 6 DET, 7 I/W, 2 C/S.)

19 -- GEN Creighton W. Abrams, USA, assumes duties as DEI-COMUS-
MACV.

NGFS forces concentrate at DMZ: USS St. Paul, Boston A. M.
Summer, Joseph Strauss, Flechteler, and HMAS Hobart.

20 -- First 0-2 aircraft, twin engine Cessna successor to the 0-1 "Birddog"'
FAC aircraft, arrives in-country at Nha Trang.

23 24-hour Allied stand-down for Buddha's birthday. No incidents.

2-- Elements of the 5th Mar Regt launch Operation UNION II, an l1-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Nan-i and Quang Tin
Provinces. (LOSSES: Frd: I1) KIA, 41 WIA; En: 701 KIA, 40
DET, 19 I/W, 12 C/S.
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28 -- All field functions in pacification and nation building combined
under COMUSMACV with the merger of the Civil Operations
Office (AMEMB) and the Revolutionary Development Directorate
(MACV) into CORDS.

BO William A. Knowlton, USA, assumes duties as Dep ACofS for
CORDS.

Mr. L. Wade Lathram assumes duties as ACofS for CORDS.

AMB Robert W. K6mer, assumes duties as DEPCOMUSMACV for
CORDS.

31 -- 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div launches Operation HOP TAC, a search-and-
destroy operation in Dinh Tuong Province. This operation con-
tinues into 1968.

Elements of the 3d, 4th, 9th, and .bth Mar Regts launch Operation
CIMARRON, a 32-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Trn

Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 38 KIA. 470 WIA; En: 245 KIA, 176
DET, 58I/W, 10 C/S.)

JUNE

-- MC Robert C. Cushman, USMC, relieves LTG Lewis W. Walt, USMC,
as CC III MAF and CC I CTZ at Da Nang.

-- US military strength in RVN is 484, 000.

-- BG Phillip B. Davidson Jr. , USA, assumes duty as ACofS for
Intelligence 32.

-- First F-5 Freedom Fighter jets turned over to VNAF.

Elements of 2d Bde, 9th Inf Div and TF 117 launch Operation
CORONADO, a 54-day search-and-destroy operation in Dinh Tuong
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 40 KIA, 173 WIA, 4 I/W, 1 C/S; En:
478 KIA, 526 DET, 75 RET, 52 I/W, 5 C/S.)

5 -- 28th ROKA Regt launches Operation MATU 11, a 15-day search-
and-destroy operation in Phu Yen Province. (LOSSES: Frd: light;
En: 139 KIA, 12 DET, 78 1/W, 12 C/S.)
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7 -- Elements of Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div launch Operation MALHEUR II,
a 56-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 30 KIA, 260 WIA, 4 I/W, I C/S; En: 488 KIA, 589
DET, 6 RET, 141 I/W, 7 C/S.)

12 -- Elements of the Ist Inf Div launch Operation BILLINGS, a 14-day
search-and-destroy operation in Binh Long, .Phuoc Long and Binh
Duong Provinces. (LOSSES: Frd: 45 KIA, 201 WIA; En: 347 KIA,
2 DET, 41/W, 4 C/S.)

17 -- Elements of 503d Abn Inf, 173d Abn Bde, launch Operation GREELEY,
a 117-day search-and-destroy operation in Kontum Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 129 KIA, 210 WIA; En: 191 KIA, 17 DET, 3 RET,
88 I1W, 16 C/S.)

20 -- MG George 1. Forsythe, USA, assumes duties as Asst Dep for
CORDS.

-- Saigon port ship backlog reduced to zero. No ships in w~iting
status.

29 -- VC detonate mine against.side of USS.Coconino County, offloading
cargo at Cua Viet LST Ramp.

Premier Nguyen Cao Ky withdraws from presidential race to seek
the number two place on a ticket headed by Chief of State Nguyen
Van Thieu.

JULY

I-- US military strength in RVN is 482, 000.

-- LTG F. C. Weyand, USA, assumes command as CG II FFORCEV,
relieving LTG B. Palmer, Jr., USA. %!

2 -- Elements of 3d Mar Div launch Operation BUFFALO, a 12-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 159 KIA, 885 WIA, 1 MIA; En: 1,281 KIA, 14 DET, 79 I1W,
20 C/S.)

5 -- MG Don 0. Darrow, USAF, designated ACofS for Plans J5.
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6 -- B-52s set record of eight strikes in a 24-hour period.

-- Hanoi radio announzes death of four star NVA General Nguyen Chi
Thanh, reputed to be in charge of VC operations in RVN.

7 -- Elements of 1st Bde, 101st Abn Div, launch Operation. MALHEUR II,
a 56-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Ngal Province.
(LOSSES:. Frd: 30 KIA, 260 WIA, 4 I/W, I C/S; En: 488 KIA, 589
DET, 6 RET, 141 I/W, 7 C/S.)

-- SECDEF McNamara, Under SECSTATE Katzenbach and CJCS Wheeler
arrive in RVN for four-day visit.

8 -- ROK units launch Operation HONG KIL DONG, a 49-day search-and-
destroy operation in Phu Yen Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 27 KIA, 68
WIA; En: 638 KIA, 184 D.ET, 34 RET, 359 I/W, 94 C/S.)

9 -- Elements of 4th Mar launch Operation FREMONT, a 114-day search-
and-destroy operation in Thua Thien Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 17
KIA, 260 WIA; En: IZ3 IaA, 178 DET, 39 I/W.)

-- VC terrorists detonate claymore mine at Capital BEQ in Saigon, and
scattered sniper fire breaks out after explosion (2 civs killed, 17 US
WIA, 19 civs wounded).

10 -- GEN W. C. Westmoreland departs on 13-day visit to US; GEN
Creighton W. Abrams assumes temporary command.

11 -- Newport marine terminal (Saigon) officially opens.

13 -- SECDEF and COMUSiv1ACV meet with President at the White House,
and announce troop increase for RVN. Precise figures not announced.

14 -- Unknown number of VC attacks Hoi An in Quang Nam Province and
Hoi An Prison. (LOSSES: Frd: 4 RF KA, 1 NP KIA, 4 civs killed,
6 RF WIA, 5 NP WIA, 29 civs wounded; En: 5 KIA, 6 I/W; escapees:
30 killed, 206 recaptured, 960 escape.

15 -- Unknown number of VC attacks Da Nang AB in Qu-ing Nam Province
with estimated 50 rounds of suspected 122mm rockets. West run-
way cratered, east runway open. (LOSSES: Yrd: 8 USAF KIA,
138 USAF WIA, 37 USMC WIA, 10 aircraft destroyed, 41 aircraft
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damaged, I bomb jump destroyed, 13 barracks destroyed.)

15 -- Units of TF 115 intercept and beach NVN trawler as it attempts to
land at Cape Batangan. (LOSSES: Frd: 44 ROK KIA, 6 ROK WIA;

En: 23 KIA, 1, 169 I/W, Z3 C/S, 394, 560 rounds of 7.62mm in-
cendiary, 311, 520 rounds of 7. 62mm ball, 1,960 antipersonnel
mines, 1,734 hand grenades, 5,750 rounds of 12. 7mm ammo,
43 rounds of B-40 rockets, 996 rounds of 8

2
mm mortars, 6,880 lbs

of C-4 plastic explosives, 5, 148 lbs of TNT, 900 non-electric

detonators, 444 electric detonators.)

-- LTG Bruce Palmer, Jr., USA, officially opens the new USARV HQ
1t Long Binh.

16 -- Elements of 3d Mar Div launch Operation KINGFISHER, a 107-day
search-and-destroy operatidn in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 340 KIA, 3,.085 WIA; En: 1, 117 KIA, 193 DET, 126 i/W.)

17 -- Elements of 3d Mar Div latinch Operation ARDMORE, a 106-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 10 KIA, 39 WIA; En: 113 KIA, 6 DET, 9 I/W, I C/S.)

18 -- National Assembly disqualifies 7 of 18 presidential candidates.

20 CVN ceases censorship of Vietnamese press.

- COMCOSURVFOR (CTF 115) moves from Saigon to CRB,

23 -- GEN W. C. Westmoreland returns to RVN and resumes command
of USMACV.

24 GEN Maxwell D. Taylor visits Vietnam; confers vith RVN leaders.

27 -- Elements of 9th Inf Div and 25th Inf Div and ARVN units launch
joint Operation CORONADO II/SONG THANG III, a seven-day
search-and-destroy operation in Dinh Tuong Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 10 US KIA, 61 ARVN KIA, 65 US WIA, 220 ARVN WIA; En:
441 KIA, 780 DET, I RET, 33 I/W, 8 C/S.)

29 MACV staff begins relocation to new headquarters near TSN.

-- GEN Harold K. Johnson, Army CofS, arrives in RVN on routine
visit to Army units.
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29 -- Fuel from ruptured aircraft tank ignites on after flight deck of
USS Forrestal in Gulf of Tonkin (131 KIA, 62 WIA, 3 MIA, 26
aircraft destroyed, 42 aircraft damaged)..

31 -- LTG William B. Rosson, USA, assumes command of I FFORCEV,
relieving LTG Stanley R. Larsen, USA.

-- Elements of lot Mar Div launch Operation PIKE, a three-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tin and Quang Nam
Provinces. (LOSSES: Frd: 8 KIA, 60 WIA; En: 100 KIA, 58
DET. 4 I/W.)

AUGUST

I -- US military strength in RVN is 485, 000.

-- The 3d Bde, 4th Inf Div, redesignated 3d Bde, 25th Inf Div, at Dau
Tieng in Binh Doung Province. At the same time, 3d Bde, 25th Inf
Div, redesignated 3d Bde, 4th Inf Div.

-- SS Bienville arrives in Da Nang, inaugurating containership service
in RVN.

3d Naval Construction Brigade HQ shifts from Saigon to Da Nang.

The Arry's Falcon Combat Aviation Group, activated at An Son
17 miles NW of Qui Nhon in Binh Dinh Province under sponsorship
of let Avn Bde, becomes the third headquarters command group of
its kind in R VN.

-DOD announces USS New Jersey (BB-62) to be recommissioned.

-- NAVCOMSTA CRB is commissioned and becomes principal Navy
relay station in RVN, providing multichannel and fleet broadcast
service to SEVENTHFLT units.

-- A-37, the first light attack counterinsurgency aircraft, arrives in
RVN at Bien Hoa AB, for combat evaluation.

3 White House announces 45, 000-man increase in personnel for RVN.
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3 -- RVN presidential campaign opens.

Unknown number enemy attacks NSA detachment, Nha Be, and POL
tank farm (24 USN WIA, 6 USA WIA, I USAF WIA, 3 VNN WIA, 44
civs wounded. 8 RF WIA, 1, 000 55-gal drums of mogas destroyed,
5, 000 55-gal drums of mogas d&,naged, I PBR and 1 MSB destroyed,
2 PBRs and 2 MSBs damaged).

4 -- The MACV Command Center moves from MACV I to new HO at TSN.

6 -- BG Franklin M. Davis, Jr., USA, assumes duties as ACofS for
Personnel, MACJI and CG, US Army Element, USMACV.

General Wallace M. Greene, USMC, Commandant of the U.S. Marine
Corps arrives in RVN for a routine visit to USMC/USN units.

7 -- Two enemy companies overrun 16th VNN Coastal Group Base Camp
in Quang'Ngai Province. (LOSSES: Frd: I US KIA, 14 VNN KIIA,
3 civs kiljed, 2 US WIA, 35 VNN WIA, I VNN MIA, 2 I/W, 7 C/S,
1-I/4-ton truck, fuel dump, and all but one building within conmpound
destroyed; En: 11 NIA.)

11-- Elements of the 1st Mar Div launch Operation COCHISE, an 18-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Nam and Quang Tin Provinces.
(LOSSES: Frd: 10 EIA, 93 WIA;.En: 156 KIA, 138 DET, 41 I/W.)

US planes bomb Hanoi's Doumer Bridge, the first air strike on Hanoi
in two months.

13 Elements of the 101st Abn Bde and 196th Lt Inf Bde, launch Operation
BENTON, a 21-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tin
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 41 KIA, 263 WIA; En: 397 KIA, 9
DET, 150 I/W, 8 C/S.)

BG Winant Sidle, USA, is appointed Chief of Office of Information,
USMACV, relieving COL Roger R. Bankson, USA.

The USAF reveals officially, for the first time, that American war
planes have been bombing communist targets in Laos since May 1964.
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13 -= US planes bomb railroad yard and bridge ten miles from Red
Chinese border and hit two other nearby rail centers in the
closest American raids to China since the Korean War.

15 -- Premier Ky confirms the General Thang will be appointed CofS 3GS
(Deputy to General Vien) and Cmdr RF/PF.

17 -- Combination tea r-nausea gas dropped from Marine helicopter
gunships for first time in RVN.

GEN Omar N. Bradley, General of the Army, arrives in RVN for
13 day orientation visit.

18 -- Coastal Squadron THREE (PGs) commissioned at CRB.

19 -- US planes fly one-day record of 209 missions over NVN.

20 -- Elements of 9th Inf Div launch Operation CORONADO IV, a ZO-day
search-and-destroy operation in Long An Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 3 KIA, 27 WIA, I helicopter 4amaged, I I/W; En: 101 KIA,,
148 DET, 165 I/W, 15 C/S.)

21 -- SiU US jets lost over NVN, a record number for a single raid.
9,u

26 -- 16 US jets downed over NVN in seven days, a record number for
a one-week period.

28 -- Elements participating in Operation KINGFISHER at Gio Linh in
Quang Tri Province receive artillery airbursts. First time enemy
employs airburst shells.

US Observer Team of 22 prominent persons, headed by former
AMB Lodge, arrives to observe RVN elections at invitation of GVN.

29 -- MG Yose Devhasdin assumes command of RTFV.

SEPTEMBER

i-- US military strength in RVN is 492, 000.
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3 -- National elections for President, Vice-President and Upper House
of the GVN. Eighty three percent of the registered voters partici-
pate. Thieu elected President; Ky Vice-Presidont.

4 -- Elements of the 1/5 Mar launch Operation SWIFT, an 11-day search-
and-destroy operation in Quang Nam and Quang Tin Provinces.
(LOSSES: Frd: 127 KIA, 352 WIA; En: 517 KIA,. 66 DET, 70 1/W,
15 C/S.)

5 -- Elements of 2d Bde ROKMC launch Operation DRAGON FiRE, a 55-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Ngai Province. (LOSSES: Frd:
46 ROK KIA, 2 US WIA, 20J ROK WIA; En: 541 KIA, 138 DET, 38
I/W, 7 C/S.)

7 -- SECDEF announces decision to construct a wire and electronic
barrier across RVN south of DMZ.

9 -- Phantom Combat Aviation Battalion (Provisional) is activated at
Soc Trang Army Airfield in Ba Xuyen Province.

-- DEPCOMUSMACV, GEN Creighton W. Abrams, USA, establishes
office of the Deputy CofS of Military Assistance, later changed to
ACofS for Military Assistance.

10 -- NVN port of Cam Ph& bomb'ed by US war planes'for first time.

11 -- Elements of TF OREGON launch Operation WHEELER, a 61-day
search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tin Province (combined
with WALLOWA to become WHEELER/WALLOWA on 11 Nov 67).

12 -- Operation NEUTRALIZE, a 41-day coordinated massive air oper-
ation to neutralize the threat to Dong Ha, Gio Linh, Camp Carrol,
and Con Thien originating from the area in and near the DMZ, isinitiated.

- Elements of 9th Inf Div and TF 117 launch Operation CORONADO V,

a 2
6-day search-and-destroy operation in Dinh Tuong Province.

(LOSSES: Frd: 35 KIA, 175 WIA; En: 330 KIA, 253 DET, 1 RET,
16 I/W, 2 C/S.
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15 -- MRF forces run into large enemy force in Ba Rai Creek, Dinh
Tuong Province during Operation CORONADO V. 18 boats datnag~d.
3/47 Inf Bh, 9th In Div engages enemy who suffer 213 KIA.

18 -- COMUSMAC "" assumes operation control of USAHAC. CG USAR V
will exercise command, less operational control, of USAHAC.

-- Official results of Upper House (Senate) elections anncunced.

19 -- Elements of 173d Abn Bde and l1t Cay Div launch Operation
BOLLING, a search-and-destroy operation in Phu Yen Province.
This operation continues into 1968.

-- Enemy terrorists detonate 20-30 lbs of explosives contaiaed in a
suitcase in the passport office of the Embassy of the Republic .f
China in Saigon. Sniper fire is simutaneously received. (LOaSES:
Frd: 1 civ killed, Z6 civs wounded, one-third Embassy building
destroyed; En: 3 DET.)

20 -- First Armored Support Patrol Base (ASPB) arrive at V.ung Tau to
aug~ment MDMRF.

21 -= A 2, 300..man Queen's Cobra Regt of the Royal Thai Army arrives ac
Saigon's Newport (to be stationed at Bear Cat).

-- Gunship II, a modified C-130A configuration, designed to replace the
older AC-47 for an improved aerial fire support role, arrives in-
country at Nha Trang for evaluation.

22 -- TF OREGON is redesignated Americal Division.

23 -- Official communique from Moscow announces signing of USSR iNVN

military assistance agreement whereby the USSR will furnish
"airplanes, antiaircraft and rocket equipment, artillery and sinall
arms, ammunition and other military equipment. ... .

Zb -- HMAS Perth joins NGFS replacing HMAS Hobart, to become the
second Australian ship to operate with SEVENTHFLT.

28 -- Militant Buddhist leader Thich Tri Quang starts 13-day vigil in
front of Independance Palace.
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29 -- Elements of 1st Inf Div launch Operation SHENANDOAH II, a 51-
day search-and-destroy operation in Binh Duong Province

(LOSSES: Frd: 107 VIA, 322 WIA, 4 APCs destroyed; En:

956 KIA, 63 DET, 2 RET, 71 I/W, 30 C/S.)

The office of the ACofS for Military Assistance is established as

a result of the study of MACV Military Assistance and Advisory
Resources.

President Johnson outlines terms for peace negotiations in a
speech in San Antonio, which becomes labeled the "San Antonio

Formula'.

New American Embassy Chancery dedicated in Saigon.

OCT'nBER

I-- US military strength in RVN'is 476, 000.

2 -- The 3d Bde of the Ist Cay deploys to Chu Lai and commences opera-

tiohs in Ouang Tin and Quang Nam Provinces as a part of the Ameri-
cal Division.

National Assembly validates presidential election shortly before mid-

night deadline.

4 -- Elements of the 3d Pde, 1st ACD, launch Operation WALLOWA, a
37-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Nam and Quang Tin
Provinces (became WHEELER/WALLOWA on II November). This
operation continues into 1968. h

-- Sydney, Australia becomes R&R Center.

6 -- RVN Lower House election campaign begins.

8 - The new Huey Cobra, designed especially for ground support in

RVN, is used for the first time in a combat operation.

SFirst air attack, condicted by aircraft from the carrier Constellation
on the MIG capable C.t Bi Airfield, four miles SE of Haiphong.
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11 -- Chief of State Thieu officiates at the installation of the new 60-seat
Senate.

12 -- Elements of the 4th Inf Div launch Operation MAC ARTHUR (com-

bination of Operation FRANCIS MARION and GREELEY), a search-
and-destroy operation in Pleiku Province. This operation con-
tinues into 1968.

17 -- Australia and New Zealand announce truop increases for RVN from
6, 300 to 8,000 and 376 to 546, respectively.

22 -- The 3/503 US Abn WI arrives in RVN at Qui Nhon in Binh Dinh
Province with their base camp located at Camp Radcliff in Binh
Dinh Province.

A total of 72. 9 percent of registered voters turn out for Lower House
elections.

23 -- First C-130 lands at Quang Tri Airfield, eight days ahead of
scheduled operational date.

24 -- US Air Force, Marine. and Navy jets, in a coordinated raid, bomb

Phu Yen Airfield, the control center for enemy air defense, 18 miles
NW of Hanoi, for the first time in the war. Ten 24IG aircraft
destroyed--hine on the ground, one in the air--and one other probable
kill listed in addition to extensive damage to the air complex.

General Thieu signs decree calling for partial mobilization of the
nation's human and national resources.

25 -- Prime Minister Ky signs implementing order for conscription of
men between ages of 18 and 33.

BG D. P. Bolton, USA, assigned ao ACofS for MACV, MA.

Operation SEA DRAGON marks first year. Over 2, 000 WBLC
destroyed thus far.

28 -- The 7/17 Air Cay arrives at Qui Nhon aboard USNS Walker and
sets up base camp at Camp Enari in Binh Dinh Province under the
OPCON of 4th Inf uiv.
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-- RTG announced its force in RVN will be boosted by a full army
brigade to 12, 000 men.

-- First NVN firing of SAMs at US B52s (near LMZ).

30 -- VP Humphrey arrives in RVN for presidential inauguaration and
tour of the country.

31 -- Newly elected President Thieu and Vic President Ky are inaugurated;
the Directorate is dissolved. The new Lower House is installed and
the Constituent Assembly passes out of existence. President Thieu
appoints Nguyen Van Loc as Prime Minister.

Enemy terrorists mortar Presidential Palace in Saigon with four
rounds of 60mm mortar fire. (LOSSES: Frd: lciv killed, 2 civs
wounded, 1 building minor damage; En: i KIA.)

NOVEMBER

1- US military strength in RVN is 487, 000.

-- Elements of the 3d Mar Div launch Operation NEOSHO, a search-
and-destroy operation in Thua Thien Province. This operation
continues into 1968.

-- EleAents of the 3d Mar Div launch Operation KENTUCKY, a search-
and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. This operation con-
tinues into 1968.

Elements of the 3d Mar Div launch Operation SCOTLAND, a search-
and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province. This operation con-
tinues into 1968.

As a result of the efforts of the U.S. Naval Advisory Group, four
Vietnamese Navy (VNN) Fleet Command ships relieved U.S. units
in four coastal patrol areas in the most significant integration of
the VNN into Operation MARFýT TIME to date.

-- Elements of the .ýd Mar Div launch Operation LANCASTER, a search-
and-dest-.y cperation in Quang Tri Province. This operation con-

tinues into 1968.
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2 -- Elements of the 9th Inf Div launch Operation CORONADO IX, a
search-and-destroy operation in Dinh Tuong Province. This
operation continues into 1968.

Elements of the 9th Inf Div launch Operation SANTE FE I, a 64-
day search-and-destroy operation in Long Khanh and Binh Tuy
Provinces. (LOSSES: Frd: 2 US KIA, 3 AUS MdA, 1 ARVN KIA,
13 US WIA, 9 AUS WIA, 13 ARVN WIA, 2 tanks, I Rome Plow,
and 2 trucks destroyed; En: 126 KIA--34 by ATF, 6 by ARVN,
86 by US; 3Z DET--8 by ATF, 24 by US; 119 I/W--52 byATF, 48
by ARVN, 19 US; Z0 C/S--18 by ARVN, 2 by US.)

3 -- FSB of 2d Bde, 4th lI Div, 40 kmn NNE Ban Me Thuot, Darlpc
Province, receives mortar and ground attack. Battle of Dak To
commences in Operation MAC ARTHUR area.

4 -- A shore-based VNMC Bn, at Binh Duc Airfield near My Tho in Dinh
Tuong Province, begins participation in N.obile Riverine Force opet
ations.

6 -- Estimated enemy company kidnaps 245 Montagnard civilians, nine krn
W. of An Khe in Binh Dinh Province (I civ. killed, 245 civs kid'app-,14

8 -- The ten-day battle of Loc Ninh, which commenced. 29 Oct, terminat-q.
(LOSSES: Frd: 29 US KIA, 21 ARVN KIA, 123 US WIA, 111 ARVýT
WIA; En: 851 KIA, 15 DET.)

9 -- Prime Minister Loc's cabinet installed in office.

11 -- Elements of the Americal Division launch Operation WHEELEP/
WALLOWA, a search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tin Pro,,ine-.
This operation continues into 1968.

-- Admiral Ulysses S.G. SHARP, USN, Commander in Chief, Pacific
arrives in RVN for up-date briefings on military activities in Vierm..

NLF turns three NCO PWs over to US "peace group" representati,:c ir
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

13 -- Elements of the 7th Mar launch Operation FObTER, a 17-day search..
and-destroy operation in Quang Nam r)ovjr,ce. (LOSSES: Frd: 21
KIA, 137 WIA; En: 125 KIA, 79 DET, 10 I/W. 2 C/S.)
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14 -- MG Bruno Hochmuth, USMC, Commander of the 3d Mar Div, is
killed in a helicopter explosion near Dong Ha in Quang Tri Province.
MG Rathvon McC. Tompkins, USMC, is named as his replacement.

15 -- GEN Westmoreland and AMB Bunker fly to Washington, D.C. for talks.

16 -- Hanoi Shipyard No. 2 bombed by jets from USS Coral Sea. First
time any Hanoi shipyard has been hit.

17 -- Elements of the 199th Lt Ir• Bde launch Operation STRIKE/
UNIONTOWN, a 30-day search-and-destroy operation in Bien Hoa
Province. (LOSSES: Frd: 34 KIA, 127 WIA; En: 100 KIA, 8 DET,
7 I1W, 1 C/S.)

RADM William H. House, USN, assumes the duties of and becomes
first Deputy Commander U. S. Naval Forces, Vietnam.

18 -- Korean civilian workers at CRB start two day riot over working
conditions..

SS Buchanan attacked and hit 19 times by RR and MG fire on* Long
Tau shipping channel 12 miles-northwest of Vung Tau. No US casual-
ties. Reaction forces kill 16 VC.

19 -- Two US correspondents release details and photos of a VC camp-
site, four miles inside Cambodia, discovered by them. Prince
Sihanouk later labels story fabrication.

23 -- Battle of Dak To, Hill 875 taken. (LOSSES: Frd: 325 KIA, 1, 137
WIA; En: 1,243 KIA.)

26 -- B-5Zs strike area just north of Mu Gia Pass, deepest B-52 penetra-
tion of NVN yet.

29 -- President Johnson announces SECDEF McNamara will resign to head
World Bank.

DECEMBER

I -- US military strength in RVI" 480, 000.
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I -- Elements of the l0lst Abn Bde launch Operation KLAMATH FALLS,
a 38-day search-and-destroy operation in Lam Dong, Binh Thuan
and Binh Tuy Provinces. (LOSSES: Frd: 28 KIA, 138 WIA; En:
156 KIA, 11 DET, 74 I/w, 3 C/S.)

2 -- PBR Mobile Base I arrives at Da Nang (ten PBRs follow on 5 Decem-
ber). Second time PBRs havs been located in I CTZ.

4 -- A squadron of 14 A7A, the new Corsair II aircraft, join the Vietnan"

conflict for the first time in a bombing raid over NVN.

USN Patrol Air Cushion Vehicles (PACV) return to Vietnam as

part of TF 117 (Mekong Delta Mobile Riverine Force). (These
vehicles were previously in RVN in 1966 as part of TF 115,
Coastal Surveillance Force (Ope:ation MARKET TIME).)

In its first major battle since becoming an integral part of the U.S.

Army/Navy Mobile Riverine Force, the 5th VNMC Battalion killed
234 Viet Cong and captured 8 prisoners in a single day of CORONADO
IX operations in Dinh Tuong and Kien Phong Provinces. VNMC lossesi

40 KIA, 103 WIA.

5-- Unknown number of inemy, suppo rted by 82mm mortar fire, attacles
Dak Son Village, two km NE of Song Be in Phuoc Long Province.
(LOSSES: Frd: 2 RF KIA, 4 RD killed, 108 civs killed, 3 RF WIA.
1 Sector Recon WIA, 4'RD wounded, 151 civs wounded, 400 civs
missing, 1, 382 refugees, 9 I/W; En: 5 KIA, 2 I/W.)

Official fixed-wing aircraft losses due to hostile action in RVN are

974; 759 of these occurred over NVN. Fixed-wing aircraft lost to
none-hostile actions total 841. Official helicopter losses due to
hostile action in RVN are 439; eight of these over NVN. Helicopterg
lost to non-hostile action total 740.

-- The Constituent Assembly is formally disbanded after the convening
of the first National Legislative Assembly.

8 -- The 3d Bde, TF, 10 lst ABn Div arrives in RVN. •

11 -- Mark II PBR combat patrols commence.
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I I. Senator C. H. Percy (R-Ill) caught in VC fire at Dak Song (III CTZ)
and evacuated to Song Be, while on inspection trip.

13 -- The command elements of the US Army's 101st Abn Div, commanded
by MG 0. M. Barsanti, USA, arrive in RVN in the largest and longest
aerial troop deployment in the history of modern warfare. US
troop strength in RVN surpasses number in Korean W'ar.

16 - President Thieu, at Bien Hoa, rules out acceptance of coalition
government that includes NLF.

-- Elements of the 199th Lt Inf Bde terminate Operation FAIRFAX, a
381-day search-and-destroy operation in Gia Dinh and Long An
Provinces, which commenced :n 30 Nov 66. (LOSSES: Frd: 118 KIA,
725 WIA, 30 1/W, 2 C/S; En: 1,043 KIA, 2, 529 DET, 40 RET, 321
1Wl, 5 C/S.)

17 -- Elements of the 25th Inf Div Launch Operation CAMDEN, a 14-day
search-and-destroy operation in Hau Nghia Province. (LOSSES:
Frd: 25 KIA, 118 WIA, I C/S; En: 101 KIA, 26 DET, 1 RET, 22
I/W, 2 C/S.)

20 -- The 100th and 101st MIG of the war downed near Hanoi.

-- Three SAMs fired at B-52 near DMZ.

21 -- Pan American World Airways indigenous employees go on strike for
30 percent wage increase.

The SS Seatrain Texas is mined at anchor in Nha Be River, 15 km
SE of Saigon. Proceeds under own power to Saigon.

22 -- Air America indigenous employees strike for 40 percent wage in-
crease.

-- LTG W. Momyer, COMUSAFV and CG 7AF promoted to General.

23 -- President Johnson makes a brief Christmas visit to US troops at
CRB.
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24 -- A 24-hour Christmas stand-down is observed from 241800H to
251800H. (At the end of the truce period a total of 46 major inci-
dents; i. e., casualties, and 78 minor incidents recorded. )

-- The 11th Lt Inf Bde arrives at Duc Pho in Quang Tin Province;
joins the Americal Division for future operations in I CTZ.

27 -- The 3d Bn, RAA arrives at Nui Dat, eight km NNE of Phuoc Le in
Phuoc Tuy Province from HMIAS Sydne lying off Vung Tau.

31 --- A 36-hour New Year's stand-down is observed from 311800H Dec 67
to 020600H Jan 68. (At the end of the truce period a total of 63
major incidents; i.e., casualties, and 107 minor incidents recorded. )

-- Total Chieu Hoi returnees for year is 27, 178 (compared to 20, 242
in 1966, a 34. 2 percent increase).

End-of-yea." US military strength is 486, 000 (320, 000 USA; 31, 000
USN; 78, 000 USMC; 56, 000 USAF; 1, 200 USCG). Enid-of-year I WMA
forces strength is: Australia--6,812; Korea--48,739; New Zealand--
516; Philippines--2, 020; Thailand--2, 205.

-- At end-of-year US casualties since I January 1961 are KIA: 16, 106;
WIA: 100,830; MIA 584; PWs: 231.
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ANNEX L--GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS

AA Antiaircraft
AAA Antiaircraft Artillery
AAFRES Air Force Regional Exchange System
AAS Automatic Addressing System
AATT Australian Army Training Team
AB Air Base
ABCC Airborne Communications Center
ABC Airborne Communication
ACofS Assistant Chief of Staff
ACM Army Commendation Medal
ACM Air Chief Marshal
ACR Armored Cavalry Regiment
ACS Air Commando Squadron
ACTIV Army Concept Team in Vietnam
ACW Air Commando Wing
AD Air Defense
AD Air Division
ADA Air Defense Artillery
AD• Ap Doi Moi (New Real Life Hamlet)
ADPS Automatic Data Processing System
ADP Automatic Data Processing
A & DSL Administrative and Direct Support Logistics

ADSID Air Deliverable Seismic Intrusion Detectors
AF Air Force
AFB Air Force Base
AFC Air Force Cross
AFC Armed Forces Council
AFD Armed Forces Directory
AFCM Air Force Commendation Medal
AFES Air Force Evaluation System (SEER)
AFGP Air Force Advisory Group
AFP Armed Forces of the Philippines
AFRS Armed Forces Radio Service
AFRTS Armed Forces Radio and Television Service
AFTF Air Force Task Force
AFV Australian Force, Vietnam
AFVN Air Force Vietnam
AG Adjutant General
AID Agency for International Development
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AIG Address Indicator Group
AIK Aide- in- Kind
AIRA Air Attache
AIRDEVRON EIGHT WPD Air Development Squadron Eight,

Western Pacific Detachment
AIT Advanced Individual Training
AKL Auxiliary Light Cargo Ship
ALC Area Logistical Command
AM Air Medal
AM Airmobile
AM Amplitude Modulated
AMB Ambassador
AMT Aerial Mail Terminals
AMEMIB American Embassy
AMCONGEN American Counsul General
AMCONSUL American Consulate
AMFES Army and Marine Fc,:ces Evaluati-)n System (SEER)
AMMC Aviation Materiel Management Center
ANGLICO Air & Naval Gunfire Liaison Company
ANZUS Australia, New Zealand and the United Statem
AO Area of Operations
AOA Amphibious Objective Area
APA Amphibious Assault Transport Ship
APB Barracks Ship
APC Armored Personnel Carrier
APL Barracks Barge
APO Army Post Office
APT Armor Piercing Tracer
AR Army Regulation
ARC American Red Cross
ARCOV US Army Combat Operations in Vietnam (Study Group)
ARDF Airborne Radiation Detection and Fixing
ARG/SLF Amphibious Ready Group/Special Landing Force
ARL Repair Ship
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency (OSD)
ARVN Army of the Republic of Vietnam
ASD/PA Assistant Secretary of Defense/Public Affairs
ASPB Assault Support Patrol Boat
ASL Authorized Stockage Lists
ASPB Armored Support Patrol Boat
ASR Available Supply Rate
ASW Antisubmarine Warfare
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ATC Armored Troop Carrier
ATF Amphibious Task Force
ATF Australian Task Force
AUS Australian
AUTODIN Automatic Digital Network
AUTOS EVOCOM Automatic Secure- Voice Communication
AW Automatic Weapons
AWOL Absent Without Leave
BAARINC Booze-Allen Applied Research, Inc.
BB Battleship
Bbl Barrel
BDA Bomb Damage Assessment
Bde Brigade
BEQ Barrack Enlisted Quarters
BG Brigadier General
BLT Battalion Landing Team
BM Boatswainmate
Bn Battalion
BOD Beneficial Occupancy Date
BOM Bill of Materials

'BOP Bill of Projects
BPO Budget Project Officer
BPO Base Post Office
BPS Balanced Pressure System
Br Branch
BSM Bronze Star Medal
CA Heavy Cruiser
CA Civil Affairs
CA Constitutent Assembly (RVN)
CAG .Civic Action Group
CAP Country Assistance Program
CARE Cooperation for American Relief Everywhere, Inc.
CAS Continental Air Service
CBS Columbia Broadcasting System
CCB Command Communication Boat
CCP Command Communication Post
CDEC Combined Documentation Exploitation Center
CE Communications Electronics
CEC Central Election Council
CENTREGSEATOFF Central Region SEATO Field Forces
CEP Circular Error Probable
CG Commanding General
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C&GSC Command and General Staff Course (RVNAF)
CHD Chieu Hoi Division
CHICOM Chinese Cdmmunist
CHNAVADGRP Chief, Naval Advisory Group.
CHJUSMACGPHIL Chief, Joint U.S.. Military Assistance Command

Group, Philippines
CIA Central Intp.iligence Agency
CICV Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam
CIDG Civilian Irregular Defense Group
CINCPAC Commander-in-Chief Pacific
CINCPACAF Commander-in-Chief Pacific Air Force
CINCPACFLT Commander- in- Chief Pacific Fleet
CINC 'ACREP Commander-in-Chief Pacific Representative
CINC •EPPHIL Commander- in- Chief Representative, Philippines
CINCUSARPAC Commander-in-Chief United States Army Pacific
CIP Commodities Import Program
CJATF Commander, Joint Amphibious Task Force
CJCS Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
CJGS Chief of the -Joint General Staff (RVNAF)
CLASSES OF SUPPLY
CLASS I Rations
CLASS II Clothing and Equipment
CLASS III POL
CLASS IV Organizational Equipment and Fortifications Material
CLASS V Ammunitions
CLASS VI Liquor
CM Court-Martial
CMD Capital Military'District
CMDR Commander
CMEC Combined Military Exploitation Center
CMIC Combined Military Interrogation Center
CNO Chief Naval Operations
COB Combat Operating Base
COC Combat Operations Center
CofS Chief of Staff
COL Colonel
COMNAVFORV Commander, Naval Forces, Vietnam
COMNAVFORUREP Commander, Naval Forces, Europe
COMNAVSUPPACT Commander Naval Support Activities
COMRIVFL.OTONE Commander, River Flotilla One
COMROKFV Commander, Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
COMSAT Commercial Communications Satellite Corporation
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COMSEC Communications Security
COMSEVENTHFLT Commander, Seventh Fleet
COMUSAFV Commander, United States Armed Forces, Vietnam
COMUSKOREA Commander, United States Forces, Korea
COMUSMACTHAI Commander, United States Military Assistance

Command, Thailand
COMUSMACV Commander, United States Military Assistance

Command, Vietnam
COMUSSEASIA Commander, US Forces, Southeast Asia
CONUS Continental United States
CORDS Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development

% COSVN Central Office for South Vietnam (VC)
CP Command Post
CPA Central Purchasing Authority
CRB Cam Ranh Bay
CRDC Central RD Council
CRID Capital ROK Infantry Division
CRSFF Central Region SEATO Field Force
CS A Riot Control Agent Type of Tear Gas
CSA Chief of Staff US Army
CSAF Chief of Staff US Air Forces
CSAS Common Services Airlift System
CSF Casualty Staging Flight
CSC Communications Satellite Corporation

•CTA Central Training Agency (RVNAF)
*CTC Control Training Command
CTF Commander Task Force
'CTG Commander Task Grcup
CTU Commander Task Unit
CTZ Corps Tactical Zone
CU-LD Common User-Long Distance
CVA Attack Carrier
CVS Anti-Submarine Aircraft Carrier
CWC Civilian War Casualty
CY Calendar Year
DA Department of the Army
DASC Direct Air Support Center
DCA Defense Communications Agency
DCG Deputy Commanding General
DCO Dial Central Office
DCO District Central Office
DCPG Defense Communications Planning Group
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DCS Defense Communications System
DD Department of Defense
DDR&E Director, Defense Research and Engineering (OSD)
DEF Defense
DEPAMB Deputy Ambassador
DEPCOMUSMACV Deputy Commander, United States Military Assistance

Command, Vietnam
DEPSECDEF Deputy Secretary of Defense
DER Radar Picket Destroyer Escort
DEROS Date Eligible to Return from Overseas
DET Detachment
DF Disposition Form
DFC Distinguished Flying Cross
DFS Defile System
DGNP Director General National Police
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency
DINS Director for Inspection Services
DMZ Demilitarized Zone
DOD Department of Defense
DOICC District Intelligence Coordination Center
DSA Deputy Senior Advisor
DSC Distinguished Service Cross
DSM Distinguished Service Medal
DST Destructor
DTA Division Tactical Area
DTG Date Time Group
DZ Drop Zone
E&E Escape and Evasion

ECM Electronic Countermeasures
ELINT Electronic Intelligence
EM Enlisted Man
EMBTEL Eknbassy Telegram
EOD Explosive Ordnance Demolition
EUSA Eighth United States Army

FAC Forward Air Controller
F&AO Finance & Accounting Office
FAR Forces Armees du Royaume (Laos)
FDC Fire Directional Center

FF Field Force
FFORCEV Field Force, Vietnam
FM Frequency Modulated
FMFPAC Fleet Marine Force, Pacific
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FO Forward Observer
FORLOGCMD Force Logistics Comrrmand
FOUO For Official- Use Only
FPO Fleet Post Office
FSB Fire Support Base
FSI Foreign Service Institute
FULRO United Front for the Struggle of Oppressed Races

(Frone Unifie de la L'vffe des Races Cpprjmne~s)
FUO Fever of Unknown Origin
FW Free World
FWA Free World Allies
FW(F)-FWM Free World (Forces)
FWMAF Free World Military Assistance Forces
FWMA(F) Free World Military Assistance (Fort-esj
FWMAO Free World Military Assistance Office
FY Fiscal Year
GAL Gallon
GOCI Ground Controlled Interception (Station)
GEN General
GM Gunners Mate
GNVN Government of North Vietnam
GNZ Government of New Zealand
GOA Government of Australia
GOK Government of Korea
GOP Government of the Philippines
GOS Government of Spain
GPW Provisions of the Geneva Convention Relating

to Prisoners of War
GVN Government of Vietnam

H&I Harassing and Interdiction Fires
HE High Explosives
HELOSID Helicopter Deliverable Seismic Intrusiun Detectors
HES Hamlet Evaluation System
HKG Government of Hong Kong
HMAS Her Majesty's Australian Ship

HMG Her Majesty's Government
HQ Headquarters
ICC International Control Commission
ICC Inventory Control Center
ICEX Infrastructure Intelligence Coordination and

Explanation
ICRC International Committee of the Red Cross
ICTZ First Corps Tactical Zone
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ID Identification
MDG5S Initial Defense Communications Satellite System
IFS Inshore Fire Support Ship
IG Inspector General
liD Infrared Intrusion Detectors
IOC Initial Occupational Capability
INTBUL Intelligence Bulletin
INTSUM Intelligence Summary
IPC Irregular Practices Committee
IR Infrared
IRHA Injuries Resulting from Hostile Action
ISA Internal Security Affairs
ISC Infiltration Surveillance Center
IWCS Integrated Wideband Communications System•

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff
JCSb.' Joint Service Commendation Medal
JGS Joint General Staff (RVNAF)
JPG Joint US Planning Group
JPRC Joinb Personnel Recovery Center
JSOP Joint Strategic Objectives Plan
JTD Joint Table of Distribution
JTF Joint Task Force
JUSMAAG Joint US Military Assistance Advisory Group
JUSMAGPHIL Joint US Military Advisory Group, Philippines
JUSPAO Joint US Public Affairs Office
JUWTF Joint Unconventional Warfare Task Force
KIA Killed in Action
LF Low Frequency
LRP Long Range Patrol
LRRP Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol
LSIL Infantry Landing Ship, Large
LSM Medium Landing Ship
LSMR Landing Ship Medium Rocket
LSSL Support Landing Ship, Large
LST Landing Ship Tank
LTC Lieutenant Colonel
LTG Lieutenant General
LZ Landing Zone
MA Military Assistance
MA-6G Military Assistance Advisory Group
MAB Marine Amphibious Base
MAC Military Airlift Command
MACAG Adjutant General, Hqs MACV
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MACCH Chaplain, Hqs MACV
MACCO Comptroller, Hqs MACV
MACCOC Combat Operations Center, Hqs MACV
MACCORDS Military Assistance Command Civil Operations

and Revolutionary Development Support
MACCD Milita ry As sistance Command Const ruction Di recto rat e
MACEVAL Operations Research/Systems Analysis, Hqs MACV
MACFWMAO Free World Military Assistance Office, Hqs MACV
MACJA MACJ Judge Advocate
MACJ# Military Assistance Staff Section (#)
MACJOIR Deputy to COMUSMACV for CORDS
MACJOO COMUSMACV
MACMD Hqs USMACV Surgeon
MACMA Office of Assistant CufS for Military Assistance
MACOI Office of Information, Hqs MACV
MACONOMY MACV Economy Program
MACORDS Asst Chief of Staff for Civil Operations and Revolu-

tionary Development Support, Hqs MACV
MACSA Science Advisors
MACSOC Studies and Observation Group, Hqs MACV
MACTHAI Military Assistance Command, Thailand
MACV Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
MACVIG Military Assistance Command, Vietnam,

Inspector General
MACVSA Science Advisor, Hqs MACV
MAF Marine Amphibious Force
MASF Military Assistance Service Funding
MAT Mobile Advisory Team
MALT Mobile Advisory Logistics Team
MARS Military Affiliatte Radio Station
MA.W Marine Air Wing
MBA Military Base Agreement
MBF Military Banking Facility
MC Medical Corps
MCA Military Construction, Army.
MCI Army Meal Combat Individual
MCM Mine Countermeasures Measures
MDMRF Mekong Delta Mobile Riverine Force
MDMAF Plekong Delta Mobile Afloat Force
M EDCAP Medical Civic Action Program
MF Main Force
MFR Memorandum for Record
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M.iH Medal if Honor
MHB Military History Branch, Hqs MACV
MHE Materials Handling Equipment
MIA Messing in Action
MICH Minister of Information and Chieu Hoi
MILCAP Military Civic Action Program
MILCON Military Construction
* MIllAP Military Public Health Assistance Program
MILPHAP Military Provincial Hospital Augmentation

Program (Changed Oct 66 to Military Provincial
Health Assistance Prog ram)

MIP Motivation Indoctrination Program
NMIUW Mobile Inshore Undersea Warfare
MLG Mission Liaison Group
MLMS Motor Launch Minesweeper
MOD Ministry of Defense
MOFA Minister of Financial Affairs
MOH Minister of Health
MOI Methods of Instruction
MONEVAL Monthly Evaluation Report (Hqs USMACV)
MOOSE Move out of Saigon Expeditiously (Project)
MP Military Police
MPC Military Payment Certificate

% MR Military Region
MRB Mobile Riverine Base
MRC Mobile Riverine Command
MRD Ministry of Revolutionary Developmeht
MRF Mobile Riverine Force
MSB Minesweeping B~at
MSC Coastal Minesweeper
MSO Ocean Mine sweeper
MSTS Military Sea Transport Service
MSWR Ministry of Social Welfare Refugees
MTT Mobile Training Teams
N&MCM Navy and Marine Corps Medal
NAF Non-appropriated Funds
NAVADVGP Naval Advisory Group
NAVCOMMSTA Naval Communication Station
NAVFORV Naval Forces Vietnam
NAVSUPPACT Naval Support Activity
NBI Non-Battle Injuries
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NC Navy Cross
NCB Naval Construction Brigade
NCM Navy Commendation Medal

NCO Non-Commissioned Officer
NCR Naval Construction Regiment
NDC National Defense College

NE Northeast

NGF Naval Gunfire

NGFS Naval Gunfire Support
NIC National Interrogation Center
NKP Nakhon Phanom

* NLC National Legislative Council

NLF National Liberation Front
NLFSVN National Liberation Front of South Vietnam

NMCB Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
NMCC National Military Command Center (DOD)

NOD/MR Night Observation Device/Mediurn Range
NOK Next of Kin

NORM Non-Operationally Ready Mkintenance
NORS Non-Operationally Ready Supply
NP National Police

NPA National Priority Area
NPF National Police Force
NPFF National Police Field Force
NSAM National Security Action Memorandum

NSA/NAVSUPPACT Naval Support Activity
NSC Naval Supply Center

z! NTC National Training Center
NVA North Vietnamese Army

NVN North Vietnam or North Vietnamnes e

NVNAF North Vietnamese Air Force
NVNG North Vietnamese Government
"NVNN North Vietnamese Navy
NW Northwest
NZ New Zealand

NZA New Zealand Army

NZN New Zealand Navy
OA Objective Area

OASD Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defe!nse
OASD/SA Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

Science Advisor
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OCO Office of Civil Operation
OCS Officer Candidate School
OIC Officer-in-Charge
OICC Officer-in-Charge of Construction (USN)
OJT On-the-job Training
O&M Operation and Maintenance
OMA Operation and Maintenance Appropriation
OP Observation Post
OPCON Operational Control
OPLAN Operations Plans
OPNS Operations
OR Operational Readiness
OSA Office of the Special Assistant (US Embassy)
OSA Office of Special Assistants
OSA Operations Systems Analysis Office
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense

OSI Office of Special Investigations (USAF)
PAC Pacific
PACAF Pacific Air Force
PACOM Pacific Command

"PACV Patrol Air Cushion Boat
PAF Philippine Air Force
PAL Philippine Airlines
PARASOL Paratrooper School
PBR River Patrol Boat
PC Patrol Craft
PCAB Philippine Civil Aeronautics Board
PCC Postal Concentration Center
PCE Escort Patrol Craft
PCF Patrol Craft, Fast
PCS Permanent Change of Station
PDO Property Disposal Office
PECWG Piaster Expenditure Control Working Group
PF Popular Forces (RVNAF)
PFF Police Field Force
PG Patrol Gunboat (USN)
PGM Patrol Gunboat, Medium (VNN)
PH Purple Heart
PHIL Philippine
PH1LC,.G(V) Philippine Civic Action Group, Vitnam
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PHILG Philippine Government
PIC Provincial Interrogation Center
PICC Provincial Intelligence Coordination Ce..
PL Pathlet Lao (Laos)
PLL Prescribed Laos or Prescribed Loast L;st
PMDL Provisional Military Demarcation Line
PN Philippine Navy
POD Port of Debarkation
POI Program of Instruction
POL Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants
POLAD Political Advisor
POM Preparation for Overseas Movement (Units)
POV Privately Owned Vehicle
PRAISE Program Review and Analysis Improvement Sy.-•Li•
PROVN Pacification and Long Term Development of

Vietnam (DA Study)(S)
PRP Peoples' Revolutionary Party (Co'innuoir)
PSD Public Safety Division
PT Boat
PW Prisoner of War
PSA Province Senior Advisors
PSYQP Psychological Operations
PSYWAR Psychological Warfare
P&T Postes et Telecommunication (GVN)
PX Post Exchange
QM Quartermaster Corps
QTR Quarter
RAA Royal Australian Army
RAAF Royal Australian Air Force
RAD River Assault Division
RAG River Assault Group
RAN Royal Australian Navy
RAR Royal Australian Regiment
RAS River Assault Squadron
RC Reserve Constabulary
RC Rural Construction
RCT Regimental Combat Team
R&D Research and Development
RD R~evolutionary Development
RDC Revolutionary Development Cadre
RDMTT Revolutionary Development Mobile Training Tean,,,'
RDPG Revolutionary Development People's Group
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RDSD Revolutionary Development Support Directorate,
Hqs USMACV

REFCOTT Regional Forces Company Training Team
R EOT R e gim ent
P F Regional Force (RVNAF)
RF/PF Regional Forces/Popular Forces
"RLA Royal Laotian Army
"RLAF Royal Laotian Air Force
RLG Royal Laotian Government
RLT Regimental Landing Team
RMK- BRJ Raymond-Morrison- Knuds en/B rown- Root- James

(Civilian Construction Firm)
RlZAF Royal New Zealand Air Force
ROC Republic of China
ROE Rules of Engagement
ROK Republic of Korea
ROKA Republic of Korea Army
ROKAF(V) Republic of Korea Air Force (Vietnam)
ROKFV, Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
ROKG Republic of Korea Government
ROKMC Republic of Korea Marine Corps
RP Route Package
R. P. Republic of the Philippines
RPC River Patrol Craft
RR Recoilless Rifle
R&R Rest and Recuperation
RSR Required Supply Rate
RSSZ Rung Sat Special Zone
RT ROLLING THUNDER
RTA Royal Thai Army

RTAFB Royal Thai Air Force Base

RTAVR Royal Thai Volunteer Regiment

RTF Reconnaissance Task Force
RTFVN Royal Thai Forces, Vietnam

RTEG River Transport Escort Group
RTG Royal Thai Government
RTN Royal Thai Navy
RVN Republic of Vietnam

RVN•AF Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
RVNR Vietnam Regioral Exchange
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SA Senior Advisor
SA Small Arms
SAC Strategic Air Command
SAFE Selected Areas for Evasion
SAM Surface-to-Air Missile
SAM E Senior Advisor's Monthly Evaluation
SAR Sea-Air-Rescue

SAS Special Air Service
SATCOM Satellite Communications

S&D Search and Destroy
SCR Special .Commissariat of Refugees
SD State Department
SE Southeast
SEA Southeast Asia
SEACOORD Southeast Asia Coordinating Committee
SEAL Sea, Air, and Land
S EASIA Southeast Asia
SEATO Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
SEAWBS Southeast Asia Wideband System
SECARMY Secretary of the Army
SECDEF Secretary of Defense
SECNAV Secretary of the Navy
SECSTATE Secretary of State
SEER System for Evaluating the Effectiveness of RVNAF
SEPLS Saigon Electric Power Loop System
SEVENTHFLT Seventh Fleet
SF Special Forces
SFF SEATO Field Forces
SFG Special Forces Group
SIP Special Interdiction Points
SJA Staff Judge Advocate
SJS Secretary Joint Staff
SLAM Seeking, Locating, Annihilating, and Maintaining

the Area free of the Enemy

SLF Special Landing Force
SLR Side- Looking Radar
SM Soldier's Medal
SMA Senior Marine Advisor
SMH Service to Military Hospitals (ARC)
SMI Service to Milita.ry Installations (ARC)
SOG Studies and Observation Group
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SOP Standing Operating Procedure
SP Self-Propelled
SP Specialist
SPOS Strong Point Obstacle System
SQ Squadron
SRAO Supplemental Recreation Activities (ARC)
SS Silver Star
SSZ Specialized Strike Zones
SSZ Special Strike Zone
STOL Take-Off and .Landing
STON Short Tons (2, 000 ibs)
STRATCOM Strategical Command
STYX Russian Missile
SUSREP Senior United States Representative
SVN South Vietnam (preferably RVN)
SW Southwest
SYNCOM Synchronous Communications Satellite
TAC/AFSC Tactical Air Command/Air Force Systems Command
TACAN Tactical Air Navigation
TACC Tactical Air Control Center
TAOR Tactical Area of Responsibility
TCW Troop Carrier Wing
TD Table of Distribution
TDY Temporary Duty
T ET Lunar New Year Holiday

TF Task Force
TFA Task Force Alpha

TFES Territorial Force Evaluation System
TFS Tactical Fighter Squadron
TMA Traffic Management Agency
TNT Explosive
TOC Tactical Operations Center
TOkE Table of Organization and Equipment
TOT Time on Target
TRSR Theater Required Supply Rate
TSL Top Secret Limited Distribution
TSN Tan Son Nhut (Air Base)
TV Television
TW Trial Watcher
U Unclassified
UAL ',it. Allowance List
UAR United Arab Republic
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UBA United Buddhist Association
UCMJ Uniform Code of Military Justice
UPI United Press Internatimnal
UDT Underwater Demolitic, Team
UE Unit Equipment
UK United Kingdom
UKX iB United Kingdom Embassy
US United States
USA United States Army
USAAD United States Army Advisory Detachment
USAAG United States Army Advisory Group
USAF United States Air Force
USAHAC United States Army Headquarters Area Command
USAID United States Agency for International Development

(United States Operations Mission, USOM, prior to
1966)

USAIRA United States Air Attache
USARMA United States Army Attache
USAMC United States Army Materiel Command
TJSARJ United States Army Japan
USARPAC United States Army Pacific
USARPAV US Army Procurement Agency, Vietnam
USASF Uniited States Army Special Forces
USCO United States Coast Guard
USCGC United States Coast'Guard Cutter
USD Unattended Seismic Detector
USDAO United States Defense Attache Office
USFJ United States Forces, Japan
USFK United States Forces, Korea
USG United States Government
USIA United States Intelligence Agency
USIS United States Information Service
USMACTHAI United States Military Assistance Command, Thailand
USMACV United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
USMC United States Marine Corps
USN United States Navy
USNAVFORV United States Naval Forces, Vietnam
USNS United States Navy Ship
USO United Services Organ•ization
USOM United States Oversaas Mission
USPOL US Petroleum Oil Lubricants
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USTDC United States Taiwan Defense Command
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republic
VAMP Vietnamese Ammunition Monthly Program
VBF Vietnamese Buddhist Forces
VC Viet Cong
VCI Viet Cong Infrastructure
VFM Vice Foreign Ministers
VIP Very Important Person
VIS Vietnamese Information Service
VMAC Vietnamese Military Airlift Command
VN Vietnam or Vietnamese

VNAF Republic of Vietnam Air Force
VNMC Vietnamese Marine Corps
VNN Republic of Vietnam Navy
VNMA Vietnamese National Military Academy
VNQDD Vietnamese Nationalist Group
VNRS Vietnamese National Railway System
VP Patrol Squadron
VR Visual Reconnaissance
VT Variable Time
VTP Vietnamese Telecommunications -Patrol
WAAPM Wide Area Antipersonnel Mine
WBLC Waterborne Logistic Craft
WESTPAC Western Pacific (CINCPAC area of responsibility

west of 160
0

E)
WHEC USCG High Eidurance Cutter
WIA Wounded in Action
WPB Coast Guard Patrol Boat
WZ War Zone
YFNB Large Covered Lighter (Repair Barge)
YOG Yard Oiler
YR Repair Barge
YTB Lage Harbor Tugs
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INDEX

A

Accidental Delivery of Ordnance, 456, 457
Acoustic Sensor System

OR-8, 874
TNS-3, 874
TNS- 9, 874

Acoustical Ground Fire Detector, 869
Active Metal Detection System (AMDS), 872
Activities Cost Index, DOD, 1042
Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA), 861, 864
Advisory Effort

ARVN, 236
VNAF, 237, 238
VNMC-, 241
VNN, 241

Agent Radio, 888
Aid

Agreement on China's Economic & Technical Assistance to Vietnam. 22
Peking, 21
Soviet, 19, 20

Airborne Personnel.Detector (APD or SNIFFER), 868, 869
Aircraft

A- 6A, 447, 449
AC-47 (SPOOKY), 416, 417, 871
AH-1G, 449, 884
A-IE, 871, 878
A-26, 879
B-52, 399

Flights over Laos, 405, 433, 435, 441, 442, 443, 451
Increased Employment, 403
QUICK RUN, 404, 409
Sortie Rates, 401, 404, 405, 407
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Aircraft (Continued)
C-SA, 415
C-4A, 415
C-123, 413
C-130, 414, 871
C-141, 415
CH-3C, 417, 421, 448, 449
CH-46, 878
F-4, 456, 879
F-100, 401, 449, 879
F-1I05, 401

GUNS-IP 1E, 871
KC-135, 405
MIG- 15, 31
MIG- 17, 33
MIG- 19. 21
MIG-2 1, 21, 33
NP-24, 872
0-1, 884
OH-6, 884
OH-13, 884
PSYWAR C-47, 417
Quiet Aircraft (QT-2 PC) 870, 871
RB-57, 873
T-28, 438, 439
UH-1, 417, 418, 421, 428, 878

Bombers, 31
Inventory, 399

f y Service, 400
Air Cushion Vehicle (ACV), 885, 886
Air refense, North Vietnam, 31, 455, 456
Airfields

Capability of, 707
Security, 415

Air Forces, Naval, 491, 499
Air Force Systenms Command Liaison Officer, 864
Air Force Test Unit, Vietnam (AFTTU-V), 861, 864
Airlift, 414

Air Movement 884, 885
Air Operations, 399

In-Country, 400
Out-of-Country, 422
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Air Support (Additional), Tapan, 769
Air Supported Anti-Infiltration System, Description of, 1102
Air Support Requirements, 1106
Ambassador Bunker, 584, 585, 639, 640, 695, 933

US, 565, 566, 568, 585, 587, 1036, 1043, 1046, 1056
American Red Cross, 945
Amphibious Ready Group/Special Landing Force (ARG/SLF), 367, 369, 462
Anderson AFB, Guam, 403, 405, 443
ANNIE OAKLEY, 874
AN/PPS-4 (.MTI Radar), 869
AN/PRC-25 (Radio), 868
APS-94 (Side-Looking Radar) (SLR), 873
APO-102A (Side Looking Radar) (SLR), 873
APQ-102B (Side Looking Radar) (SLR), 873
ARC LIGHT, 401, 402, 404, 405, 406, 409, 430, 433, 434, 437, 441 442

443, 450
Effectiveness, 451, 452, 453, 456, 457

Area Denial, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882
Area Weapons, 882, 883
Areas, VC/NVA Base, 68
Armed Forces Radio & Television Service (AFRTS), 776, 790
Armed Propaganda Teams, 681
Armored 'Vehicles•

APC & Tank Replacement Program 10, 11, 730

ARVN, 196
Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV), 861, 864, 866, 868, 869, 871, 878
ARIPA Research & Development Field Unit, Vietnam (ARPS-RDFU-V), 642,

643, 644, 861, 862, 866
ArtfUery, Reduction of Ammo Expenditure, 749, 750
Artillery/Mortar/Rocket Countermeasures, 873, 874, 875
Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN), 779, 785
Automatic Secure Voice Communications (AUTOSEVOCOM), 779, 785
Awards and Decorations, 898

B-52 -
BIG IRON BIRD, 875, 876
Strike Campaign, 633

BACK PORCH, 775, 784
BARREL ROLL, 438, 439, 440, 448
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Barrier, Anti-Infiltration (ANNEX A), 1069
Base Development, Improvement of Airfields, Base Camps, POL

Facilities, 844, 845
Battle, Enemy Order of, 56
Battlefield Illumination Airborne System (BIAS), 871
Battles

of Con Thien, 361
of Dak To, 378
of Iron Triangle, 386, 387
of Loc Ninh, 392
of Song Be, 392
of War Zone C, 387, 388

Battleship, 489
Beehive Ammunition, 883

Definition of, 750
Effectiveness, 751, 752, 7 3
Restriction on Use, 753

Beer Cans, 688

Bham, Y, 1130, 1131
Bien Hoa, 417
Binh Thuy, 417
'Bombs

BLU-3 (Submunition used in Cluster Bomb Unit), 404, 882
BLU-26 (Submunition used in Cluster Bomb Unit), 883
BLU-36 (Submunition used ;ii Cluster Bomb Unit), 882
BLU-5Z (750 lb Bomb Container to Dispense CS- 1 or CS-2), 879
CBU-3, Cluster Bomb, 882
CBU- 14, Cluster Bomb, 882

"* CBU-Z4, Cluster Bomb, 883
E-8 Launcher (for launching E-23 Skittering Cartridges which

Emit CS), 879
E- 158 Cluster (50 lb Cluster of 8 Modules containing 33 E-49

Skittering Grenades emitting CS, designed to be dropped from
helicopters), 879

MK-36 Destructor (Air-Delivered, Magnetically Influenced Mine), 877
BLUE TREE, 425 43 6

,
Bolton, Dormnely, P, BG, 234
Bombing, NVN, 28
Brezhnev, Soviet Party Secretary, 50
Bunker, Fllsworth, 584, 585, 639, 640, 695, 1036, 1043, 1046, 1056
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c

Cambodia, 412, 444
ICC, 41
Infiltration through, 39
Port of Ream, 39
PSYWAR Campaign, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668, 669
Rice, 105
Sihanoukville, 39, 40
Sihancuk, Prince, 40, 49
"Sihariouk Trail," 39

CAMEL PATH, 668, 669
Cam Lo Valley, Infiltration, 34
Campaign Against NVN, 657, 663, 664
Cam Ranh Bay, 414
Carrier Strike Force (TF-77), 491-499
Casualty Estimate Study, 1025
Categories of Operations, 349, 350
CCK, (Taipei), 405
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, 236
Chaplains, 943
CHICOM, 21, 22, 23
"Chieu Hoi, 633, 636, 640, 643, 648, 656, 674, 677, 678, 679, 680,

681, 682, 683, 686
Fall Chieu Ho'i Campaign, 685
Kit Carson Scouts-, 573, 574, 581, 594, 596, 597, 599, 600, 602
Program, 677, 678, 679, 680, 681,. 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687

Chinh, Truong, 13
CHOPSTICK, Project, 1029
Christmas Truce, 459
Chronology, 1255
Cigarettes, 688
CINCPAC, 863, 864, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1045, 1050
Civic Action Programs, 690, 691, 692, 693, 694, 695
Civilian Casualties, 1115

Hospitals, 1116
Causes, Friendly, 1121

Civilianization, 148, 149
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Class I Supply
Objectives, 724
Refrigeration, 724
Shortages, 724

Class II and IV Supply, Status of in 1967, 729
Class III Supply, Progress During 1967, 744, 746

Class V Supply, Control of,.746-750
Co, Nguyen H., 1157-1158
Coastal Groups (VNN), 502
Coastal Surveillance Force, 463, 501
Coast Guard, US, 463, 466
Collection, Tax, VC, 104
Combat Skyspot (MSQ-77), Radar, 402, 410, 440, 441, 453
Combat Support Troops, Reduction of, 713
COMBAT TRAP, 885
Combined Campaign Plan, 1967, 317
Command and Control, 121

7AF, 127
IIFFORCEV, 128
II FFORCEV, 128

III MAF, 127
5th SFG, 129 '
NAVFORV, 126
PACOM, 121
USAR V,' 12 5
USMACV, 124

Command & General Staff College, 180, 182
Commanders and Principal Staff Officers, 1207
Commissary System, RVNAF, 171, 176
COMMANDO LAVA, 880
Communications, 775

AFRTS, 776, 790
Automatic Digital Network, 779, 785
Automatic Secure Voice Communications, 779, 785, 788
BACK PORCH, 775, 784
CROSS BOW, 775, 784
Dial Central Offices, 779
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Communications (Continued)
Integrated Wldeband Communications System, 775, 779, 784
JENNY, Project, 794
Long- Lines Systems, 784
Military Affiliate Radio Systems, 776, 795
Project 439L, 775
Satellite 776, 780
Secure Voice Systems, 779
Southeast Asia Wideband System, 776
SOUTHERN TOLL, 775, 784
Submarine Cable, 775, 780
SYNCON, 776, 780, 784
TALK QUICK, 788
Telephone Systems, 785
Vietnamese Telecommunications Panel, 776, 794
WETWASH, 775, 784

VC, 106
COMPASS EAGLE Development Teams, 872, 873
Comptroller, MACV, 1046, 1050, 1060
COMUSSEASIA Plans, 10Zl
Constituent Assembly, 1142
Constitution, 1143

Preamble, 1168
Basic Provisions, 1168
Rights to Duties of Citizens, 1169
National Assembly, 1173
Lower House, 1174
Upper House, 1174

Guarantees for Representatives and Senators, 1175
Authority of the National Assembly, 1176
Legislative Procedures, 1177
Regulations, 1179
Executive, 1180
Local Administration, 1184
Judiciary, 1185
Supreme Court, 1186
Special Court, 1187
Inspectorate, 1188
Armed Forces Council, '189
Culture & Education Council, 1189
Economic & Social Ccnnril, 1190
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ConstituLion (Continued)
Ethnic Council, 1191
Political Parties & Opposition, 1191
Amending the Constitution, 1192
Transitional Provisions, 1192

Construction Directorate, Establishment of, 840
Construction Funds, Status of, 843
Construction Program

Early Status, 839
Need for Centralized Control, 840

Contingency Plans, 1021
COMUSSEASIA, 1021
COMUSMACV, 1021
SEATO, 1021
SOFT SOAP, 1027

Contract Laundries, Location of, 755
Contractors

Construction, Status of, 840, 841
Disposition of Assets, 841
Planned Phaseout, 841
Retention of Until October 1968, 842
I Corps Tactical Zone, Logistic Support Requirements, 711

CORDS, 1161

CORDS/USAID, 1132
GOSVN, 81, 87, 106, 647
CORONADO, Operation, 483
Corruption, 1157- 1160
Counter-mortar, 136

Radar, 418
Critical Ground Munitions

Definition of, 746
Status of, 747

CROSS BOW, 775, 784
CRYSTAL BALL, Project, 1025
CS, 458, 879
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Dairy Services, Expansion of, 1966/67, 756, 757
DDR&E (Director of Defense Research & Engineering), 866, 867, 870. 874

Defense
Against Rocket and Mortar Attacks, Action Taken in II FFORCEV, 10n6
Against Rocket, Mortar and Artillery Fire, 999

Defoliation and Rome Plow, 880. 881
He rbicide, 410
Rules of Engagement, 412, 413, 443

DEPCOMUSMACV, Z33
Dependent Housing, RVNAF, 171, 177
Desertions, RVNAF,. 173
Destructor, 115A, 877
Dial Central Offices (DCO), 779
Diem, Ngo Dinh, 560
Digital Message Entry System (DMES), 888
Directorate of Tactical Analysis (DOA), 865
Directorate of Requirements (DPLR), 864
Discipline, Law and Order, 948
DMZ, 352, 353, 359

Infiltration, 34
Doan Ket, 675, 676, 677, 685, 686
DOD/AID Realignment,

Additional Spaces Required, Task Force Estalblished, 722
Programs and Services Supported, 721

Dong, Pham Van, Prime Minister, 13
Dong Tam (Baseý, 479
DORSAL FIN, 444, 445
Downward Looking Infrared (DLIR), 873
DRAG HUNT, Project, 1029
Drone Minesweeping Boat, 886
Duds, 884
DUMP TRUCK (nickname), 448, 1087
Dung, Van Tien, General, 14, 31
DYE MARKER, 363, 433, 1069

Background of , 1070
Command Structure, 1100
Project Manager, 1083, 1084
Reorganization of, 1097
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Economic, Z6
Effectiveness, RVNAF, 170, 191, 200, 203
Elections, National, 1147- 1154
Electric Power System of Saigon, Security of, 997
Enemy

Hqs MR-4, 386
Hqs MR-6, 338, 339
Hqs COSVN, 387
Hqs B-3 Front, 377, 378
Reaction, 647, 671, 672, 673
Units
(NVA)

1st NVA Div, 56, 80, 386
2nd NVA Div, 50, 75, 366
3rd NVA Div, 50, 75, 80
5th NVA Div, 50, 75, 76, 80, 379
1Oth NVA Div, 8b
304th NVA Div, 18, 29
308th NVA Div, 29
31Zth NVA Div, 29
316th NVA Div, 31
320th NVA Div, Z9
324th NVA Div, 18, 29, 56, 356

3Z5th NVA Div, Z9
330th NVA Div, 29
341st NVA Div, 18, 29
350th NVA Div, Z9
360th NVA Div, 18
18th NVA Regt, 372, 379
21st NVA Regt, 366
22nd NVA Regt, 372
24th NVA Regt, 378
31st NVA Regt, 359
32nd NVA Regt, 359
88thN•VA Regt, 392
95th NVA Regt, 379
148th NVA Indep Regt, 31
165th NVA Regt, 81
202nd NVA Regt, 29
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Enemy Units (Continued)

203rd NVA Armored Regt, 29
244th NVA Indep Regt, 31
246thNVA Indep Regt, 29
248th NVA;Indep Regt, 31
Z70th NVA Indep Regt, 29
305th NVA Abn Bde, 29
335th NVA Inf Bde, 31
338th NVA Inf Bde, 29
716th NVA Regt, 370
812thNVA Regt, 358, 359(VC)
5th VC Div, 68, 75, 106
9th VC Div, 75, 386
165th VC Regt, 386
273rd VC Regt,' 393
274th VC Regt, 68
409th VC Sapper Bn, 56
K-90 VC Sapper Co. 56

Engineer Construction Assets, Status of, 842
Enoul, Sham, 1128
Entertainment, 907
European, East, 19

_F

FAC Cameras, 874
Firding the Enemy, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 873
Firearms, Control and Collection of, 1024
FIREVATCH, 874, 875
Flanagan Study, 227, 230

Flechette Weapons, 883
Floating Artillery Platforms, 886
Force

North Vietnam Army (NVA), 53, 54
VC Irregular, 53, 54
VC Local, 53, 54
VC Main, 53, 54
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Force Levels, RVNAF, 184
Forrestal, USS (CVA-59), 499
Forward Looking Infrared System (FLIR), 872
Fragroacord, 877
FRANTIC GOAT, 664
Fuel-Air Explosive Weapon, 883
Fulro, Montagnard, 1127g 1128
FWMAF

General, 247
Australian, 248, 392
New Zealand, 253
Republic of China, 280
Republic of Korea, 255
Republic of the Philippines, 277
Thail-nd, ?.66

Friendly For'ces
SRVN)
1st Inf Div, 367
2nd Ini Div, 267.
5th Inf Div, 393
7th mif Div, 394
9'th Tnf Div, 3Q4
10th Inf Div, 391
21st lnf Div, 394, 398
22nd Inf Div, 374
An Dan Bde, 396
lst Regt, 367
4th Regt, 366
31st Regt, 395
33rd Regt, 395
40th Regt, 372
46th Regt, 396
Marine Units, 373, 383, 387, 396, 397
Ranger Units, 366, 383, 388, 395
417th VNAF Sq, 416, 417
(ROK)
Capitol Div, 379
9th Div, 256, 379
2nd Marine Bde, 366
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Friendly Forces (Continued)
Thai (Queen Cobra) Regt, 392

(UsA_
Amerlcal Div, 356, 366
Ist Cav Div (AM), 338, 372
lst Bde, Ist Cav Div, 374
2nd Bde, Ist Cav Div, 374
3rd Bde, 1st Cav Div, 374
Ist Inf Div, 341, 386, 888
2nd Airrnobile Div, 137
4th Inf Div, 371, 375, 388
3rd Bde, 4th Lnf Div. 341
9th Inf Div, 340, 390. 689, 868
25th Inf Div, 341, 386
1st Bde, 25th Inf Div, 385, 391, 396
2nd Bde, Z5th Inf Div, 385, 391
3rd Bde, 25th Inf Div, 336, 372, 391
101st Abn Div, 138, 144, 154
1st Bde, 101st Abn Div, 341
11th Inf Bde, 147, 153, 154, 341
173rd Abn Bde, 340
196th Inf Bde, 336
198th Wi Bde, 340
199th Inf Bde, 383
1Ith ACR, 386
5th SFG, 866
1st Log Comd, 713
134th AHC, 421, 422
7th Air Force, 405, 414, 415, 416, 417, 420, 440, 446, 448, 449, 451, 452,

453, 454, 455, 459, 668,669, 863, 864, 866, 878
3rd Air Dlv (SAC), 409
834th Air Div, 414
9th Air Commando Sq, 641
4th PSYOP Gp, 642
6th PSYOP Bn, 633, 641, 646
III MAF, 687, 863, 868, 878
1st Mar Div, 362
3rd Mar Div, 356
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Friendly Forces (Continued)
lot Mar Regt, 370
3rd Mar Regt, 358
4th Mar Eegt, 363
5th Mar Regt, 364
7th Mar Regt, 370
9th'Mar Regt, 360
26th Mar Regt, 363, 369
9th MAB, 368

Front, B-3, 18, 80, 112
Front, National Liberation (NLF), 18, 44, 48, 49, 50
Front, Western Highlands, 18

GAME WARDEN, 461, 469
Giap, General Vo Nguyen, 13, 14, 44, 45, 70, 73, 74
Gravel (Xyv-27), 878, 879, 882
Ground Operational ELINT System (GOES), 869
Ground LOCs, Status of, 708
GVN, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132

Budget, 1056-1059

_H

Haiphong, 24, 109, 110
Hanh, Governor, 933, 1037
Hanoi, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 54, 70, 71,

73, 109
Headquarters, DMZ Front, 18
Helgoland, 1115
Helicopters

Landing Pad, 885
Shortages, 421
Use of, 420! Herbicides

Problems, 729
Requirements, 411
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Highways
Land Clearing Along Right-of-Way, 764
Program for Maintenance and Upgrading, 763
Security and Restoration.of, 762
Statistics for 1966/67, 765
Status of, 762, 763

Hoi Chanhs, 643, 644, 645, 657, 677, 678, 681, 682, 684, 685, 687
Ho Chi Minh, 647
Hospitals

Causes of Admissions, 800, 801
Days Lost as a Result of Hospitalization, 802
Increase in Admissions (1967), 799

Hospital Ship, 462
HOT TIP, 875
House

Lower, 1131
Upper, 1131

Hung, Pharn, Vice-Premier, NVN, 23
Huong, Tran Van, 1136

ICC, 446
ICEX (See Infrastructure)
ICRC, 683, 684
Il-Kwon, Chung, Prime Minister, South Korea, 23
ILLINOIS CITY, Nickname, 1082
Illnesses, Infiltration, 38, 51
Il-Song, Kim, Premier, North Korea, 23
Import Program, 1035
Indemnification, 691
Infiltration, 34
Infiltration Surveillance Center, 1107
Inspector General, 244
Integrated Wideband Communications System (INCS), 775, 776, 779, 784
Intra- Country Airlift

Augmentation, 769, 770
Composition, 769, 770
Need for Additional Aircraft, 770
Requirements vs. Capabilities, 769, 770
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IRON HAND, 425, 433
Iron Triangle, 386
Irregular Practices Committee, 934. 955

JENNY, Project, 794
Joint Personnel Recovery Center, 980
Joint Research and Test Activity (JRATA), 861, 366
Joint R&D Seminars, 866
Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP), 1026
Jungle Burning, 875, 876
JUSPAO, Z18, Z46, 565, 568, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639, 640, 656,

661, 675, 680

K

Kadena Air Base, 405
Khanh, Nguyen, Premier, 1128, 1135
Kit Carson Program, 681, 687
Komer, Robert W., 559, 585, 587, 590, 594, 636
Korean Combat Ration

Affect on US Balance of Payments, 727
Final Agreement, 717, 7Z9
Payment of by'US, 728
Requirement for, 725

Korean Logistical Service Corps (KLSC), Employment of, 716
Kosygin, Soviet Premier, 20, 50
Ky, Nguyen Cao, 577, 1037, 1056, 1057, 1136, 1138, 1141, 1148

L

Laos, 408, 422, 138, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 451, 453,
454, 455, 458
Infiltralon through, 37

Laundry Services
Means of Providing, 755
Problems and Solutions, 755
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Leadership, RVNAF, 190*
Leaflet Production, 633
Leaves, RVNAF, 177
Legal Matters, 953

Black Market, 955
Civil Law, 954

Claims, 953
IPC, 955
Marijuana and Narcotics, 957
Serious Incidents, 956

Lighter, Environmental-Adaptive Personal Systems (LEAPS), 887
Lines of Communication, Construction During 1967, 844, 845
Liquid Explosive Tunnel Destruct System (LETUDS), 882
LITTLE JOE, 868
Living Conditions, 90.1

NAF Messes, 905
Project MOOSE, 901

LLLTV Cameras, 871, 872
Loc, Vinh, General, 1129, 1130
Logistical Headquarters

CG, USARV, 708
COMNAVFORV, 708 •.

Logistical Organization
Common Item Support, 709

Logistic Facilities, Security of, 994
Logistic System

Automated Supply Management, 710
Elimination of Okinawa as Principal Supply Support Base, 710
Function of 14th Inventory Control Center, 710
1966 SECDEF Guidance, 709-710
1967 SECARMY Revised Plan, 710
VC/NVA, General, 85

Long- Lines Systems, 784
Low-Light Level Television Systems (LLLTV or SNOOPY), 8/0, 871, 872
LRP, 158
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M

MAC, .Realignment of Passenger & Cargo Channels, 771, 77Z
MACCORDS, 636, 637, 638, 639, 640, 645, 680, 681, 685, 692,
696, 697

MACEVAL, 865, 1251
MACJ3, 861, 863
MACJ342, 866
MACJ5 Study, 644, 645, 646
MACMA, 233, 234, 235
MACMD (Surgeon) Activities, Improvement of, 798
MACPD, 636, 637, 638, 640, 643, 645, 646, 672, 673, 689, 692
MACSOG, 866
MACONOMY, 1195
MACSA, 862, 866, 870, 873

MACSA Development, 864

MACV Civic Action Fund, 693
MAGIC EYE, 688
Magnetic Intrusion Detector (MID), 868
Maintenance

Aviation Equipment, 759
CyclicalOverhaul/Replacement Program, 760

III MAF, 761
Preventive Program by USARV, 759
Seventh Air Force, 761
Status of, 759
Tracked Vehicles, 760

Major Systems for Funding the Economy, 870, 871, 872
Manpower (NVN), 25
MARKET TIME, 41, 42, 43, 110, 461, 463, 501
McGiffert, David E., 916
McMillan, Dr. William G., 862
MDEM, 1132
M'D"CAP, 656, 692, 694

Impact on Vietnamese, 806
Increased Participation, 805
New Supply System for, 805

Medical Assets, Expansion of, 798
Medical Evacuation, Number of Patients Evacuated, 804
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Mekong Delta Mobile Afloat Force (MDMAF), 46Z, 478,
Messes

*Conversion of. 725
NAY, 905
RVNAF, 175

MICH. 635, 637, 638, 651, 653, 656
MIGs, 433, 438, 455
MILCAP, 633, 656, 690, 691
Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS), 776, 795
Military Banking Facilities, 1059- 1062
Military Justice, 948

Civilians, 949
Jurisdiction and Court-Martial, 948

Militar'y Region
#2, 103
#4, 28
#5, 18, 44, 45, 80
#6, 80

MILPHAP, 695
Minh, Duong Van, 1135
Minh, Ho Chi, Premier, 13, 14, 18, 45
Mines/Booby Trps, 877, 878, 879, 880
Ministry of Health, RVN, 111I
Ministry, Public Works, 1132
Miniaturized Night Vision Sight (Miniscope), 870
Mission Council, 635, 637, 661, 667, 1046
Mission, US, 218, 1035, 10.37
MK-36, 436, 458,459
Mobile Riverine Force (MRF), 394, 478
Mobility, 884, 885, 886, 887
Montagnard, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131,1132

Tribal Groups, 1127
The Problems, 1127

Morale and Welfare, 897
Mortuary Services

Construction of New Facilities, 757
Responsibility and Facilities, 757

Moscow, 19, 20
MPO-4A Radar, 874
MUD RIVER, Nickname, 1087
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Multi-National Force, FWMAF, 247
Munitions, 882, 883
MUSCLE SHOALS, 447, 448, 874, 1069, 1070, 1087
M16 Rifle

Corrective Actions, 744
Delay in Decision to Equip ROK Force, 732
Issue to RVNAF in FY68 and CY68, 736, 737
Issue to US Advisory Personnel, 733
Performance of, 738, 744
Priority for US Army, USMC, ROKA and ARVN nits, 733

M79 Grenade Launcher, 879
M106 Mighty Mite, 881, 882

Nation Building (See Pacification)
National Defense College, RVNAF, 180, 181, 183
National Military Academy, Vietnamese, 180, 181
National Reconciliation, 674, 675, 676, 677, 682
Naval Construction Brigade, 462
Naval Gunfire Support, 484, 492 •
Navy, North Vietnam, 31
Naval Operations, 461
Negotiations Posture Study, 1026
New Weapons, 458
Nghi, Le Thanh, Vice Premier, NVN, 19, 22
Night Observation Devices, 416
Night Vision, 870
North Korea, 23
Novel Ideas and Inventions, 688
Novikov, Soviet Vice Premier, 19
Nur, Paul, 1131, 1132
NVA Campaign, 633
NVN, 422, 425, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432, 446, 449
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Office of Civil Operations, 565, 566, 568, 583, 636, 696
Office of Operations Analysis, 864
Official Visitors, 1199

Problems, 1201
President Johnson, 1204

Operation, VC Intelligence, 102
Ope rations

HEADSHED, 363
(Miscellaneous)
Anti-Rocket in Defense of Danang, 1005
Anti-Vehicular, 1'103
Categories, 349
Combined Campaign Plan, 317
Concept of, 323
Guidance to Field Commanders, 326, 333, 342
Naval, 461
Political Restrictions on Cambodia, 351

Political Restrictions on DMZ, 352
Political Restrictions (General), 350
Political Restrictions on Laos, 351

- Systems Analysis, 1251
(Ground)
ALA MOANA, 385
ATLANTA, 39C
AVEKING ER, 373
BADGER HUNT, 370
BADGER TOOTH, 370
BALLISTIC CHARGE, 370
BARKING SANDS, 391
BASTION HILL, 370
BEACON HILL, 368 -
BEACON POINT, 370
BEACON STAR, 358, 369
BEAU CHARGER, 359, 457
BEAVER CAGE, 369
BELT DRIVE, 370
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BEL1 TIGHT, 359, 370
BENTON, 365
BILLINGS, 414
BUFFALO, 360
CEDAR FALLS, 385, 402
CIMARRON, 360
COCHISE, 367
CORONADO, 395
CORONADO I1, 396
CORONADO I1I, 396
CORONADO IV, 396
CORONADO V, 396
CORONADO VI, 396
CORONADO VII, 397
CORONADO IX, 397
DAN CHI 285B, 395
DAN CHI 315C, 398
DECK HOUSE, 368
DIAMOND HEAD, 391
DODGE CITY, 339
ENTERPRISE, 391
FAIRFAX, 383
FORTRESS RIDGE, 370
FREMONT, 363
FORREST, 392
FORTRESS SENTRY, 370
GREELY, 374, 378, 414
HICKORY, 359
HICKORY II, 361, 401, 457
HIGH PORT, 334
HOA XUAN 503, 373
HONG KIL DONG, 381
JUNCTION CITY, 387, 413
KENTUCKY FARM, 363
KINGFISHER, 363
KOLE KOLE, 391
LAM SON 54, 457
LAM SON 67, 39Z
LANCASTER, 363
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LIEN KET 112, 367
LIEN KET 81/RIO GRANDE/GIANT DRAGON, 366
MAC ARTHUR, 378
MAENG HO 8, 379
MALHEUR 13, 365
MALHEUR V. 365

MARION, 377
MEDINA, 370
MARASUAN, 392
NEOSHO, 363
NEUTRALIZE, 452
OH JAC KYO, 380
OREGON, 414
PENG MA , 379
PERSHING, 373
PHOENIX, 339
PRAIRIE, 356, 357, 358
PRAIRIE 11, 357
PRAIRIE III, 358
PRAIRIE IV, 358

RANG DONG/PII, 385
SAM HOUSTON, 375
SAN ANGELO, 339
SANTA FE, 339, 342, 392
SARATOGA, 392
SCOTLAND, 363
THAYER I1, 372
UNION 1I, 364
UNION V, 364
WALLOWA, 366
WHEELER/WALLOWA, 365, 366
YELLOWSTONE, 392
YORK, 339, 341

Optimum Force Structure, 144
Oregon, Task Force, 335, 336, 365
OSA, 218
OSD, 1043
OVERLOOK, Project, 1028
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Pacification
Background, 560, 564
Chieu Hoi, 573, 574, 581, 594, 596, 597, 599-602
Chien Than , 562, 570
Clearing, 572
CORDS, 559, 583-627
Concepts, 570
Developing Phase, 574, 575
Hamlet Evaluation System, 622, 625
Iop Tac Program, 569
Infrastructure, 572, 574, 602, 604, 609, 619
Komer, Robert W., 559, 585, 587, 590, 594
Measuring Progress of, 622-627
Military Support for, 565, 573, 576, 581, 604-608
Ministry of Revolutionary Development, 559, 563, 564, 574, 575,

580, 599
National Police, 572, 574, 617-621
National Priority Areas, 575, 579, 598, 603
Prisons, 621, 622
Refugees, 613-617
RDC Teams, 563, 571, 573, 582, 609-612
Rural Construction, 562
Rural Reconstruction, 562
RVNAF, 576- 583
Strategic Hamlet Program, 561
Securing, 573, 574
Summary, 1967, 625, 626, 627

Patrol Gunboats (PG), 461, 465
Patrol Seismic Intrusion Detector (PSID), 868
Party, People's Revolutionary (PRP), 14, 18, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49
P-.y and Allowances, RVNAF, 174
Peking, 19, 21, ZZ
Penetrating Liquid Explosive (PLX), 882
Personnel Sensors, 868, 869
PHILCAG, 277
Philippine Housing, 912
Phu Cat, 420
Piaster Control, 1036
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Piaster Expenditures, 1053
Piaster Expenditure Reduction, 1046- 1054
PINK ROSE, 875, 876
PLAN RAINBOW, 201
Plans

Combined Campaign Plan 1967, 317
COMUSSEASIA, 1021
Contingency, 1021
Late 1967/Early 1968, 342
NE Monsoon Plan, 338
SEATO, 1021

POL
Consumption During 1967, 745-746
Stockage Objective, 744
Storage Facilities at Cam Ranh Bay, 745

Politburo, 13, 14
Political Restrictions on War, 350
POKER DICE, 403
POLWAR, 636
Ports

I CTZ, 818
I CTZ, 825
III & IV CTZ, 833
Berths Available, 837
Can Tho, 833
Cam Ranh Bay, 825
Central Purchasing Authority (CPA), 81Z
Chu Lai, 818
Commodity Import Program (CIP), 811
Commercial Port, 808, 817
Da Nang, 818
Dong 14a, 818
Dong Tam, 833
rishmarket, 808, 817

Hue, 818
Nha Trang, 825
Newport, 808, 817
125th Terminal Command, 815
Phan Rang, 825
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Ports (Continued)
Qui Nhon, 825
Saigon, 808, 817
Tan My, 818
Tonnages, 835
Vung Ro, 825
Vung Tau, 833

Port Development, 807
Port Operations

Buildup in Water Port Throughput Capability, 772
Congestion Problem Solved CY1967, 772
Responsibility for Port Handling at Saigon Returned to GVN, 773
Status of in Early 1967, 772 •

Ports, Capacity of, 707
Porter, Deputy Ambassador, 674
Position Locators, 887
Postal Operations, 908
Postal, RVNAF, 176
Post Exchange, 932

Hanh, Governo-r, 934
IPC, 934

PRACTICE NINE, 1029, 1073
PRAIRIE FIRE Spike Teams, Mmployjent of, 1107
PRAIS E, 194
Press and Public Opinion, 959

ARVN Image, 959
Credibility Gap, 967
Derogatory. Reporting, 961
Misquoted Interviews, 965
Press Problems, 961
Press Prompting, 965
Violating of News Embargo, 963

Preventive Medicine
Activities of, 803
Rodent Control, 803

Prisoners of War, 970
US/FWF, 971
VC Policy, 972
Handling, 973
Release of TTS/FWF. 978
Enemy, 984 Page 1330 of 1340 pages
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Prisoners (Continued)
Release of VC/NVA, 984
PW Camps, 987
Discipline, 991

PRIZE CREW, 870
Programs, R&D, 867 thru 888
Program 4, 135, 143, 144
Program 5, 148, 151, 714-715
Projects

ARMOROCCO, 873
Casualty Estimate, 1025
Chopstick, 1029
Crystal Ball, 1025
Drag Hunt, 1029
Firearms, 1024
MOOSE, 901
Overlook, 1028
Practice Nine, 1029
Shallow Draft, 1031
Shape-Up, 1025
Steam Bath, 1031
Strategic Study, 1026
Twist, 1026
439L, 775
640, 231, 232, 233

Property Disposal
Contract with ROKO, 756
Means of Increasing Disposal Rate', 756
Responsibility of, 756
Sales, 756

PSYOP, 572, 574
Aircraft, 641
Bn/Co, 642
Campaigns within GVN, 674
PSYOP & Leaflet Campaign, 656
Structure, 635

PSYWAR, 450, 648, 651, 660, 661, 66a, 663, 664
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PWs as Hoi Chanhs, 682, 683, 684

Quang, Dang Van, 1157
Queens Cobras, RTAVR, 272

R &R, 918
ANZUS Reimbursement, 930
Australia, 921
Guam, 920
Hong Kong, 924, 927

Korean Site, 928
Manila, 926
Reduced Fares to Hawaii, 920
Thailand Based Personnel, 923

RAAF, 400
Canberra, B-57, 402

Railroads
Plans for Restoration, 766
Restoration Goals for 1967, 1968, 767-768
Sabotage Incidents, vs. Restoration, 767
Status at End of 1967, .768

Red Ball Express System, Expansion of, 759
Refugees, 696, 697
Relations, NLF Diplomatic with, 49, 50
Revetment Buildup, 418
Revolutionary Development (See Pacification)
R ifle

M•, Return of Excesses to Korea, 736
M14, Return of to CONUS, 731
M16, Sale of to Govt of Singapore, 734-735

RINGTROP, 877, 878
River Assault Division (RAD), 479
River Assault Groups (RAGs), 503
River Assault Squadron, 479
River Flotilla One (RIVLOT 1), 478
River Patrol Boat (PBR), 461, 469
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River Patrol Force, 469
River Support Squadron SEVEN (RIVSUPRON 7), 479
River Transport Escort Group (RTEG), 503
Rocket Activity, III MAF Assessment of, 1003
Rocket Attacks, Against US Installations, 1000
Rocket Attacks, COMUSMACV, Briefing to CINCPAC, 1004
ROLLING THUNDER, 24, 42Z, 425, 428, 435, 436, 663
Route 4, Importance of, 764
Route Packages (N\'N), 4Z2, 425, 428, 430, 432, 436, 449, 459
Royal Laotian Air Force, 438, 439, 453, 454, 455.
ROKAF, 261, 263
Rules of Engagement

Cambodia, 444, 445, 454
Laos, 440, 441, 442, 443, 446
NVN, 435, 436, 437

RVNAF, 173, 649, 690, 691, 692
CIDG, Z16
General, 167
NPFF, 217
RF/PF, 213
VNAF, 209
VNMC, .205
VNN, 207

Safe Conduct Pass, 659
Saga of Nguyen Van Be, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673
Saigon Port Advisory Plan, Implementation Date, 773
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